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SECTION 5
GUIDANCE EQUATIONS
5. 1

INTRODUCTION

5. 1. 1

GENERAL COMMENTS

The purpose of this section is to present the Guidance and
Navigation Computation Routines associated with a manned LM Apollo
Earth-Orbital Mission.

These Routines are utilized by the Pro-

grams outlined in Section 4 where astronaut and other subsystem
interface and operational requirements are described. The guidance
and navigation equations and procedures presented in Section 5 are
primarily concerned with mission type programs representing the
current LM PGNCS Computer (LGC) capability.

A restricted num -

ber of LGC service type program operations which involve computation requirements are also included.
The LM PGNCS Computer (LGC) guidance and navigation equations for earth orbital missions are presented in the following five catagories:
Section 5. 2

Coasting Flight Navigation Routines

Section 5. 3

Powered Flight Navigation and
Guidance Routines

Section 5. 4

Targeting Routines

Section 5. 5

Basic Subroutines

Section 5. 6

General Service Routines

Guidance equation parameters required for program initialization
and operation are list&d in Section 5. 7.
are stored in the LGC erasable memory.

These selected parameters
General constants used

in the equations of this volume are presented in Section 5. 8.

5. 1-1
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A complete table of contents for Section 5 is presented
in the following Section 5. 1. 2. 1.

A cross -reference between the

LGC programs and routines of Section 4 that are described in
Section 5 is listed in Section 5. 1. 2. 2.

It should be noted that the

LM earth orbital mission program SUNDANCE is a subset of the
LM lunar landing mission program LUMINARY.

In the following

Section 5 table of contents and text, missing section numbers cor respond to LUMINARY programs that were deleted to form the
SUNDANCE program.
The principal authors contributing to this Section 5
were :
G. M. Levine
W.F. Marscher
R.H. Marth
R. Phaneuf
P. J. Philliou
J. M. Reber
W. M. Robertson
N. E. Sears
W. Tempelman
R. L. White
The Guidance System Operations Plan is published as
seven separat e volumes (sections) as listed below:
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Pre-Launch
Data Links
Digital Auto - Pilots
Operational Modes
Guidance Equations
Control Data
Error Analyses

This volume constitutes a control document to govern
the structure of the manned LM Earth Orbital Mission, using
SUNDANCE, including PGNCS interfaces with the flight crew and
Mission Control Center,
Revisions to this plan which reflect changes in the
above control items require NASA approval.
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5. 1. 4

COOR DINA TE SYSTEMS
There are six major coordinate systems used in the

navigation and guidance pro grams.

These six coordinate systems

are defined individually in the following descriptions, and referenced
to control specifications of Section 5. 8. 2 where app licable.

I

Any

other coordinat"e system i,1sed in any particular LGC prGJgram is
defined in the individual section describing that program.
5. 1. 4. 1

Basic Reference Coordinate System
The Basic Reference Coordinate System is an ortho -

gonal inertial coordinate system whose origin is located at
either the moon or the earth center of mass.

The orientation

of this coordinate system is defined by the line of intersection
of the mean earth equatorial plane and the mean orbit of the
earth (the ecliptic) at the beginn_ing of the Besselian year which
starts January O. 525, 1969.

The x-axis

(~XI)

is along this in-

tersection with the positive sense in the direction of the ascending node of the ecliptic on the equator (the equinox), the Z-axis

21 )

(~

is along the mean earth north pole, and the Y-axis (~YI)

completes the right-handed triad.

The Basic Reference Coord!i.nate

System is presented in Ref. 1 of Sec. 5. 8. 2 as Standard C<'.>0rdinate
System 4, Geocentric Inertial in Fig. A-4.
During earth-orbital missions in which the LM is active
near the earth, the Basic Reference Coordinate System will be
earth-centered. All navigation stars and lunar-solar ephemerides
are refertrnced to this coordinate syst€:lm. All vehicle state vectors
are refer6!nced to this system during coasting or free fall phases
of the mission.
5. 1. 4. 2

IMU Stable Member or Platform Coordinate System
The orthogonal inertial coordinate system defined by

the PGNCS inertial measurement unit (IMU) is dependent upon
the current IMU alignment.

There are many possible alignments

during a mission, but the primary IMU alignment orientations
described in Section 5. 6. 3. 4 are summarized below and designated by the subscript SM:
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1.

Preferred Alignment
~XSM = ~TD

~SM = UNIT (-~XS M X ~)

u
= u
-ZS M -XSM

(5. 1. 1)

x -YS
u... _
M

where:

~SM
IMU stable member coordinate unit

~SM
~ZSM

vectors referenced to the Basic Reference Coordinate System
unit vector in des ire d thrust direction

l_lTD

at ignition
r

2.

position vector at ignition

Nominal Alignment (Local Vertical)

u..._ M = UNIT (r)
at t .
a 1ign

-XS

~SM= UNIT(~ X £)

(5. 1. 2)

~ZSM = ~XSM ><~S M
where £and

~represent

the alignment time, t

the vehicle state vector at

. .
a 1ign
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The origin of the IMU Stable Member Coordinate
System is the center of the IMU stabl e member.
5, 1, 4, 3

Vehicle or Body Coordinate System
The Vehicle or Body Coordinate System is the ortho -

gonal coordinate system used for the LM structural body,

The

origin of this coordinate system is 2 00 inches below the LM
ascent stage base.

The X-axis ( ~B) lies along the longitudinal

axis (c enterline of the transfer tunnel) of the LM, positive in
the nominal DPS thrust direction.

The Z-axis ( ~ZB) is parallel

to the centerline of the exit hatch and directed forward from the
design eye,

The Y-axis

(~YB)

complehs the right-handird triad.

This coordinate system is defined in Ref, 1 of Section 5, 8, 2 as
the Standard Coordinate System 8d, LEM Structural Body Axis
in Fig. A-8d.
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5. 1. 4. 4

l

Earth- Fixed Coordinate System
The Earth-Fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal

rotating coordinate system whose origin is at the center of
mass of the earth.

This coordinate system is shown in Ref . 1

of Sec. 5. 8. 2 as the Standard Coordinate System 1, Geographic
Polar in Fig. A-1 .

The Z -axis of this coordinate system is

defined to be along the earth's true rotational or polar axis.
The X - axis is defined to be along the intersection of the prime
(Greenwich) meridian and the equatorial plane of the earth,
and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and completes the
right - handed triad.
5. 1. 4. 5

Moon-Fixed Coordinate System
The Moon - Fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal

rotating coordinate system whose origin is at the center of
mass of the moon.

This coordinate system is shown in Ref. 1

of Sec. 5. 8. 2 as the Standard Coordinate System 2, Selenographic
Polar in Fig. A -2.

The Z -axis i s defined to b e along the true

polar or rotation axis of th e moon, the X-axis is through the
mean center of the apparent disk or along the intersection of
the meridian of

o0

longitud e and the equ atorial plane of the moon,

and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and comp l etes the
right-handed triad.
5. 1. 4 . 6

Navigation Base Coordinate System
The Navigation Bas e Coordinate System is an orthogonal

coordinate system whose origin and axis orientation are defined
by the three mounting points between the PGNCS navigation base
and the LM vehicle structure.

These mounting point locations

are defined in Section G - G of the GAEC - MIT Interface Control
Document LID280-10004 (Ref. 13 of Sec 5. 8 . 2 ).

They NB axis

is defined by the centers of the two upper mounting points along
line F of Ref. 13, with the positive direction in the same general direction
as the LM+Yvehicle axis. The X NB axis is defined by a line through the
center of the lower mounting point (pointK of Ref. 13) and perpendicular
to theY NB axis. The positive XNB dir ection is in the same general sense
as the LM +X vehicle axis. The+ ZNB defined as ~NBX~NB to complete
the right - handed triad. The Navigation Base Coordinate System is ap proximately parallel with the LM Vehicle Coordinate System .
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5. 1. 5

GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS
In this section the definitions of and the conventions

for using a selected number of parameters are given.

Although

virtually all of the information in this section appears elsewhere
in this document, this section provides a summary of facts
which are distributed among various other sections.
5. 1. 5. 1

Error Transition Matrix Maintenance

5. 1. 5. 1. 1

Definitions
The error transition matrix (W matrix) is defined

in Section. 5. 2. 2. 4 and is used in processing navigation measurement
data. . Control of the W matrix is maintained by means of the flag
RENDWFLG (see Section 5. 2. 4. 2. 2).

If RENDWFLG is equal to

one, then the W matrix is valid for processing rendezvous navigation
data; while this flag being equal to zero indicates that the W matrix
is invalid.
5. 1. 5. 1. 2 W Matrix Control Flag
The W matrix control flag is maintained according to
the following rules:

1.

RENDWFLG is initially zero.

2.

A CSM state vector update from the ground
causes the flag to be zeroed.

3.

A LM in -flight state vector update from the
ground causes the flag to be zeroed.

An update

of the landing site vector when the LM is on the lunar
surface does not cause the flag to be zeroed.
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4.

There exists a special DSKY verb by which the
astronaut can zero the flag.

5.

Indication to the LGC that the LM is on the lunar
surface causes RENDWFLG to be zeroed.

6.

Initialization of the W matrix for rendezvous
navigation causes RENDWFLG to be set to one.
There exists in erasable memory one set of
initialization parameters for the W matrix consisting of four elements: one each for position,
velocity, RR shaft bias, and RR trunnion bias.
At the time each set of rendezvous navigation
data is processed, RENDWFLG is tested.

If

the flag is found to be zero, then the W matrix
is initialized consistent with the erasable
parameters, and the flag is set to one.

See

Section 5. 2. 4. 2. 2 for more complete details of
this initialization procedure.
7.

There exists a special DSKY verb which causes
the RMS position and velocity errors to be
computed from the W matrix and displayed.

At

this display the astronaut can enter new W matrix
position and velocity initialization parameters,
at which RENDWFLG is zeroed.
then applies.

Item 6 above

See Section 5. 6. 19 for more

complete details of this procedure,
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5. 1. 5. 1. 3

W Matrix Extrapolation
Extrapolation of the W matrix is described in

Section 5. 2. 2. 4.

Required in this extrapolation is the specification

of the appropriate vehicle's state vector with which the W matrix
is extrapolated.

This extrapolation occurs during programs P-00

and P-20; and at the conclusion of programs P-40, P -4 1, P - 42,
and P-47.

The conventions under which the extrapolation occurs

during each of these programs are as follows:
P-00

If RENDWFLG is equal to one, the W

matrix is extrapolated with th e LM state
vector if the LM is in flight, and with the
CSM state vector if the LM is on th e lunar
surface. The W matrix is not extrapolated
ifthe flag is equalto zero, (S ee Section 5. 6. 11).
P-20

The W matrix is extrapolated with the
state vector that is being updated if
RENDWFLG is equal to one, and not
extrapolated if RENDWFLG is equal
to zero. (See Section 5. 2. 4. 2. 2).

P-40

The result of the maneuver will be a

P-41

final state vector at the end -of-maneuver

P-42

time tF.

P-47

before the maneuver program will still

The LM state vector that existed

exist; a nd, cotemporal with it, there will
also be the CSM state vector and the W
matrix.

The following steps are performed

after the Average-G Routine (Sec. 5. 3. 2)
is terminated:
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1.

If the W matrix i;:ontrol flag ic·

equal to one, the old LM state
vector amd the W matrix are
extrapolated to tF.

2r

The CSM state vector is extrapolated
to time tF.

3,

The LM state vector is initialized
to the end-of-maneuver state vector.

If a computation overflow occurp during any of the
above W matrix extrapolations, a program alarm will result,
the W matrix control flag will be zeroed, and the extrapolation
of the state vector will continue without the W matrix.
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5. 1. 5. 2

Altitude Parameter Convention
In the following programs and routines the display

parameter or the vehicle altitude or trajectory pericenter or
apocenter altitude is measured with respect to the earth launch
pad radius magnitude, r LP' in earth orbit cases, or the lunar
landing site radius magnitude, rLS' in lunar orbit cases.

The

earth launch pad radius parameter, r LP' is stored in fixed memory
and the lunar landing site radius, r LS' is the magnitude of the
landing site vector, .::_LS' available in erasable memory.
P -2 1

Ground Track Determination

Sec. 5. 6. 5

P-30

External

Sec. 5. 3. 3.3.1

P-34 & P74

TPI Pre-Thrust Program

Sec. 5.4.4.4

R-30

Orbit Parameter Display Routine

Sec. 5. 6. 17

,6. V

Maneuver Cul.dance
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5.2

COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

5. 2. 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The LGC Coasting Flight Navigation Routines which

are presented in Sections 5. 2. 2 through 5. 2. 4 are used during
non-thrusting phases of the Apollo mission.

The basic objective

of the navigation routines is to maintain estimates of the position
and velocity vectors of both the CSM and the LM.

Let r and v

be the estimates of a vehicle's position and velocity vectors,
respectively.

Then, the six-dimensional state vector, x, of the

spacecraft is defined by

Coasting Flight Navigation is accomplished by extrapolating the
state vector,

~·

by means of the Coasting Integration Routine

(Section 5. 2. 2 ) , and updating or modifying this estimated state
using Rendezvous Radar (RR ) tracking data by the recursive
method of navigation (Sections 5. 2. 3 - 5. 2. 4 ) .
The Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2) is
used by other navigation and targeting routines to extrapolate
the following:
1)

Present estimated LM state vector

2)

Present estimated CSM state vector

3)

An arbitrary specified state vector, such as the
predicted result of a maneuver

5. 2-1
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State vector extrapolation is accomplished by means
of Encke's method of differential accelerations.

The motion of

a spacecraft is dominated by the conic orbit which would result
if th e spacecraft were in a central force field,

In Encke's

method th e differential equations for the deviations from conic
motion are integrated numerically.

This technique is in contrast

to a numerical integration of the differential equations for th e
total motion, and it provides a more accurate orbit extrapolation.
The numerical integration is accomplished by means of Nystrom' s
method which gives fourth-order accuracy while requiring only
three computations of the derivatives per time step.

The usual

fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration methods require four derivative computations per time step.
Regardless of the accuracy of the state vector extrapolation, errors in the initial conditions will propagate and soon
grow to intolerable size.

Thus, it is necessary periodically to

obtain additional data in the form of either new state vector estimates or modifications to the current state vector estimates.
These state vector modifications are computed from navigation
data obtained by means of navigation measurements.
The LM PGNCS uses RR tracking data to compute
state vector changes.

Navigation measurement data are used to

update state vector estimates during the rendezvous navigation
procedure which will be used normally during a ll LM-CSM rendezvous phases.
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)
In order to achieve desired rendezvous objectives, it
is necessary to expand the rendezvous navigation procedur e to
nine dimensions, and to include in the estimation the constant
RR angle biases.

The estimated state vector that is used in

rendezvous navigation is given by

x

(~l.)

where .::_and .'.:'.:.are the estimate d position and velocity vectors of
e ither the LM or the CSM, and

~ias

is a vector whose components

are the estimates of the RR angle biases. Normally the LM state
vector is updated, but the as tronaut can select the CSM updat e
mode, The selection of the vehicle update mod e is based primarily
upon which vehic l e 's state vector is most accurately known initially,
and which vehic le is controlling the rendezvous maneuvers.
In order to estimate the RR a ngle biases, it is necessary
to restrict the LM attitude during RR tracking.

This attitude re -

striction involves controlling the LM +Z-axis to be within 30° of
the tracking line-of-sight and is described in Section 5. 2. 4. 1,
Navigation data i s incorporated into the state vector
estimates by means of the Measurement Incorporation Routine
(S ection 5. 2, 3 ) which has both six- and nine-dimensional modes.
The six-dimensional mode is not used in this restricted Earth
Orbital Mission Program,

The Measurement Incorporation Routine

is a subroutine of the Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5,2.4.2 ),
A simplified functional diagram of the Rendezvous Navigation
Program which uses th ese routines is given in Fig, 2. 1-1,
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In rendezvous navigation, estimated LM and CSM
position and velocity vectors are obtained at required times by
means of the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2 ).

The

Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section 5. 2. 3 ) is used to
incorporate the measurement data into the state vector estimates.
The Navigation procedure, which is illustrated in
simplified form in Fig. 2 . 1-1, involves computing an estimated
tracking measurement, "'
Q, based on the current state vector
estimates.

This estimated measurement is then compared with

the actual tracking measurement Q (RR tracking data in the LGC )
to form a measured deviation oQ.

A statistical weighting vector,

w, is computed from statistical knowledge of state vector un -

~ertainties

and tracking

performance,~,

plus a geometry vec-

tor, £_, determined by the type of measurement being made.
The weighting vector,

~,

is defined such that a statistical optimum

linear estimate of the deviation, ox, from the estimated state
ve.c tor is obtained when the weighting vector is multiplied by the
measured deviation &Q .

The vectors

~'

£_and

6~

are of six or

nine dimensions depending upon the dimension of the state vector
being estimated .
In an attempt to prevent unacceptably large incorrect
state vector changes, certain validity tests have been included
in the LGC Rendezvous Navigation Routine.

In this routine

measurement data is processed periodically (approximately once
per minute ), and it is desirable that the CSM be tracked during
the entire rende zvous phase up to the manual terminal maneuver.
If the magnitudes of the changes in the estimated position and

velocity vectors, 6 r and 6 v, respectively, are both l ess than
preset tracking alarm levels, then the selected vehicle's state
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vector is automatically updated by the computed deviation,

o~,

and no special display is presented, except that the tracking
measurement counter is incremented by one.

If either or or

av exceeds its alarm level, then the state vector is not updated,
and the astronaut is alerted to this condition by a special dis play of or and <'iv.
In this case the astronaut should place the RR under
manual control and make the necessary radar operating and
side lobe checks to verify main lobe lock-on and tracking conditions.

After the tracking has been verified, and navigation data

has again been acquired, the astronaut has the option of com manding a state vector update if the tracking alarm is again
exceeded, or of repeating further RR checks before incorporating
the measurement data.

If the astronaut cannot verify the tracking 1

then he can terminate the program and try to achieve tracking
conditions at a later time.
The tracking alarm criterion is incorporated in the
navigation routine to alert the astronaut to the fact that the state
vector update is larger than normally expected, and to prevent
the estimated state vector from automatically being updated in
such cases.
astronaut.

The update occurs only by specific command of the
The tracking a l arm l evel beyond which updating is

suspended is primarily chosen to avoid false acquisition and
tracking conditions.

There is a low probability that the alarm

level will be exceeded in the LGC if the estimated state vectors
are essentially correct, since the RR Designation and Data Read
Routines have partial internal checks for side-lobe acquisition
before tracking data are incorporated in the navigation routine.
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The most probable condition for the state v ec tor update alarm
level being exceeded in the LGC is, ther efore, initial acquisition
and tracking in the case where a poor estimate of either the
CSM or LM state vector exists.

In this case the astronaut would

have to command the initial state v e ctor update, after which the
tracking alarm level would seldom b e exceeded during the re mainder of the navigation phase.

It should b e noted that this

statement is true only if the estimated s tat e vector of the active
vehicle p e rforming a pow ere d rendezvous maneuver is updated
by the Average -G Routine in the case of the LM being th e active
vehicle, or by a DSKY entry ( R-32) of the m aneuver t:. V if the
CSM i s the active vehicle (S ection 5, 6 , 16 ).
The display e d values of <'ir and <'iv which h ave not
passed the tracking alarm t est will depend upon the statistical
parameters stored in the LGC and upon the following typ es of
errors:
Type 1: Errors in the curr ent state vec tor estimates
Type 2: Errors in a lignm e nt of the IMU
Type 3: Reasonable RR tracking performance error s
Type 4: A PGNCS or RR failure resulting in false
acquisition
The existence of Typ e 1 e rrors is precis e l y the reason that the
RR tracking is being done .

It is the function of the navigation

to decreas e Type 1 errors in the presence of noise in the form
of errors of Types 2 and 3.

Since the RR tr a cking should not be

performed unless the IMU is w e ll aligned and the PGNCS and RR
are functioning properly, it follow s that the purpose of the state
vector change validity check is to discover a Type 4 e rror.

As

previously mentioned, t h ere is a low probability of this type of
error occurring.
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.l
Based upon the last time that the state vector was
updat ed and when the IMU last was realigned, very crude reasonable values for &r and &v can be generated by the astronaut.

Th e

LGC will provide no information to assist the astronaut in his
estimates of reasonable values for c5 r and c5 v.
The parameters required to initialize the Rendezvous
Navigation Routine (S ection 5. 2 , 4. 2) are the initial estimated
LM and CSM state vectors, initial state vector estimation error
covariance matrices in the form of prestored diagonal error
transition matrices (as defined in Section 5. 2. 2. 4), and a priori
measurement error variances.

The basic input to th e navigation

routines is RR tracking data which is automatically acquired by
the Data Read Routine, The primary results of the navigation
routine .are the estimated LM and CSM state vectors.

The various

guidance tar getin g modes outlined in Section 5, 4 are based on the
state vector estimates which result from these navigation routines.
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5. 2. 2

COASTING INTEGRATION ROUTINE'~

5. 2. 2. 1 General Comments
During all coasting phase navigation procedures, an extrapolation of position and velocity by numerical integration of the equations of
motion is required.

The basic equation may be written in the form
>~~~

d2

2

µp

~ (t)

+3

dt

~ (t)

r

= ~(t)

(2. 2. 1)

where µp is the gravitational constant of the primary body, and

~(t)

is

the vector acceleration which prevents the motion of the vehicle (CSM or
LM) from being precisely a conic with focus at the center of the primary
body.

The Coasting Integration Routine is a precision integration routine

in which all significant perturbation effects are included.
the disturbing acceleration

~(t)

The form of

depends on the phase of the mission.

An approximate extrapolation of a vehicle state vector in which
the disturbing acceleration,

~(t)

of Eq. (2. 2. 1), is set to zero may be

accomplished by means of the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 5 ).
The LGC Coasting Integration Routine is restricted to earth or
lunar orbit and is not to be used in cislunar-midcourse space.

The routine

does not contain the capability of computing the gravitational perturbations
of the sun or the other body (moon or earth); and, therefore, cannot pro vide accurate midcourse integration.
5. 2. 2. 2 Encke's Method
If~

is small compared with the central force field, direct in -

tegration of Eq. (2. 2. 1) is inefficient.

Therefore, the extrapolation will

be accomplished using the technique of differential accelerations attribu ted to Encke.
'~

This section does not reflect the entire LGC Coasting Integration Routine
which is identical to that contained in the CMC . These two routines have
been kept identical for the purpose of efficient flight program production.
However~ certain control constants are set in the LGC so that the midcourse perturbation calculations are locked out. Only those equations
which can be executed are documented here.

~":'ln

the r~mainder of Section 5. 2 th~ subscript P will denot e primary
body ( earth or moon). Wh~n the body ;is known, then the subscripts
E and M will be used for €arth and moon, respectively. The vehicle
will be indicated by the subscripts C for CSM and L for LM.
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the posit1un and velocity vectors.£o and ~ . define
0
an osculating c.onic orbit. The position and velocity vectors in the
At time t

conic orbit, r
(t) and v
(t), respectively, will deviate by a small
-con
-con
amount from the actual position and velocity vectors.
The conic position and velocity at time t are computed as
shown in Section 5. 5. 5.

Required in this calculation is the variable x

which is the root of Kepler's equation.

In order to minimize the num-

ber of iterations required in solving Kepler's equation, an estimate of
the correct solution. for x is obtained as follows:
Let

T

=t

- t

(2. 2. 2)

0

During the previous computation cycle the values

r'

v'

were computed.

Xt

=

=~on

(T -2
-6.t)

= V-con

(T - -6.t)

(2. 2. 3)

2

A trial value of x(T) is obtained from

XI

+

S

(

1 - "f

S (1

- 2 "f

S) -

1 1
'S'
(rr

- a)

S

2

]

(2. 2. 4)

where
s

= rr~ (.t.t)
2

'Y

=

r' . v '
(2. 2. 5)
2r'

~
2

2
a =
ro

VO

µp
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Equations (2 . 2, 4) and (2 . 2 , 5) are also us ed to establish a
preliminary estimate of x for the Kepler Subroutine when it is used
to determine an approximate state vector extrapolation in one step,
For this procedure
r1

E.o

v'
x'

~o
0
= T

After specification of

E.o•

~O'

xt and

T,

the Kepler subroutine

(Section 5, 5, 5) is used to compute r
( T), v
( T), and x ( T ) .
-con
- con
The true position and velocity vectors will deviate from the
conic positiorl and velocity since

~

is not zero.

Let

r(t) = 6(t) + r
(t)
-con
(2. 2. 6)

v(t) = v(t) + v
(t)
-con

where !(t) and .!:'._(t) are the position and velocity deviations from the
conic.

The deviation vector !(t) satisfies the differential equation

(2. 2. 7)

subject to the initial conditions

(2. 2. 8)

where
(6 - 2r). 6
q =

r2
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(2. 2. 9)

f(q)

=q

3 + 3q +
1 + (1 + q)

j

2

(2. 2.10)

I2

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2. 2. 7) must remain small, i.e., of the same order as
efficient.

~(t),

if toe method is to be

As the deviation vector i(t) grows in magnitude, this term

will eventually increase in size.

Therefore, in order to maintain the

efficlency of the method, a new osculating conic orbit should be defined
by the total position and velocity vectors E_(t) and !(t).

The process of

selecting a new conic orbit from which to calculate deviations is called
rectification.

When rectification occurs, the initial conditions for the

differential equation for i(t), as well as the variables

T

and x, are

again zero.

5. 2. 2. 3 Dls turblng Acceleration

The form of the disturbing acceleration

~(t)

that is used in

Eq. (2. 2. 1) depends on the phase of the mission. In earth or lunar
orbit, only the gravitational perturbations arising from the nonspherical shape of the primary body need be considered. Let

~p

be the

acceleration due to the non-spherical gravitational perturbations of the
primary body.

Then, for the earth

(cos </I) u

-r

-

P'.i

-zjl

(cos </I) u

(2. 2. 11)

where
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I

P

P

2
I

3

(cos q,) = 3 cos

(cos 4')

q,

= 21 (15 cos 2 q, - 3)

(2. 2. 13)

are the derivatives of Legendre polynominals,

cos

<P

= u . u
-r
-z

(2. 2. 13)

and J , J , J are the coefficients of the second, third, and fourth
4
2
3
harmonics of the earth ' s potential function. The vectors u and u
-r
-z
are unit vectors in the direction of £ and the polar axis of the earth,
respectively, and rE is the equatorial radius of the earth.

In the .case of the moon

(2. 2. 14)
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where r M is the mean lunar radius, J M is the coefficient of the
22
term in the moon's gravitational potential function which describes
the assymmetry of the moon about its polar axis, and xM and yM
are the X and Y components of E_ expressed in moon-fixed coordinates.
The other terms in Eq. ( 2. 2. 14) have definitions analogous to those
in Eq. ( 2. 2. 11 ) .

The variables xM' y M' and

~z

are computed by

means of the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine (Section 5 . 5 . 2 ).

5. 2. 2. 4

Error Transition Matrix
The position and velocity vectors as maintained.in the

computer are only estimates of the true values.

As part of the

navigation technique it is necessary also to maintain statistical
data in the computer to aid in the

processi~g

of navigation measure -

ments.
If c ( t) and ri ( t) are the errors in the estimates of the

position and velocity vectors, respectively, then the six-dimensional
correlation matrix E( t) is defined by
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dt) E(t)T

dt) ry(t) T

(2. 2. 15)

E6(t) =
ry{t)

~(t)T

ry(t) ry(t)

'T

In certain applications it becomes necessary to expand the
state vector and the correlation matrix to more than six dimensions
so as to include estimation of landmark loc.ations in the CMC during orbit navigation, and rendezvous radar tracking biases in the
during the rendezvous navigation procedure.

Lac·

For this purpose a nine-

dimensional correlation matrix is defined as follows :

dt) {3T
E6(t)
ry(t) {3T

E(t) =

~ ~(t)T

~

_2(t) T

(2.2.16)

{3 {3T

where the components of the three-dimensional

vector~

are the errors

in the estimates of three variables which are estimated in addition to the
components of the spacecraft state vector.
In order to take full advantage of the operations provided by
the interpreter in the computer, the correlation matrix will be re stricted to either six or nine dimensions.

If, in some navigation pro-

cedure, only one or two additional items are to be estimated,then a sufficient
number of dummy variables will be added to the desired seven- or
eight-dimensional state vector to make it nine -dimensional.
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Rather than use the correlation matrix L the navigation procedure, it is more convenient to utilize a matrix W(t), called the error
transition matrix,ahd defined by

E(t) = W(t) W(t) T

(2. 2. 17)

Extrapolation of the nine - dimensional matrix W(t) is made by
direct numerical integration of the differential equation

-

d

dt

W(t) =

0

I

0

G(t)

0

0

0

0

0

W(t)

(2. 2. '8)

where G(t) is the three-dimensional gravity gradient matrix,and I and
0 are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.
U the W matrix is partitioned as

W=

_!io
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(2. 2. 1 S)

then,

d

at

~i (t) = ~i+9(t)

i

= 0,

1, •.•. ' 8

(2. 2. 20)

The extrapolation may be accomplished by successively integrating the
vector differential equations

d2

-w

.

w1(t) = G(t) w. (t)

dt"' -

i = 0, 1, ••• ' 8

(2. 2. 21)

-l

The gravity gradient matrix G(t) for earth or lunar orbit is
given by

G(t) =

t co
r

2
r3 £(t) £(t) T - r (t) 1]

L
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(2. 2. 22)

Thus, if D is the dimension of the matrix W(t) for the given
navigation procedure, the differential equations for the ! 1(t) vectors
are

d2
-ww.(t) =
dt~ - l

~ 13
r"(t)

fu

(t) . w. (t)l ur(t) - w 1
L.:....r
-1
j -

JI

(2. 2. 23)

( i = 0, 1, ... , D-1)

where u ( t) is a unit vector in the direction of r ( t ).
-r

-

It is possible for a computation overflow to occur
during the W matrix integration if any element of the matrix
exceeds. its maximum value, This event is extremely unlikely
because of the large scale factors chosen. The overflow occurs
if
1)

any element of the position part (upper third)
of the W matrix becomes equal to or greater than
19
m,

2

or
2)

any element of the velocity part (middle third)
of the W matrix becomes equal to or greater
than one m / csec.

In addition, each element of the bias part (lower third ) of the
5
matrix must remain less than 2 - radian, but this part does not
change during integration.
If overflow should occur, an alarm results, and either

new state vector estimates must be obtained from RTCC, or a
sufficient number of navigation measurements must be made be fore the state vectors are used in any targeting or maneuver
programs,
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5. 2. 2. 5 Numerical Integration Method
The extrapolation of navigational data requires the solution of
a number of second-order vector differential equations, specifically
Eqs. (2. 2. 7) and (2. 2. 23).

These a.re all special cases of the form

(2. 2. 24)
Nystrom 's method is particularly well suited to this form and
gives an integration method of fourth-order accuracy.
system is written

The second-order

(2. 2. 25)
d
at~= !__ (z, t)

and the formulas are summarized below.

(2. 2. 26)

~2

= !__ (l.n +

=

!__(l.n +

1

1

2

"2 ~ At+ g- ~l (At) ,
~

1

tn + 2 At)

1
2
At+ 2 ~2 (At) , tn +At)

For efficient use of computer storage as well as computing
time the computations are performed in the following order!
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1 ) Equation ( 2 . 2. 7 ) is solved using the Nystrom formulas
Eqs. ( 2 . 2 . 26).

It is necessary to preserve the values

of the vector~ at times tn, tn +D.t / 2, tn + D.t for use
in the sol ution of Eqs. ( 2. 2. 23 ).
2 ) Equations ( 2. 2 . 2 3 ) are solved one -at-a-time using
Eqs. (2.2.26) together with the values

of~

which re-

sulted from the first step.
The variable D.t is the integration time step and shoul d
not be confu sed with

T,

the time since rectification.

The maximum

value for D.t which can be used for precision integration, D.t

max

, is

computed from

..

m1n1mum

(o.

3/ 2
3 r con

4000

sec.)

(2. 2. 27)

,Jµ p

5. 2 2. 6

Coasting Integration Logic
Estimates of the state vectors of two vehicles ( CSM and

LM) will be maintained in the computer.

In various . phases of the

mission it will be required to extrapolate a state vector either alone
or with an associated W matrix of dimension six or nine.
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To ac c omplish all of these possible procedures, as well as
to solve the computer restart problem, three state vectors will be
maintained in the computer.

Let~ and

'..<.L be the est im ated CSM

and LM state vectors, respectively, and let'..<. be a temporary state
vector. The state vector x is a symbolic representation of the follow ing set of variables:
rectification position vector
rectification velocity vector

~on

conic position vector

~on

conic velocity vector

6

position deviation vector

v

velocity devi ation vector

t

time associated with ~on' ~on' 6 and II

T

time since rectification

x

root of Kepler's equation

f

)

p

l

primary body

The state vectors

~

and

~L

(2. 2. 28)

0 for earth
l for moon

represent an analogous set of variables.

The Coasting Integration Routine is controlled by the calling
program by means of the two indicators D and V.

The variable D

indicates the dimension of the W matrix with

D

=0

denoting that the state vector only is to be extrapolated.
ble V indicates the appropriate vehicle as follows:

5. 2-2 1
H e v. 2 - 12/ fi8

(2. 2. 29)

The vari-

1 for CSM

v

( 2' 2. 30 )

0 for LM

- 1 for state vector specified by calling program

In addition, the calling program must set the desired final time tF;
and, for V equal to -1, the desired state vector

~·

A simplified functional diagram of the Coasting Integration

Routine is

~hown

in Fig

2. 2 -1.

In the figure the indicated state

vector is being integrated to time tF .

The value of L::.t for each time

step is t:.t

( Eq . ( 2 2. 27 ))or the total time-to-go whichever is
max
smaller. The integration is terminated when the computed value of
L::.t is l ess than Et•
Figure 2. 2 -2 illustrates in more detail the logic flow of
this routine.

In this figure the following items, which have not been

discussed fully in the text, are explicitly illustrated:

)

1 ) Saving of E_ values for W matrix integration
2) Rectification procedure

3 ) Selection of disturbing acceleration

The logic flow shown in Fig . 2 . 2 -2 is controlled by the
switch F which is used to distinguish between state vector integration
(F

= 1)

and W matrix integration ( F

= 0) .

If the Coasting Inte gration Routine is requested to extrapolate

the estimated LM state vector and th e LM is on the lunar surface, th e n
the routine will use the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine (S e c tion 5. 5. 2 ) to compute the desired LM position and velocity and the norma l:
integration will not be pe rform e d. Thi s pro ce dure is not indi catc cl in the
figure.

There is a procedure for th e er:ne rgency termination of th e

Coasting Integration Routine in order to p e rmit correction of wrong
erasab l e memory parameters.

This e mergency function is d es crib e d in

Section 5. 6. 11.
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•
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ENTER
No

Yes

ll.t • minimum [ (tF - t),

± ll.t

x =

max ]

Yes

EXIT

No

Integrate State Vecto·r x (t)
One Time Step to Time t + ll.t

Yes

Yes

x

-L

=x
-

No

~c

=x

Integrate D- Dimensional W Matrix
One Time Step to Time t +ll.t
Figure 2. 2-1

Simplified Coasting Integration
Routine Logic Diagram
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ENTEH

At

Yes

= oignum (t F - t) minimum ( itF - ti , At max)

x • x
-L -

EXIT
RECTIFICATION

x
"C

=

l = D
F =0

x
-

!-0 = !:con + !
~o =~o n +!
!con=~
~on~

!

=

v

= 0

!o

Q.

x = 0
T = 0

l = l - 1

h =O
j =1

.£ = !.

14-------------+---------l! = ~
! =~+
Y eo

Ye•

9

No

d2

No

r =--,. (r .l

Eq.

!:. c:

dt• - J

-

!co n+~

~-----+--I Compute x , !con , ~on

Sec. 5.5.5

=(2 .2 .23 )

Compute xt
Eq . (2 ..J ,4 )

Eq. (IZ' .2. 7)

~

Yeo

=

!

+

[!-. +t(~l

+

2~2 )At)At

f

~ = ~ + ~1 + 4~ +~)At
h

= h +~

J• j +1

e... !

+ h(!'. +

No

hf

i>
t = t + ~t

Yeo

T • T

+~

Figure 2. 2 -2
Coasting Integration Routine Logic Diagram
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In addition to the general criterion discussed in
Section 5.2.2.2, the requirements for rectification (which are
not shown in Fig. 2. 2-2) are functions of
1 ) the computer word length,
2 ) the fact that the computations are performed in

fixed-point arithmetic,
3 ) the scale factors of the variables, and
4 ) the accuracy of the Kepler Subroutine ( Section 5. 5. 5 ).

If

> 0.01
r

con

or if
6 >

22

o. 75

X 2

{ 0.75

x 2

18

x 2

3

m for P = O
m for P = 1

or if

v

o. 75
>{
o. 7 5

m / csec for p = 0
1

X

2 - m / csec for P = 1

then rectification occurs at the point indicated in Fig. 2. 2 -2.
Also, if the calculation of the acceleration ( Eq. ( 2. 2. 7)) results
in overflow ( i. e. any component is equal to or greater than
2

-16

m/ csec

2

for P = 0, or 2

-20

m/ csec

2

for P = 1), then the

program is recycled to the beginning of the time step and rectification is performed. This procedure assumes the existence
of a valid state vector. If an invalid state vector is integrated,
then this overflow test can result in an infinite loop.
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MEASUREMENT INCORPORATION ROUTINE
Periodically it is necessary to update the estimated posi tion and ve lo c ity vec tors of the vehicle (CSM or LM) by means of
navi gation

measurements.

At the time a measurement is made,

the best estimate of the state vector of the spacecraft is the extrapof~'

are

the components of the estimated position and velocity vectors.

In

olated es timat e denoted by

~· ·

The first six components

certain situations it becomes necessary to estimate more than six
quantities.

Then, the state vector will be of nine dimensions.

From

this state vector estimate it is possible to determine an estimate of
the quantity m eas ured.

When the predicted value of this measure-

ment is compared with the actual measured quantity, the difference
is used to updat e the indicated state vector as well as its assoc iated
error traf.lsition matrix as d escribed in Section 5.2.1. The error transi tion matrix, W, i s defined in Section 5. 2. 2. 4.
This routine is used to compute deviations to be added
to the component s of the estimated state vector, and to update the
estimated state vector by these deviations provided the deviations
pass a state vecto r update validity test as described in Section 5. 2. 1.
Let D be the dimension (six or nine) of the estimated
state vecto r .

Associated with each measurement are the followi ng

parameters which are to be specified by the program calling this
routine:
b

2a

oQ

Geometry vector of D di mens ions
A priori meas u rement error variance

Measured deviation, the difference between the
quantity actually measured and the expected value
based on the original value of the estimated state
vector x'.

s. 2-26
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The procedure for incorpo rating a measurement into the estimated
state vector is as follows:
Compute a D-dimensional

~vector

from
(2. 3. 1)

where W' is the error transition matrix associated with x ' .

G)

Compute the D-dimensional weighting vector, c::._, from

w

0

T

(2. 3. 2)

Compute the state vector deviation estimates from

6~ = ~ 6Q

0

(2. 3. 3)

If the data pass the validity test, update the state

vector and the W matrix by

x = x' + 6 x

(2. 3. 4)

w z

T

(2. 3. 5)

W = W' -

5,2-27
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In order to take full advantage of the three - dimensional
vector and matrix operations provid e d by the interpreter in the com puter, the nine -dimensional W matrix will be stored sequentially in
the computer as follows :
~o· ~i· · · · • ~26

Refer to Section 5. 2. 2. 4 for the definition of the W matrix.
~imensional

the three

matrices

T

T

~o

w 0=

~l

T

~3

T

De fine

~24

T

w1

~4

T

T

WB "

T

~2

(2 . 3 . 6)

~25

T

~5

~26

so that

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

0

W=

1

3

4

7

6

Let the nine -dimensional vectors

o~

2

(2. 3. 7)

5

8

b, w, and ! be partitioned as

follows:

~

o~

ox=

0~1
0~2

b

=

~l
~2

~
w =

~1

~2

z=

zo

!o

zl

~l

ZB

~2

(2 . 3. 8)
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Then, the computations shown in Eqs. (2. 3. 1) through (2. 3. 3) are
performed as follows, using three-dimensional operations:

W-1
z.

-1

=L
\

W'.+ . b.
1 3 J -J

j=O

D
3'-

1

2
z .• z. +a
-J -J

= \

a

L

j=O
(2. 3. 9)
D 1
3"
-

T -_ -1
w.
-1
a

l

z.TW' 3·+·
-J
1 J

j=O

6x. = 6Q w.
-1

-1

Equation (2. 3. 5) is written

1
-y=-----

(2. 3. 10)

W

'+ 9J, = -W I 1·+ 9J. - "Y

-1

zl.

W.

-J

i = 0, 1,

j = 0, 1,
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... '

D - 1

The Measurement Incorporation Routine is divided into
two subroutines, INCORPl and INCORP2.

The subroutine INCORPl

consists of Eqs. (2. 3. 9), while INCORP2 is composed of E:qs. (2. 3. 4)
and (2, 3, 10).

The method of using these subroutines is illustrated

in Fig. 2. 3-1.

Since the estimated position and velocity vectors are
maintained in two pieces, conic and deviation from the conic, Eq.
(2. 3. 4) cannot be applied directly.
velocity deviations

The estimated position and

resulting from the

measurement,6~

0 and

6~-1'

are

added to the vectors E_ and !!• the position and velocity deviations from
Since 6 and v are maintained to much

the conics, respectively.

higher accuracy than the conic position and velocity vectors, a pos sible computation overflow situation exists whenever Eq.'(2. 3. 4) is
applied.

If overflow does occur, then it is necessary to reinitialize

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2) by t~e process of
rectification as described in Section 5. 2. 2. 2. The logic flow of the
subroutine INCORP2 is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2. 3-2.
Overflow occurs when
2
6

22

m

for P = 0

>
2

18

m for P = 1

or
2

3

m / csec for P

=0

m / csec for P

=1

v>
2-l
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!<~-~

Cornpu1e G<,ome1 ry Vt>c lor hand
M"asu1 ·p rn e nl Dev ia tion 6Q.

:;J

-----r----.--

c,2,

Sd I>imPn s inn f> and !\priori Varianc e

~~~
No

ox

Go To
Alternate

Valid

Procedure
Yes

Call INCORP2

Cl.'NTINUE

INC ORP2

INCORPl
Compute Stale Ve ctor

Update State Vec tor l!

De viation Estimat e 6x

and W Matrix

Eqs . (2.3.9 l

Eqs .( 2.3 4 l ond ( 2J 10 1

TRETURN

RETlJHN

Fig. 2. 3- 1 Me asurement Incorporation Procedure
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ENTER

+

6

6

=

6~

-eon

r

~on+

v
-eon

~on + 0 ~1

~

Cl'

Update W Matrix
Eqs. (2. 3.10)

Rectification
Fig. 2. 2-2 .

EXIT

Fig. 2. 3-2

6

INCORP2 Subroutine Logic Diagram
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5. 2. 4

RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION PROGRAM

5. 2. 4. 1

Target Acquisition Routine
One of the first functions performed by the Rendezvous

Navigation Program is to use the Target Acquisition Routine
(Fig. 2. 4 - 1) to establish lock - on of the LM Rendezvous Radar
(RR) with the transponder on the CSM.

Since the problem of

acquirin g the CSM with the RR is essentially the same for both
the Rendezvous and Lunar Surface Navigation Programs (P -20
and P-22, respectively), the same Acquisition Routine is used
for both except for certain differences in operation.

For the

moment, however, most of the operational details presented
are for the case when the Rendezvous Navigation Program is
being used.

In either case it is assumed at the start of the

routine that the RR is on and has been permitted to warm - up
to operating conditions.
There are three modes (RR LGC, RR Manual, and
RR Search) for controlling the RR in target acquisition.

The

RR LGC and RR Manual Modes can be selected by the astronaut
at the beginning of program P-20 by a procedure described later .
However, the RR Search Mode can be selected only after the
HR LGC Mode has failed to acquire the target.

The RR Manual

Mode is not used in P-22.
Prior to using the Target Acquisition Routine ,
program P-20 sets the Rendezvous, Track, and Update flags and
resets the Surface Navigation, Manual Acquire, No Angle
Monitor, and Search flags.

The Rendezvous flag is set to denote

that program P-20 or P-22 is being used.

When this flag is

reset, programs P-20 and P -22 are terminated .

The purpose

of the other flags is given in the following sections. In addition
to initializing the above flags, the state vector update option
is automatically set to the LM in program P-20; and the LM
and CSM state vectors are extrapolated to current time using
the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2).
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At the start of the Target Acquisition Routine in
Fig. 2. 4-1 the range is determined between the LM and CSM by
taking the vector difference between the LM and CSM position
vectors propagated to that time.

If the range is greater than

400 nm, a program alarm is issued since the RR is unable to
provide the correct range information to the LGC because of
the ranging technique used in the radar.
After verifying that the range between the LM and
CSM is less than 400 nm, the Preferred Tracking Attitude
Routine (R-61 of Section 4) is used to align the LM + Z-axis
along the LOS to the CSM.

This is done to insure a sufficient

period of data taking for estimation of the RR angle biases before
the angle between the RR antenna and the LM Z-axis reaches
30 degrees .

During the RR data taking process the LM is

controlled to hold an approximate inertially fixed attitude within
the astronaut selected deadband.

The RR Data Read Routine,

which is described in Section 5. 2. 4. 2. 1, is used to detect when
the RR antenna is more than 30 degrees from the +Z-axis and
causes the +Z-axis to be re-aligned with the LOS using the
Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine.

In addition to meeting

the requirements for estimating RR angle biases, it is also
essential that the above attitude constraints be used because of
the limited radiation coverage of the LM optical beacon which
must be directed towards the CSM so as to enable the astronaut
in the CSM to optically sight upon it.

The beacon is centered

with respect to the LM + Z - axis and has a beamw idth of approximately
60 degrees.
After using the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine
in Fig. 2. 4 - 1 the LGC checks to see if the RR Auto Mode discrete
is being received from the RR.

This discrete signifies that the

RR is on and has been placed under LGC control by a mode control
switch associated with the RR.

In addition, reception of this

discrete at this time automatically indicates that the astronaut
wishes to use the RR LGC Mode of target acquisition.

If the

discrete is not present, and P - 20 is the major program in operation,
a request is made to the astronaut to either select the RR Manual
Mode by keying in "ENTER" or the RR LGC Mode by placing the
RR mode control switch in the LGC position and keying in "PROCEED''.
If program P - 20 is not the major mode at this point, a program

alarm is issued to the astronaut requiring the action indicated in
Fig. 2. 4 - 1.

This latter step is taken to avoid conflict in DSKY

displays between program P·-20 and the program which is the
major mode.
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5.2.4.1.1

Target Acquisition with the RR LGC Mode

If the check on the RR Auto Mode discrete in Fig. 2. 4-1
indicates that the RR LGC Mode was selected, the routine next insures
that the RR CDU ' s are not being zeroed.

These CDU ' s are zeroed by

the RR Monitor Routine (R-25) of Section 5. 2. 4. 3 whenever the RR
Auto Mode discrete is received from the RR.

Afterwards, a

check is made to see if either the Manual Acquire or Search flag is
set, signifying that the RR Manual or RR Search Mode is being used. Since
the present mode is assumed to be the RR LGC Mode, these flags
should not be set.

The purpose of the check on the Track flag just

prior to using the RR Designate Routine is to insure that the RR is not
designated by the LGC until this flag is set.

The Track flag is reset

by various LGC programs whenever there is no desire to designate
or read data from the RR.

Although the Track flag is set at the start

of program P - 20, it is possible for it to be temporarily reset during the
operation of program P-20.

To designate the RR along the LOS to the CSM use is made
of the RR Designate Routine of Fig. 2. 4-2.

Initially, the ro:_itine

removes the RR Track Enable discrete, if it is present, to insure that
the RR will respond to its designate commands.
LOS range vector (.::_LOS) and the velocity

Afterwards, the

(~LC)

of the CSM with respect

to the LM in stable member coordinates are computed as shown in
Fig. 2, 4 - 2, and a check is made to see if the target LOS is within the
angular operation limits of either RR antenna mode shown in Fig, 2. 4-3.
This is accomplished by first computing the equivalent RR shaft and
trunnion angles for .::_LOS with the method shown in Section 5, 6. 15. 2 where
::D

= [ SMNB] UNIT (.::_LOS)
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The equivalent RR shaft and trunnion angles are then compared to
electrical tracking mode limits.

t'lr~

The electrical tracking limit!-; within

which accurate RR measurements may be made for each of the two
antenna modes are shown in Fig. 2. 4 - 3.

The LGC internal mode test

is based on the criteria described in Section 5. 2. 4. 3 for the RR Monitor
Routine (R - 25).

Routine R-25 continually updates the computer 's

knowledge of which mode the RR antenna is actually in, even though the
antenna may not be within the tracking limits of that mode.

If the Reposition flag should be set by the RR Monitor Routine

of Section 5, 2, 4. 3 during the operation of the RR Designate Routine,
a program alarm is issued as shown in Fig, 2, 4-2.

This flag when

set denotes that the RR is being repositioned to the reference position
for the present RR antenna mode,

The RR Designate Routine designates the RR antenna by issuing
rate commands to the RR antenna gyros proportional to the angular

)

difference between the indicated direction of the antenna and

1

E. LOS

E.Los + ~LC ( 1 sec. )

where .::_LOS is the present range vector to the CSM,

~LC

is

the relative velocity of the CSM with respect to the LM expres sed as the distance covered in a one second time interval as suming a constant velocity, and
one second into the future.
designation

es~entially

.:=.Los is essentially .::_LOS advanced

This correction to .::_LOS for RR

compensates for the lag error associated

with the present type of control system existing between the RR
and the LGC, The method used to compute the gyro rate commards is
given in Section 5. 6. 15. 3.
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Note that new rate commands are issued to the RR gyros
and an approximate update for LOS motion is made to £LOS [ i'. e.
£LOS = £LOS + ~LC (O. 5 sec.) ] about every 0 . 5 seconds until
the counter n has been decremented from 4 to O. When n = 0,
the routine returns to the top of Fig. 2. 4 -2 to compute new values
of £LOS and ~LC using the CSM and LM state vectors <Ee· .:!.c•
£L' ~L); and the previously mentioned process of checking the
LOS with respect to the RR antenna coverage mode is performed
before issuing new commands to the RR gyros.
Near the bottom of Fig. 2. 4-2 it is seen that checks are
made on the RR Data Good discrete and the pointing direction of
the RR prior to issuing new rate commands to the RR gyros.
When the RR is within O. 5 degrees of £LOS' the RR Track Enable
discrete is issued to the RR, enabling its angle tracking servos
to track the target if its range -rate tracking network has already
acquired the target.

Issuance of the RR Track Enable discrete also

initiates the RR range tracker search.

The RR Data Good

discrete is sent to the LGC by the RR when lock -on has been
achieved in range and range - rate and the RR Track Enable
discrete has been received from the LGC.
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In the event of failure to receive the RR Data Good
discrete after issuing new rate commands to the RR gyros 60
times, it is seen in Fig. 2. 4-2 that the RR Track Enable dis crete is removed and a program alarm is issued to the astronaut
whereupon he either repeats the designate process or goes to
the RR Search Mode.
If the RR Data Good discrete is received during the

designate process, the routine is terminated and it is seen in
Fig. 2. 4-1 that a 2. 5 second delay is introduced before going
to the RR Data Read Routine.

T h is delay permits any transients

in the RR angle tracking servos to settle out before data is
taken.

5.2.4.1.2

Target Acquisition With the RR Manual Mode

In Fig. 2. 4-1 it is seen that the RR Manual Mode of
target acquisition can be obtained by keying in "ENTER" after
the LGC discovers that the RR Auto Mode discrete is not pres e nt.
Absence of this discrete at the beginning of program P-20 can
be insured by not placing the mode control switch of the RR in
the LGC position.

The logic associated with the RR Manual Mode

is shown in the left column of Fig. 2. 4-1.

Initially, the No Angl e

Monitor flag is set, the minimum deadband of the RCS DAP is
selected, and the RR Track Enable discrete is issued to the RR.
The No Angle Monitor flag is set during the RR Manual Mode so
as to disabl e the angle monitor function of the RR Monitor Routine
(see Section 5. 2. 4. 3).

Selection of the minimum deadband permits

the astronaut to manually designate the RR more accurately. The
RR Track Enable discrete, although it has no effect on manual

control of the RR, is issued at this time so that there is no lo ss
of RR angle tracking when the mode control switch of the RR is
placed in the LGC position after manual target acquisitio.<.
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Afterwards, the LGC requests the astronaut to
perform the manual acquisition.

If manual acquisition is

achieved, the astronaut places the RR under LGC control,
waits until the radar panel NO TRACK light is extinguished,
and keys in "PROCEED".

This procedure is necessary in

order to insure that the RR range tracking network ha s lo cked
onto the target before entering the RR Data Read Routine. When
the RR mode control switch is placed in the LGC position RR
range tracking is interrupted by switching and a new range
search is initiated.

When the RR acquires the target in both

range and range rate, the NO TRACK light is extinguished .
After the "PROCEED", the astronaut specified
deadband is restored and a check is made to see if the RR is
within the limits of the present coverage mode.

If the RR is

I

not within the coverage limits, a program alarm is issued and
the astronaut either terminates the program or repeats the
manual acquisition process as shown in Fig. 2. 4 - 1.

Note that

the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine is used to re-align the
LM +Z-axis with the target LOS whenever he elects to repeat
the manual acquisition process.
Once target acquisition has been achieved and the RR
is found to be within the present antenna mode limits, the No
Angl e Monitor Flag is reset, and the Manual Acquire flag is
set to denote manual acquisition.

The remaining steps are

indicated in Fig. 2. 4-1.
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5.2.4.1.3

Target Acquisition With the RR Search Mode
In the RR Designate Routine (Fig. 2. 4-2) it is seen

that the astronaut may select the RR Search Mode if the RH Designate
Routine fails to acquire the target.

The RR Search Mode is

obtained by using the RR Search Routine ( R-24 of Section 4) to
designate the RR antenna in a hexagonal search pattern about
the estimated LOS, The search pattern is a box with six sides
where the side to side dimensions are 5, 6° as shown in Fig. 2,4-4.
At the beginning of this mode the RR is designated for six seconds
along the estimated LOS to the target defined by the unit vector
~LOS

in Fig, 2, 4-4.

Afterwards, the LGC sequentially designates

the RR to each corner of the hexagon for a period of six seconds,
Having completed the designate to each corner, the LGC repeats
the above process starting with a designate along
seconds .

~LOS

for six

The time required to generate this search pattern is

approximately 48 seconds.
Th e logic flow a s sociat e d with th e RR Se a rch Routine
is shown in Fig. 2 . 4-5 .

Initially, the Search flag is set to denote

that this mode is being used and a display of certain RR search
parameters is instigated to which the astronaut must respond
later,

The RR Track Enable discrete is then issued to the RR

so that the RR may acquire the target during the search pattern
generation.

This discrete is also re-issued at each corner of

the search pattern in case it has been removed by some sourc e
such as the RR Monitor Routine.
Approximately every six seconds the position and
velocity vectors of the CSM and LM are used to compute the
line - of - sight unit vector

(~LOS)

in basic reference coordinates

and the relative velocity (.'.:'..Le) in stable member coordinates.
The routine then computes the desired RR pointing direction ( ~D)
which may be
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along

~LOS

2. 4-4 ).

or to one corner of the search pattern (see Figure

Afterwards,

~D

is transformed to stable member

coordinates and a check is made on the direction of

~D

with

respect to the angular coverage modes of the RR antenna, just
as was done with E.LOS in the RR Designate Routine in Section
5. 2. 4. 1. 1.

If

~D

is not within the angular coverage limits of

either mode during program P-20, th e program alarm light is
turned on, an alarm code is stored, and the search pattern is
stopped.

If the astronaut wishes to continue the search in

program P-20, he must re-established the preferred tracking
attitude with the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine ( R -61)
in the manner shown at the end of Fig. 2. 4-5.

Once

~Dis

found to be within the coverage limits and the correct antenna
mode has been established, the routine proceeds to designate
the RR by issuing rate commands to th e RR gyros about every
O. 5 seconds with approximate corrections being made each time

for lag error and target motion.
Note in Fig. 2. 4-5 that the angle between the RR and
the LM +Z -axis is periodically determined and displayed as one
of the RR search parameters during the search operation.

By

observing the displayed angle the astronaut can determine during
program P-20 when he should re-establish the preferred tracking
attitude with the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine ( R -6 1) in
the manner shown at the end of Fig. 2. 4-5.
Near the end of Fig. 2. 4 - 5 it is seen that a periodic
check is made to see if the RR Data Good discrete is being re ceived from the RR, signifying that the RR has acquired the
target in range and range rate.

If this discrete is present, the

search pattern is stopped and the astronaut is notified.

The

astronaut then checks to see if acquisition was obtained with
the main radiation lobe of the RR.

By manually positioning the

RR and observing the RR signal strength meter, he should be
able to distinguish the main lobe from any side lobes. Having
achieved and verified lock-on with the main radiation lobe, the
astronaut places the RR mode control switch in the LGC position,
· waits until the radar panel NO TRACK light is extinquished, and
keys in a "PROCEED".

The remaining steps are indicated in

Fig. 2. 4-1.
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5. 2, 4, 2

Rendezvous Navigation Routine

5.2.4.2,1

RR Data Read Routine
During operation of the Rendezvous Nav.igatio:Q.

Routine use is made of the RR Data Read Routine to obtain
measurement data from the RR • . The logic as1;1ociated with
the RR Data Read Routine is given in Fig, 2, 4-6.

Like the

Target Acquisition Routine, this routine is used by both the
Rendezvous ·and Lunar Surface Navigation Programs, with
different paths being taken at various points in the routine d.e pending on which program ( P-20 or P-22) is in operation.
The RR Data Read Routine periodically obtains a complete set
of data from the RR (range, range rate, shaft angle, and
trunnion angle) for purposes of navigation, although only range
and range rate data is used for updating during lunar surface
navigation,

When program P-20 is being used the maximum

frequency of update of the navigation equations with a complete
set of RR data is about once per minute.

This frequency is

based upon a rough estimate'~ of 15 seconds to read the RR
and perform the rendezvous navigation computations and a
45 second wait period before repeating the process.

*The time to

complete this calculation is highly dependent on
other computational priorities. No explicit control of this
procedure is exercised.
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In this section an explanation will be given only for thos e
logic steps in Fig. 2. 4-£ associated with use of the RR Data Read Houtine
during operation of the Rendezvous Navigation Program (P - 20) .

In Fig. 2. 4 - 6, the first check made by the routine,
after establishing that P-20 or P-22 is being used, is to see if
the Track flag is present.

This flag is removed during the

preparation and execution of a LM ti. V maneuver when there
is no desire to have the routine request RR data or call any
other routine such as the RR Designate and Preferred Tracking Attitude Routines,

Note that a new request will be made for

RR data 15 seconds later if the Track flag is absent.
If the Track flag is present, the routine next checks

for issuance of the RR Track Enable discrete and reception of
the RR Auto Mode discrete, The former discrete is removed
and not re - issued by the RR Monitor Routine whenever the RR
antenna angles exceed the limits in Fig. 2, 4-3. Its absence
therefore indicates a need to go back to input@ of Fig. 2. 4 - 1
to re - establish the pref erred tracking attitud e and r e - desig nate the radar.

Afterwards, a check is made to insure that

RR data is not taken if the RR CDU 's are being zeroed.
The sequence used by the routine for reading RR data
is shown in Fig. 2. 4-6 where frequent checks are made on the
RR Data Good discrete to insure that no RR tracking interruptions
have occurred during the read - out.

If this discrete is missing,

the Tracker Fail and Program Alarm lights are turned on before
going to point@of Fig. 2.4 - 1 to re - designate the RR. Not e in
Fig, 2. 4-6 that checks are also mad e to s e e if the RR CDU 's hav e
failed during the read-out and, if so, the same alarms are issued
as for the RR Data Good discrete,

Prior to and after reading the data,

the routine checks the status of the Range Low Scale discr e t e to insure
t h at the proper scaling is applied to the range data,

For ranges below

9. 38 X 32, 767 fa.et, the RR issues the Range Low Scale discr e te indicating
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to the LGC that the low scale factor should be used.

If the status

of this discrete should change during the data reading process,
it is seen in Fig. 2. 4 - 6 that a new data request is immediately
made by the routine,
Although the measurement times for the range, range
rate, and CDU angles are slightly different, they are near enough
to warrant using only one time tag during rendezvous navigation.
This time tag is the time tM when the CDU angles are recorded.
After the RR data is read, the LOS is determined for
time tM and compared with that indicated by the RR .CDU's. This
is done to insure against RR side -lobe lock - on. If the difference
is more than 3 degrees, an alarm is issued to the astronaut who
must then decide to go to the RR Designate Routine or request
the LGC to proceed Y:ith the data.
If the Track flag is still present after the side-lobe

check, the routine checks to see if the angle between the RR antenna
and the LM +Z-axis is within 30 degrees.

As mentioned previously,

this is required in order for the LGC to perform a satisfactory
determination of RR angle biases, and to also enable the LM Optical
Beacon to be seen by the CSM.

If the antenna is not within 30

degrees of the LM +Z-axis, the Preferred Tracking Attitude
Routine is used to realign th e LM +Z-axis with the target LOS
before resuming th e data read process.
Afterwards, the LGC checks the Update and No Update
flags.

The l J pdate flag is res et by various programs and routines

whenever it is desired to temporarily stop the update of the navigation equations with :RR data.

Th e No Update flag is set whenever it

is desired to permanently stop the update of the navigation equations
with RR data.

The No Update flag is set at the beginning of the

Target D e lta V Routine ( R -32) and may be set by th e as tronaut.
This flag is reset whenever the astronaut indicates that he wishes
to update either the LM or CSM state vector.

It should be noted

that it is only necessary for the Track flag to be pres e nt in order to
monitor RR tracking and read RR data even though the data may
not be used for navigation updates.
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The range obtained from the RR b;x the RR Data Read
Routine is that measured by the RR between the LM and the CSM.
This data is sent
to the LGC from the RR
as a binary data word
.
.
~

RRR.

In the LGC the range rRR in feet is obtained as fol~ows:

where kRl and kR 2 are the bit weights respectively for the long
and short range scales in order to obtain r RR in feet, When the
Range Low Scale discrete is being received from the RR by the
LGC, kR 2 is used,
The range rate data obtained from the RR by the RR
Data Read Routine is in the form of a binary dat~ word SRR
which represents the count in the RR of a frequency comprising
both the doppler frequency and a bias frequency ( fBRR ) over a
time interval.,. RR. At present, TRR is g~ven as 80. 000 ·
milliseconds. To obtain the range rate (rRR) in feet per second,

the following computation is made:

where k R is the scale factor required to obtain the range rate in
R
.
feet per second and is of such a polarity as to make rRR positive
in the above equation for increasing range.
A summary of the processing constants required by

the LGC for RR operation i.s given as follows:
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Range rate bias frequency
Counting interval in RR for range rate measurements
Scale factor to convert the r.ange rate count obtained
from the RR to feet per second for the counting interval T RR. The scale factor polarity is such as to make
the converted result positive for increasing range.
kRl

Bit weight in feet for long range scale.

kR 2

Bit weight in feet for short range scale.
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5. 2. 4. 2.2 Rendezvous Navigation Computations
During rendezvous phases RR navigation data are
obtained by means of automatic rendezvous raca.r tracking of
the CSM from the LM. ·These data are used to update the estimated six - dimensional state vector of either .the LM or the
CSM. The option of which state vector is to be updated by the
RR tracking data is. controlled by the astronaut as described in
Section 5. 2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 2.1-1. This decision will.

be based upon which vehicle 's state vector is most accurately known,
and upon which vehicle is performing the rendezvous. This pro. cess requires that the constant RR tracking angle biases be c'o mpensated for by estimating these biases along with the selected
vehicle's state vector such that subsequi;mt R:R tracking angle
data can be modified as shown in simplified form Fig. 2. 1-1.
This routine is used to process the CSM-tracking RR
measurement data, and is used normally during lunar-orbit'
rendezvous in the lunar landing mission. The routine also can
be used in earth orbit during alternate mis.s ions ..
After the preferred LM attitude .is achieved and RR
tracking acquisition and lock - on is established (Section 5.-2. 4. 1)
the following tracking data are automatically acquired by the RR
Data Read Routine (Section 5. 2. 4. 2. 1) at approximately one
minute intervals:
Measured range, RM

.

Measured range rate, RM
Measured shaft angle, /3M
Measured trunnion angle, 8M
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where the subscript M indicates the RR measured value.

In

addition to the above four measured quantities the time of the
measurement and the three IMU gimbal angles are also recorded.
Although eight variables are estimated iz:i the navigation
procedure (six vehicle state-vector components and two 'R'R angle
biases h it is convenient to use the following nine -dimensional
state vector:
r

v
x

(2.4.1)

6/3

68
0

where E_ and

~

are the estimated position and velocity vector's,

respectively, of the selected vehicle ( LM or CSM) which is
being updated, 6/3 and 68 are the estimates of th~ biases in the
RR shaft and trunnion angles, respectively, and the ninth co -

ordinate is a dummy variable.

This type of RR .tracking angle

bias is referred to as a boresight bias and is one of two types
which may be defined.
tioned in Section

5. 2.

With the LM' attitude restriction men-

1, either type of angle bijl.S (tilt or bore-

sight) can be used, and

t~e

boresight type indicated in Eq. ( 2. 4. 1)

is most convenient.
Let E.u ~L' E.c and ~ be the estimated position and
velocity vectors of the LM and CSM, respectively, at the time
of the measurement.

Then, the measurement error variances,

a2, the nine - dimensional geometry vectors,

£,

and the measured

deviations, 6Q, for the range and range rate mecsurements are
computed as follows:
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Measured range, RM

£LC

= £c

- £r:.

~LC

UNIT (£LC)

a2

.
2
maximum ( rLC varR, varRmin)
(2.4.2)

~

= +~LC

~1

= 0

~2

0

oQ

RM - rLC

where varR is the RR range error variance corresponding to a
percentage error, and varR:min is the minimum RR qmge error
variance.

.

Measured range rate, RM

£LC

= £c -

£L

~LC

= UNIT

(£LC)

~LC

=~ -

!L

.r

a2

= !LC
2
= rLC

.

~LC

.
( •2
maximum r varV, varv . )
min
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(2.4.3)

•

Measured range rate, RM (Continued)

+ (~LC

£o
=

b_ 1

x ~LC ) x ~LC

+ r- LC
( 2. 4. 3 Continued)

~2

0

where varV is the RR range - rate error variance corresponding
to a percentage error, and vary

. is the minimum RR rangem1n

rate variance.

In Eqs. ( 2. 4. 2) and ( 2, 4. 3) the negative signs are
selected if it is the LM state vector that is being updated, and
the positive signs if it is the CSM shte vector.
In order to process the RR angle data ({3M and (;)M).
it is necessary to consider the relative orientations of the
various coordinate systems.

If~· ~y

and

~Z

are unit vectors

along the X-, Y - and Z -axes, respectively, of the RR Measurement Coordinate System, then the measured shaft angle, {3M,
and the measured trunnion angle, VM' are defined as shown in
Fig. 2. 4-7,

In the figure, the vector

~XZ

is the projection of

the measured LM-to -C~M line -of-sight vector on the XZ - plane.
The RR Measurement Coordinate System is coincident
with the Navigation Base Coordinate System since all RR per formance specifications are referenced to the PGNCS navigation
base. The unit vectors ~X' ~Y and ~Z are then given in the
Basic Reference Coordinate System by
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~
~y

~z

T
T

[sMNB]

[REFSMMAT]

(2.4.4)

T

where [ ~MNB ]and [ REFSMMA T] are transformation matrices
as defined in Section 5. 6, 3 and the angles from which SMNB
is determined are the values of the IMU gimbal angles which
were recorded at the measurement time,

The measurement error variances, a 2 , the ninedimensional geometry vectors,

~,

and the measured deviations,

c'iQ, for the shaft and trunnion angle measurements are com-

puted as follows:
Measured shaft angle, {3M

~LC

UNIT (~LC)

s

-~LC

rxz

rLC

Q'2

~o
!?.1

~
cSQ

~y

'

-J

i

-

s

2

= var {3 + var IMU

( 2. 4. 5)

-

1
+-- UNIT (~y x ~LC)
rxz

= 0

·m
{3

tan
M -

'(~

~z
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~LC
~LC

)

- c'i {3

where var{3 is the RR shaft-a~gle error variance and varIMU is
one-half the !MU angular error variance.
trunnion angle, OM

M~asured

-,, -:L
r

.::_LC =

Ee

~LC

UNIT ( .::_LC )

s

= -~LC

~y

rxz = rLC\j 1 -

s 2'

a2

vare + var 1MU

b
.::'..()

+ __L_

b

-1

!?.2

oQ

' (2.4.6)

(~y x ~LC >x ~LC

rxz

=0

{)
eM -

. -1

sin

(S) -

oe

where var e is the RR trunnion-angle error variance.
In Eqs. ( 2. 4. 5) and ( 2. 4. 6) the negative signs are
used if it is the LM state vector that is being updated, and the
positive signs if it is the CSM state vector.
The data are incorporated into the state vector estimates by means of four calls to the Measurement Incorporation
Routine (Section 5. 2. 3 ). The updated components of the ninedimension~l state vector resulting from each incorporation are
used as initial conditions for the next update in the sequence.
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Included in each use of the Measurement Incorporation Routin•:
is the state vector update validity check, as described in Sec tion 5. 2. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2. 4 -8.
The results of the processing of the RR measurement
data are updated values of the estimated position and velocity
vectors of the CSM or the LM and estimates of the RR angle
biases.

The two estimated vehicle state vectors ar:e used to

compute required rendezvous targeting param eters as described
in Section 5. 4. 4.

For convenience of calculation in the LGC, Eqs. ( 2. 4. 5)
and ( 2. 4. 6 ) are reformulated and regrouped as follows:
Preliminary Radar Angle Calculation

~LC

UNIT (_E LC )

s

-~LC

(2.4.7)

.

~y

Measured shaft angle, /3M
2
r XZ

~

=+

( var {3 + var IMU )

UNIT ( ~y x ~LC )
(2 .4.8)

~1

=

0

~2 gxz)
"(

OQ

0

rxz ~M

- tan - l

(-~-2--~-~-~-)
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'~]

ENTER

Call INCORPl of Measurement
Incorporation Routine to Compute
State Vector Change

or < orMAX
and
ov < OVMAX

No

o~

Displ ay or and ov
Return to start of
RR Data Read Routine

Yes

No
Approve

or
Terminate
Rendezvous

Yes

Navigation

Call INCORP2 of Measurement
Incorporation Routine to Perform
State Vector Change

o{3

6{3

68

68

0

0

+ c5~2

EXIT
Figure 2. 4-8 Rendezvous Navigation Measurement Incorporation Procedure
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•
•
•

Measured trunnion angle, (:JM

~ =

£i

+ (~y X ~LC ) x

~LC

= 0

(2.4 .9)

. -1

- sin

( s)

The procedure for performing the rendezvous

nav~ga 

tion computations is illustrated in Figs. 2. 4 - 9 and 2. 4 - 10.
is assumed that the

follo~ing

It

items are stored in erasable mem -

ory at the start of the computation shown in Fig .. 2. 4 - 9:

Estimated CSM state vector as
defined in Section 5. 2. 2. 6.
~L

=

Estimated LM state vector .

w

"'

Six-dimensional error transition
matrix associated with ~ or ~L
as defined in Section 5. 2 . 2 . 4.
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No

V • I

Ca ll Coasting lntegra tl<111 Houtlne to
Extrapo late llL to measurem e nt time t F

Ca ll Coaaftng lnte11ration Routine to
Extrapolat~ lie to meaeurement time t

Call Coasting lntegl'a lion Routine to
Extrapolate !c to m easu rement time tF

Ca ll Coasting Integration Routine to
Extrapo late llL to m easure ment time IF

1lc = .ll.
ll

W0

=•hi

w1 =

O

w2

o

=

w3 = 0
-:;.~N~o:!__ ____, - - - - - - - - - - -----

w4 = wr)
w5 = o
w6

=

o

W7 = 0(wlJ

we .

~

0

)

Incorporate Range and Range-Rate16-------- - - - - - ---l
RENDWFLO • .I
Meaourement Data
F ig . 2.4- 10

~)

0•9

I

Do Pre liminary Rader Ang le
Calc ulatio n Eqs. ( 2. 4, 7)

Com pute Error Varian ce c-

Geometry Vector !2, and

Measured Deviation 6Q for Shatt Angle Mea•urement
Eqe. (2, 4,8 )

Inoorporate Meas ureme nt Dela

F ig. 2 , 4- 8

Do Pre liminary Radar Angle
Calculation
Eqe. (2 . 4 . 7)

:J

Compute Error Variance a
Geometry Vector !!_and Meaoured Deviation 6Q for
2
Trunnion Angle Mea•urement
Eq• , ( 2, 4, 9)

N • N+l

Incorporate Meaaurement Data Fig. 2, 4-8

EXIT

Figu1·e, 2. 4-9

Rendezvous Navigation Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER
Compute Error Variance7"
Geometry Vector

~

and

Measured Deviation cSQ for
Range Measurement
Eqs. (2.4,2)

Incorporate Measurement Data
Fig. 2. 4-8

Compute Error Variance a
Geometry Vector

~and

Measured Deviation cSQ for
Range Rate Measurement
Eqs. (2.4 .3)

Incorporate Measurement Data
Fig. 2. 4-8

EXIT

Fig . 2. 4-10 RR Measured Range and Range Rate Incorporation
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1 for valid W matrix
RENDWFLG =
0 for invalid W matri.X

This flag or switch is maintained
by programs external to the Rendezvous Navigation Routine.

It

indicates whether or not the existing
W matrix is valid for use in processing RR tracking data.

The

flag is set to zero after each of ·
the following procedures:
1 ) State vector update from ground
2 ) Astronaut command

[REFSMMA~=

Transformation Matrix: Basic
Reference Coordinate System to
IMU Stable Member Coordinate
System.

N

=

Number of sets of rendezvous
navigation data already processed

=

since the last maneuver.
Measurement time.

RR measurement data

wrr' wrv' wf3, we

=

Preselected W matrix initial
diagonal elements
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Three IMU gimbal angles
Vehicle update mode
1 indicates RR angle measurements

( f3M and eM) are not to be u sed
SURFFLAG

=

0 indicates RR angle measurements
(f3M and BM) are to be us e d

The SURFFLAG should always be 0
in SUNDANCE since it is set to 1
only when on the lunar surface.
The variables D and V are indicators which control
the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2) as describe d
in Section 5 . 2. 2. 6 , and I and 0 are the three - dimensional iden tity and zero matrices, respectively.

At the beginning of a n e w rendezvous se quence, th e
estimates of the RR angle bias es, 0 f3 and 0 e' may be initialized
by the astronaut by direct addressing of erasable memory, and the
W matrix is initialized b y the pro gram,

)

I

During th e remainder of

the rendezvous sequence, a f3 a nd a e are never again zeroed even
though there may b e additional W matrix initializations.

The RR - m easur e ment - data incorporation proce dur e out lined above is repeated at approximately one-minute :Lnts.rval s throughout
the rendezvous phase exc e pt during pow ere a maneuver s. If the LM
is the passive vehicle , the

CSM rendezvous maneuver s are

voice-linked to the LM as an ignition time and three velocity
components in a CSM loc al vertical coordinate system, and then
entered as updates to the estimated CSM state vector in the
LGC.

Upon receipt of these data , RR tracking and da ta proces -

sing shoulcl be suspende d until after the maneuver.

The update

is accomplished by means of the Targett::. V Routine, R-32
(Section 5, 1. 16) .

If the LM is active vehicle, the estirn ated

LM state vector is updated by means of the Average - G Routine
(Section 5. 3. 2) during the maneuver.
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5. 2. 4. 3

RR Monitor Routine
The logic associated with the RR Monitor Routine

(R-25) is given in Fig. 2. 4-11.

This routine is initiated every

0. 48 seconds by an automatic program interrupt and monitor s
various items such as the Auto Mode discrete, the RR CDU Fail
discretes, and the angular excursions of the RR antenna.
Whenever the RR Auto Mode discrete changes status
this routine resets various flags to insure proper initiation or
termination of various radar control functions within the LGC.
If the RR Auto Mode discrete has just been received from the
RR as the result of placing the RR mode control switch in the
LGC positbn, a turn-on sequence is initiated which zeroes the
RR CDU's, determines the present RR antenna mode, and
updates the Tracker Fail Light.

The criterion used by this

routine to determine the present RR antenna mode i s the following:
Mode 1:

270° < T < 90°

Mode 2:

270° > T > 90°

where T is the RR antenna trunnion angle defined in Figs. 6. 15-1
and 2. 4-3.

)

When the Auto Mode discrete is removed by the RR,

routine R-25 removes the RR Error Counter Enable from the RR
CDU's to insure that no commands are being sent to the RR gyros.
If there is an RR CDU failure when the Auto Mode
discrete is present, it is seen in Fig. 2. 4-11 that the Tracker
Fail Light is turned on.

If P-20 or P-22 is in operation (i. e.

the Rendezvous Flag is set), the Program A larm Light is also
turned on and an alarm code is stored.
After checking for RR CDU failure, it is seen in
Fig. 2. 4-11 that a number of conditions must be met before th e
routine will check to see if the RR antenna angles are within
the present mode limits (se e Fig. 2. 4-3 ).

For exampl e, the

angles are not checked if the No Angle Monitor flag is present,
signifying that the RR Manual Mode of target acquisition is being
used.

If all the conditions are met and the RR antenna is not

within the present mode limits, the routine will remove the RR
Track Enable discr ete from the RR, and cause the RR to be
repositioned to the reference position (see Fig. 2. 4-3 ) for the
present mode.

During the repositioning of the RR this routine

sets the Reposition flag to indicate to other program s and routines
that this is taking place.
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Figure 2. 4-1 1 RR Monitor Routine
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5. 3

POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

5. 3 . 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The objective of the powered flight guidance and navi-

gation routines is to maintain an estimate of the LM state vector
during thrusting maneuvers, and to control the thrust direction
and duration such that the desired velocity cut-off conditions
specified by the targeting routines of Section 5. 4 are achieved.
The powered flight navigation routine, used to maintain an es timate of the vehicle state vector during all thrusting conditions,
is referred to as the Average-G Routine, and is presented in
Section 5. 3. 2.
For this Earth Orbital mission the basic powered
flight guidance concept used in the LGC is a velocity-to-be gained concept with cross product steering (Section 5. 3. 3. 4)
that d.si used in each of the following two procedures:
1.

Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance
(Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 2).

2.

External D. V Maneuver Guidance
(Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 1 ).

These two procedures, based on the cross product steering concept, differ only in the unique generation of the desired velocity
vector,

~R·
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5. 3. 2

POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION - AVERAGE-G
ROUTINE
The purpose of the Powered Flight Navigation Sub-

routine is to compute the vehicle state vector during periods of
powered flight steering.

During such periods the effects of

gravity and thrusting are taken into account.

In order to achieve

a short computation time the integration of the effects of gravity
is achieved by simple averaging of the gravity acceleration vec tor.

The effect of thrust acceleration is measured by the IMU

Pulsed Integrating Pendulous Accelerometers (PIPA's) in the form
of velocity increments
(..6.t).

(..6.~)

over the computation time interval

The computations are ,therefore, in terms of discrete in-

crements of velocity rather than instantaneous accelerations.
The repetitive computation cycle time ..6.t is set at 2 seconds to
maintain accuracy and to be compatible with the basic powered
flight cycle.
The Average-G Routine, in contrast to the Coas ting
Integration Routine, is used when a short computing time is
required such as during powered flight .
computations are illustrated in Figs.

The Average -G Routine

3. 2-1 and 3. 2-2.

figures the definitions of the following parameters are:

!:. (t)

Vehicle position vector at time t .

~ (t)

Vehicle velocity vector at time t.
O Earth

Planet designator
..6.t

{

·
1 Moon

Computation cycle of 2 seconds.
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In there

~~(~t)

The velocityvector sensed bythe IMU PIPA's
over the time interval

~t.

This velocity vec -

tor increment is initially sensed in IMU or
Stable Member Coordinates and then trans formed to the Basic Reference Coordinate
System.
Previous gravity acceleration vector.
This is a required initialization parameter and
is supplied by the calling program.
u- r

Unit vector in the direction of r.

u
---z

Unit vector in the direction of the polar axis
of the earth.

µE

Earth gravitational constant.

µM

Moon gravitational constant.

rE

Equatorial radius of the earth.

J E
2

Second - harmonic coefficient of the earth's
potential function.

~(t)

Component of the earth gravity acceleration
vector representing earth oblateness effects.

With reference to Fig. 3. 2-2 it can be seen that a single oblateness
term is included in the earth gravity subroutine computation, but
none for the lunar case.
The PIPA measured

velocity~~

is compensated for

instrument errors as described in Section 5. 6. 13 prior to being
transformed into the Basic Reference Coordinate System and
processed in the Average - G Subroutine of Fig. 3. 2-1.
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An accelerometer threshold is used in the LGC to
discard PIPA output pulses caused by accelerometer bias error
during free - fall conditions . This threshold level is set at one
pulse per two second

~t

sample period, in any single accelero -

meter axis. The PIPA output must therefore be at least two
pulses to be incorporated. The PIPA quantization level is such
that one output pulse corresponds to 1 cm/ sec. Over a single
computation interval, this threshold is greater than the accumu lated 1 a accelerometer bias and lower than the velocity incre ment due to the minimum thrust acceleration of the LM which
is approximately 6 cm/ sec 2
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ENTER

l

r ( t), v ( t), 6.t, 6.v ( 6.t ), ~ (t) , Pc
-

-

r (t +6.t ) = ::_ ( t ) + 6. t [ ~ ( t ) +

-

~

(t )

¥ + 6.y ~ 6. t ) ]

Call Gravity Subrout ine, (Fig. 3. 2 -2 ), £(t+6.t), PC
Resume f (t + 6.t ), fb (t + 6. t)

v (t +6.t ) =

~ ( t) + ¥ [f

~·
( t + 6. t) + f p ( t )] + 6.v ( 6.t )

g (t +6.t ) = g (t +6.t )
-p
t

= t + 6.t
1f

Return r ( t ), ~ (t), fp (t), fb ( t)

Figure 3. 2-1 Average-G Subroutine
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ENTER

u
-r

r

2

r ( t) • r ( t)

No (Moon)

Yes (Earth)
cos r/l

ilj)

u

• u

-r

-z

}

" <~
µE

J2E

g_ = - -Zr

~r

r[

(r:

(1 - 5

cos 02 ) 'Or + 2 cos 0 ""']

+ .[b

.[b = 0
Return _[, .[bi e - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Figure 3 , 2 - 2 Gravity Subroutine
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5. 3. 3

POWERED FLIGHT GUIDANCE USING CROSS
PRODUCT STEERING

5. 3. 3. 1

Introduction
Cros:s product steering is used to control the following

maneuvers:
1)

CSI

(Coelliptic Sequence Initiation)

2)

CDH

(Constant Differential Altitude)

3)

TPI

(Transfer Phase Initiation)

4)

MCC

(Rendezvous Midcourse Corrections)

5)

External/:::,. V

(RTCC or CMC Targeted Maneuver)

The CSI, CDH and External /:::,. V maneuvers are controlled by
the External /:::,. V Guidance mode (Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 1) in which the
required cut-off velocity, ::_R' is specified by either a prethrust targeting program (P-32 or P - 33) or an external source (P-30).
The TPI and rendezvous MCC maneuvers are controlled by the
Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance mode (Section 5.3 3.3.2)
in which the ::_R is periodically computed by the Lambert subroutine during the maneuver to establish the desired intercept
trajectory.

Both External /:::,. V and Lambert Aim Point guidance

modes use the cross product steering concept in the LGC to
control the thrust direction along the velocity-to -be -gained
vector, and to terminate thrust when the desired velocity
increment has been

achiev~d.
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Four subroutines are used repetitively in sequence
(Section 5. 3. 3. 2) during cross product controlled maneuvers
to accomplish this function.
1.

These are:

The Powered Flight Navigation Average - G
Routine which computes the state vector accounting for the effects of thrust acceleration and
gravity.

2.

The Cross - Product Steering Subroutine which
has 3 functions:
a)

generation of steering commands to the
vehicle autopilot.

b)

computation of time -to - go before engine
shut-off and the issuance of engine -off
commands.

c)

updating of the incremental velocity -to-begained v e ctor.

3.

The Velocity -to -be-Gained Subrouti ne which
repetitively solves the Lambert intercept problem
when in the Lambert Aim Point guidance mode.

4.

The D. V Monitor Subroutine which detects engine
ignition and unexpected thrust termination.

The Average - G Routine is described in Section 5. 3. 2.

The other

subroutines listed above are described in Sections 5. 3. 3. 4 to
5. 3. 3. 6.

The Pre -Thrust Subroutines of Section 5. 3. 3. 3 initialize

the powered maneuver programs for either the External D. V or
Lambert Aim Point guidance modes, and for the sele cted engine
for the maneuver.
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The LGC powered flight programs which use cross
product steering are:
P-40

Descent Propulsion System (DPS)

P -41

Reaction Control System

(RCS)

P - 42

Ascent Propulsion System

(APS)

Active steering and engine -off commands are provided by pro grams P-40 and P-42.

Maneuvers using RCS translation con-

trol ('P -4 l)are manually controlled and terminated by the astronaut
while the LGC displays the required velocity-to-be-gained in
spacecraft coordinates.
The functions of the External .6. V Pre -Thrust Pro gram, P-30, are described in the pre-thrust subroutine des cription of Section 5. 3. 3. 3. 1.
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5, 3, 3, 2

Powered Flight Guidance Computation Sequencing
The time sequencing of the powered flight sub-

routines for External D. V steering is shown in Figs. 3. 3 - 1
thru 3. 3 - 3 and for Lambert Aim Point steering in Figs. 3. 3-4
thru 3. 3 - 6. ~'
Figures 3. 3-1 and 3. 3-4 show the sequencing dur ing the ignition count down which starts 30 seconds before
the nominal ignition time.

Figures

3. 3-2

and 3, 3-5 show

the normal sequencing for an engine -on time greater than 6
seconds as predicted by the pre -thrust subroutines.

Figures

3, 3 -3 and 3, 3-6 illustrate the sequencing during engine thrust
termination.
The basic computation cycle time of the steering
is 2 seconds and, as shown on the above figures, is initiated
by the reading of the PIPA D.::!_ registers , The various subroutines utilized during the 2 second cycle are sequenced in
time as s hown.
During Lambert Aim Point steering, however, the
velocity - to - be - gained

(~)

updating is anticipated to occur

nominally every four seconds.

This allows sequenced parallel

computing functions, such as the demands of the autopilots
and telemetry, to take place without interference with the
basic two second cycle time.

Should the

~

computation be

complete in time for use during a given 2 second cycle, it
will be utilized.
' These figures represent the sequence of operations for P - 40
DPS, P-42 APS maneuvers lasting longer than 6 secs, RCS
controlled maneuvers ( P - 41) require manual control, and the
general timing sequence is different from that described for
APS and DPS maneuvers. The general cross product steering
concept is used to compute and display the required velocityto-be-gained vector, but no D. V Monitor or engine-off computations
are made for RCS maneuvers, The following description of
sequence operations is restricted to APS and DPS maneuvers,
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If the calculations conducted prior to the thrusting

period (pre -thrust) indicate that the maneuver objective can be
reached with a 6 second thrust period or less, provision is
included ( switches SI and sW ) to preclude the generation of
steering commands and engine commands during the thrusting
period. In this case at the time of ignition the engine -off s i gnal
is set to be issued at the end of the estimated thrust period.
In addition to timing information, the sequence
diagram of Figs. 3, 3-1 to 3, 3-6 also show the basic information utilized by each subroutine and its source,
The guidance computer program which controls
the various subroutines to create a powered flight sequence
is called the

Servicer Routine .

The sequence diagrams

of Figs. 3. 3 -1 to 3. 3 - 6 define what the Servicer Routine
does, but do not show the logic details of how these functions
are accomplished,
The s ubroutines listed in Figs. 3. 3 -1 to 3. 3 -6 are
described in Section 5, 3, 2 and the following Sections 5. 3. 3. 3
to 5. 3, 3. 6.

These sections should be referenced in tracing

the powered flight computation sequencing.
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5. 3. 3. 3

Pre -Thrust Computations
The objectives of the computations required prior to

thrusting maneuvers are to determine the following factors:
1)
2)

The desired thrust direction at ignition.
The estimated duration of the powered maneuver
to determine if there will be enough time to allow
active steering, and in the case of the DPS if the
throttle can be advanced to the full throttle posi tion (FTP) after the 10% thrust start sequence.

3)

Whether an IMU realignment is required to avoid
gimbal lock.

4)

Various paramftters and variables required by
sub5equent powered flight routines.

The two major guidance modes using cross product steering are
the External t::.. V guidance mode and the Lambert Aim Point Maneu ver guidance mode.

The pre -thrust computations required for

the External t::..V mode are presented in Section5 . 3.3 .3. 1. Those
required for the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver mode are des cribed in Section5.3.3.3.2.

The initial IMU alignment computa -

tions and maneuver time logic is summarized in Section 5. 3. 3. 3.3.

5. 3. 3. 3. 1 External t::.. V Maneuver Pre -Thrust Computations
External t::.. V maneuver guidance is normally used to
control the CSI and CDH maneuvers of the concentric flight plan
rendezvous profile, or an externally targeted maneuver in which a

5. 3-18
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constant thrust attitude is desired.

The guidance program ac -

cepts input data via the DSKY (P-30) or the telemetry uplink
(P-27) in the form of 3 components of an impulsive

.t.YLv ex-

pressed in a local vertical coordinate system of the active vehicle
at the ignition time t G. An approximate compensation for the
1
finite maneuver time is made within the program by rotating the
b. YLv v e ctor, and the guidance program issues commands to the

space c r aft con.trol s yste m so as to apply the compensated velocity
increment along an inertially fixed direction.

The active vehicle

state vector is normally either available or can be extrapolated to
the ignition time in the LGC.

If External .t. V guidance is used

in c islunar space for midcour5e corrections, the state vector
must be uplinked for the ignition time along with the 3 components of the desired impulsive .C. YLV'
The pre -thrust computations required for the External

.t. V guidance mode are shown in Fig. 3. 3-7.

The following para-

meter definitions refer to this figure .
.C. y LV

Specified velocity change in the local vertical
coordinate system of the active vehicle at the
time of ignition.

This is an input parameter.

Ignition time, an input parameter.

The inplane velocity components of .t. V
-LV
in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

The approximate central angle traveled
during the maneuver.
m

Vehicle mass.
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-1

P - 40 (DPS)

SE

Engine Select Switch

0 P-41 (RCS)
1 P - 42 (APS)

F

Prestored nominal thrust based on the engine selection switch SE
F DPS for the DPS ( P-40)
F APS for the APS ( P-42)
F RCS for the RCS ( P-41)
The values of the various engine thrust
leve ls are listed in Sections 5, 8 and 6.

It

should be noted that the DPS thrust level,
F DPS' is for the full throttle position (FTP)
and the 26 second 10% thrust start sequence
is not accounted for in the predicted maneu ver time for the External

b,. V

guidance mode.

In the case of P-41, RCS,theastronautcanselect
either a 2 or 4 jet translation maneuver.

syc

The compensated inplane velocity-to-begained vector.

~G (tIG) Total velocity-to - be-gained at tIG.

~TD

Unit vector in the desired initial thrust
direction.

The inplane External AV maneuver angle compensation involving

b..Yp

and

.Ye

b,.

is illustrated in Fig. 3. 3-8.

5, 3. 3. 3. 2 Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pre -Thrust Computations
The objective of the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver
Guidance program is to control the cut-off velocity vector such
that the resulting trajectory intercepts a specified target position vector at a given time.

This target position vector is de -

termined from the TPI targeting program P-34, or the Rendezvous Midcourse Correction targeting program P-35.
The Lambert Aim Point Maneuver guidance mode
basically uses the Lambert Subroutine of Section 5. 5. 6 called
through the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5. 5, 11 during
5, 3 - 22
Rev. 1 - 6/ 68

the prethrust phase to determine the required initial thrust
direction,

~TD'

The pre-thrust computations required for

the Lambert Aim Point guidance mode are shown in Fig. 3. 3-9.
The primary operation shown in this figure is the computation
of the required intercept velocity vector
time, tIG' and ~TD'
apply to Fig. 3. 3-9.

~R

at the ignition

The following parameter definitions

Offset target intercept position vector at
time t . This parameter is determined
2
by the preceding targeting program and
is an input to the Lambert Aim Point pre thrust subroutine.
Intercept time of arrival associated with
the offs et tar get vector, ::_ ( t ) .
2
an input parameter.
SR

This is

Target rotation switch set in P-34 or P-35
indicating that the target vector was rotated into the orbital plane due to proximity
to 180° transfer conditions.
SR

N

1

{ 1 Target vector rotated
0 No rotation

Number of target offset iterations desired
in the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Sec tion 5. 5. 11.

E:

Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

~R ( tIG)

Required velocity vector at the ignition
time tIG to es tablish the intercept trajectory.

g_

Total gravity vector associated with::_( tIG ).

b6.t

Incremental change of the velocity - to-be gained vector over one sample period
(6.~R

- g_ 6.t).
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The rotation switch SR is set in the Lambert Aim Point
targeting programs P-34 and P-35 to indicate whether the target
aim point vector was within a specified cone angle,

E,

measured

If the initial target vec-

from the 180° transfer angle condition.

tor were within this cone angle, it is rotated into the active ve hicle orbital plane in the Initial Velocity Subroutine of Section 5, 5.11
so that excessive plane change and /::;. V requirements are avoided
about the 180° transfer angle condition.
programs P -3 4 and P - 35 the cone angle

In the intercept targeting
E

is set at 15°, and ac-

tive vehicle transfer angles between 165° to 195° are normally
avoided in the targeting procedure.
tion falling within this 180°

-:!:__

If a transfer angle condi-

15° sector (SR = 1) is intentionally

selected either during the TPI targeting {P-34), or results for
a rendezvous midcourse correction maneuver {P - 35) during an
intercept trajectory targeted for more than 180°, the Lambert
Aim Point Maneuver Pre - Thrust Routine of Fig. 3. 3-9 increases
the Initial Velocity Subroutine cone angle

E

to 45° so that active

vehicle transfer angle will not change from inside to outside the
cone angle during the powered maneuver.

Such a condition is

undesirable since the intercept trajectory would be retargeted
during the powered maneuver.

Likewise, if the initial t ransfer

central angle falls outside the 15° cone angle
P - 34 and P-35 {SR = O),

E

E

of programs

is decreased to 10° in Fig. 3. 3 - 9 to

reduce the possibility of the transfer angle changing from outside to inside the cone angle during a powered maneuver.
If Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance is used

in cislunar space for midcourse corrections, the state vector
must be uplinked for the ignition time along with the Lambert
target parameters.
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5.3.3.3.3

Initial IMU Alignment and Maneuver Time - to -Go
Computations
Both External .6. V and Lambert Aim Point guidance pre -

thrust computations require the determination of the IMU middle
gimbal angle, MGA, and estimated maneuver time, t
engine ignition.

, prior to
go
These operations are shown in Fig. 3. 3-10. The

input parameters required for these computations have been defined
in Sections 5. 3. 3. 3. 1 and 5. 3. 3. 3. 2.

With reference to Fig. 3. 3-10

the initial thrust direction unit vector,

~TD'

and vehicle state vector

are used to determine the Preferred IMU Alignment (Section 5. 1. 4. 2).
In Fig. 3. 3-10 the following parameter definitions apply:
Required .6. V Monitor Subroutine parameter
(Sec. 5. 3. 3. 6).
Mass flow rate for APS.
Cross Product Steering Routine parameters
(Sec. 5. 3. 3. 4).
Unit vectors in Basic Reference Coordinates
(BRC) of the directions of the IMU X, Y, and
Z axes for preferred alignment.
Required .6. V Monitor Subroutine counter
(Sec. 5. 3. 3. 6).
Transformation matrix from the BRC System
to the IMU or Stable Member Coordinate
System. (Sec. 5. 6. 3. 2).
[SMNB]

Transformation matrix from the Stable Member
Coordinate System to the Navigation Base
Coordinate System. (Sec. 5. 6. 3. 2).

~A

Unit vector of the assumed thrust acceleration
vector along the Navigation Base X axis.

In Lambert Aim Point guidance pre -thrust computations
the angle between ~TD and the IMU inner axis <XREF) is computed
as described in Section 5. 4. 4. 2 where

~TD

is set equal to

sy_.

This

angle is equivalent to the IMU middle gimbal angle (MGA) when the
vehicle X axis is aligned along
lock tolerance.

~TD'

and is used to check for gimbal

In External .6. V guidance pre -thrust computations,

the MGA display is computed as the angle between the input velocity
vector .6. y_LV transformed to the Basic Reference Coordinate System
and ~REF since ~TD computations involving the inplane marnmver
angle compensation can not be mad e until the engine has been selected
by the appropriate P40, 41, or 42 program.
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go

Routine

If either the DPS or APS were selected for the

maneuver, the Time - to - Go Prediction Subroutine of Fig.
3 . 3 - 11 is then processed .

STH

With reference to Fig. 3 . 3 - 11:

DPS throttle inhibit switch
O Allow DPS throttle up
STH {
1 Inhibit DPS throttle up

SI

Impulse Switch
0 Allow steering at the proper time
via/::,,. V Monitor Routine (Section 5.3.3. 6)
1 Indicates short maneuver and no
steering is required

FL

Ullage thrust

K

APS impulse velocity acquired in a one

1

second maneuver for a unit mass vehicle
K

K

APS minimum impulse constant

2

APS minimum impulse constant equal to the

3

slope of minimum impulse curve.
10% DPS engine thrust
FAPS

APS Thrust

The initial computation in _Fig. 3. 3 - 11 estimates the velocityto - be - gained after 7 seconds of ullage.

If the DPS were selected

(P - 40), the maneuver time, t
of 10% thrust.

, is then computed on the basis
go
If this time is less than 6 seconds no active

guidance steering is attempted (SI = 1) and the vehicle attitude
is maintained at the pre - thrust alignment throughout the maneuver,
If the DPS t

go

is greater than 95 seconds normal steering will
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Time -to - go Predictor Routine
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be allowed to throttle the DPS to FTP after the nominal DPS
trim phase at 10% thrust.

If the estimated DPS t

is less
go
than 95 seconds, the DPS will be inhibited from throttling up
to FTP after the 10% thrust trim phase (STH = 1), and will
remain at 10% thrust for the duration of the maneuver.

It

should be noted that the DPS start trim phase duration
(nominally 26 seconds) is an erasable memory parameter
and can be modified.
If the APS were chosen (P-42) in Fig. 3. 3-11, a

check is first made to determine if the maneuver time
less than one second.

is

If the maneuver time is less than one

second, the t

estimate is made on APS minimum impulse
go
test data represented by the constants K and K (See
2
3
Section 5. 8).
In this case no active steering is attempted
(SI= 1).

If the maneuver time is greater than one second but

less than 6 seconds, t

is computed as shown in Fig. 3. 3-11
go
and again no active steering is attempted. If the estimated

maneuver time is greater than 6 seconds active steering is
used and t

go

computations are performed during the maneuver.

With reference to Fig. 3. 3 - 10, if the RCS were
chosen for the maneuver, (P-41), no tgo prediction is made .
If the estimated maneuver time, t

, for either
go
the APS or DPS is less than 6 seconds, the Engine Off signal
is set for tIG + tgo as shown in Fig. 3. 3-10.
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5. 3. 3. 4

Cross Product Steering Routine
The cross product steering concept is the basic

control concept for both External /::,,. V and Lambert Aim Point
guidance modes .
in Fig. 3. 3-12.

The cross product steering logic is shown
The followin g parameter definitions not pre-

viously described apply to thi s fi g ure.
PIPA measured velocity vector over the
computation cycle £::,,.t in IMU coordinates.
/::,,.v

PIPA measured velocity vector over the
computation cycle /::,,.t transformed to the
Basic Refer e nce Coordinate System.
A logic switch in the cross product steering
routine which when set to l allows steering

•
•

command s and t

calculations to be made,
go
When set to 0, the veloc ity - to-be-gained,
~G'

is computed by !?_£::,,.t and

tion 5, 3, 3, 5 ). s

w

/::,,.~

only (S ec -

is set to 1 in the /::,,. V

Monitor Subroutine of Section 5, 3, 3. 6 after
engine thr ust has been detected,,and set to
0 when the computed time-to-go first becomes

l ess than four :SL!Cond s.
/::,,. tTail - off

A cons tant representing the duration of
a burn at full or maximum thrust equivalent
to the tail-off impulse after the engine -off
signal i s issued.
Engin e exhaust velocity

5, 3 -3 2
R ev. 2 - 12 / 6 8

g

)

1sP

•
•

The three measured IMU CDU angles at a

CDUM

given computation cycle.
CDUX

( CDUX )

0

CDUY

Outer
Inner

CDUZ

Middle

}
IMU gimbal angles

Measured IMU outer gimbal angle at the
desired pre -thrust vehicle orientation.

[ REFSMMAT ]

Transformation matrix between the BRC
system and the IMU or Stable Member
Coordinate system (Section 5. 6. 3. 2).

[ SMNB]

Transformation matrix between the Stable
Member Coordinate system and the Navigation Base Coordinate System (Section 5. 6. 3. 2).

E

Cross product steering command vector

Ex
Ey

steering commands in vehicle axis

)
Unit vector of the actual thrust acceleration
vector in Navigation Base Coordinates, This

~D

parameter is initialized in the Pre-thrust com putations of Fig. 3. 3-10.
Unit vector of the desired thrust acceleration
vector in Navigation Base Coordinates.

CDUD

Desired IMU CDU angles based on steering commands, This is the primary output signal to the
LM digital autopilot ( DAP)

CDUC

Cross Product Steering command vector in terms
of IMU CDU angles,

WithreferencetoFig, 3, 3-12, thelogicswitchS
sequencing routine, When S

w

w

issettozerobythe

is zero the only function of the cross

product steering routine is to update the velocity-to - be -gained vector
~with 6.~ and~ 6.t.
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•
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~
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Cross Product Steering Subroutine
(page 1 of 2)
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~
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Figure 3, 3 - 12 Cross Product Steering Subrout ine (page 2 of 2 )
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Switch s

w

•

remains zero for short duration thrust periods or

during the initiation of long duration thrust periods before the
thrust has increased above the threshold level.

••

In both these

cases there is no active steering and the vehicle attitude is
held at the pre-thrust alignment.

Whens

w

is set to 1, active

steering is performed.

The time -to -go, t go , computation and
steering commands, CDU:Q, are performed as shown in
Fig. 3. 3-12.

becomes l ess than 4
go
seconds, then the engine-off signal is set and switch s
is
w
reset to zero. For the remainder of the maneuver, no further

•
•

When the computed t

computations are made except for

~

•
•.

updating.

The steering command generated by this routine is
the cross product of the desired thrust direction
and the actual thrust acceleration vector,

~A'

vector,~D'

Both of these

vectors are expressed in Navigation Base Coordinates, and
the thrust acceleration vector,

~A'

is generated by the smooth-

ing computation shown in Fig. 3. 3-12.

The objective of the

cross product steering concept is to control the thrust accel-

)

eration vector such that:

-E

= u

-A

X u

- D =O-

The cross product steering command vector, E, is transformed
to IMU CDU angles, CDUg_, requir ed to align the actu al thrust
acceleration vector with the desired thrust direction.

The

calculation of the CDU angles, CDUg_, of Fig. 3. 3-12 results
in attitude hold about the vehicle X axis for a zero IMU middle
gimbal angle condition,

This is accomplished by setting CDuDX

equal to the measured IMU outer gimbal angle, CDUX, at th e
desired pre-thrust vehicle orientation,

If the DAP mode switch

is in a utomatic, th e desired CDU angles, CDU12_, are set equal
to CDUC,

The primary output signal to the LM digital auto -

pilot ( DAP) is CDUD,

If the DAP mode switch is in attitude

hold, the DAP maintains the attitude defined by the last CDUD,

--

-

and the IMU CDU angles CDUg_ of Fig. 3. ::l-12 are used to
determine attitude errors for display.

Rev. 2 - 12/ 68

The following control options are provided by the
cross product steering subroutine:
1)

An alarm is issued if the actual thrust direction
deviates more than 45° from the desired thrust
direction (E > sin 45°).

2)

The commanded gimbal angle change is limited
to a value of 20° difference between the actual
and desired thrust directions if E >sin 20°.
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5. 3. 3. 5

Velocity-to -be -Gained Routine
The velocity - to - be -gained computations shown in

Fig. 3. 3 -13 are those carried out during the Lambert Aim Point
powered flight guidance.

The velocity - to - be-gained computa -

tion for the External 6 V guidance mode is simpleT than that
for the Lambert Aim Point guidance mode,

The External 6 V

velocity-to -be - gained computation is that shown in the cross
product steering routine of Fig. 3. 3-12 and is equivalent to

since

~ 6t

= Q. for

the External 6 V mode as shown in Fig. 3. 3-7.

The velocity-to-be - gained computations for the
Lambert Aim Point guidance mode involve the determination
of a new

~by

processing the Lambert Subroutine via the

Initial Velocity Subroutine,
tation of a new

~ 6t

steering routine.

A second objective is the compu -

parameter for use by the cross product

A new required velocity,

~R'

is also de -

termined for use in the next computation cycle of the velocityto - be - gained subroutine.
The following parameter definitions refer to
Fig. 3. 3-13.

!:. (t) }
~ (t)

active vehicle state vector

t

Offset target intercept position vector at
time t 2 • This parameter is determined
by the preceding targeting program (P -34
or P-35).
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t.
2

Intercept time of arrival associated with
the offset target vector £ (t ) .
2

This is

an input target parameter,
tIG
~R

Nominal ignition time.
(t -T)

Required velocity vector at the preceeding
computation cycle.
Time interval between the current and pre -

T

vious computation cycles.
SR

Target rotation switch set in P-34 or P-35
indicating that the target vector was rotated
into the orbital plane due to proximity to
180° transfer.
1 Target vector rotated

SR

{ 0 No rotation

Total gravity acceleration vector (Section 5. 3. 2) .
Component of the earth gravity acceleration
vector representing earth oblateness effects
(Section 5. 3. 2).
A~(t)

Measured PIPA velocity change in the BRC
system.

N

1

Number of target offset iterations desired
in the Initial Velocity Subroutine
(Section 5. 5. 11 ).
Initial Velocity Subroutine parameter.

~

~R (t)

Required velocity vector at time t .

~ (t)

Velocity-to-be-gained vector at time t .

(t+ At)

Extrapolated

5.3 - 39
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~

one computation time step.

ENTER
~

~

( t),

~R

( t), t, .!: ( t 2 ) , t 2 ,

~ ( t), l:l. ~ (t), ~ ( t), tIG'

( t - 7)

7,

SR

Yes

> - - - - ---91€

~R

( t) using the
Initial Velocity Subroutine of
Compute

Section 5, 5, 11

:!{} (t)

= ~R (t)

£_ /:l.t (t) = [

+

~ (t)

~ (t) (t - tIG) - v ( t)

-

~R (t

- T)

T

Yes

+ l:l.t),

£. l:l.t (t),

g_ (t)

]

/:l.t

No

RETURN
~ (t

-

RETURN
~R (t)

~ (t)

!:: l:l.t (t)
~R (t)

Figure 3. 3-13

Velocity -to -be-Gained Subroutine
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It should be noted that in Fig. 3. 3 - 13 the velocity -to-be-gained,
~·

derived from the Lambert solution using an offset target

vector is modified by the term

~ (t)

[ t - t G]. This term is an
1
approximation to the velocity change contributed by the earth

oblateness effect.

The compensation used in this subroutine

is computed as the current oblateness acceleration,

~b(t),

mul-

tiplied by the period of thrust application (t - tIG) where t G is
1

the nominal ignition time.
orbits.

This correction is zero for lunar

The objective of this correction is to reduce cut-off

errors due to finite maneuver time effects, and to minimize
commanded thrust attitude variations during the maneuver.
These two effects occur during long maneuvers because in
accounting for earth oblateness effects in the initial targeting
programs (P-34 and P - 35), it is assumed that an impulsive
maneuver will be applied at ignition time.

Since a finite maneu -

ver time is required, the precomputed target aim point be comes less accurate as the maneuver progresses. The ~b(t -t G)
1

correction is an approximate substitute for a retargeting pro cedure which can not be performed during a powered maneuver.
The velocity-to - be - gained subroutine of Fig. 3. 3 - 13
accounts for the possibility that the

~

computation will not be

completed for use during the nex t 2 second computati on cycle.

In this case the

~

is e xtrapolated forward over a 2 second .6.t

interval by use of the

velocity -t~

-be - gained increment

~

.6.t,

which was just computed, and the last PIPA velocity measurement, .6.v.
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5. 3. 3. 6

AV Monitor Subroutine
The purpose of the AV Monitor Subroutine is to

detect and monitor the presence of engine thrust every 2
seconds commencing at the nominal ignition time.

The sub-

routine also turns on the cross product steering routine if
the ma".leuver is not a short burn.

If s ubsequent to the nominal

ignition time or during the thrusting period, the engine thrust
is detected to be below a given level for 2 cycles of this routine,
control is transferred to the engine fail procedure (Section 4).

I

The AV Monitor Subroutine logic diagram is illus trated in Fig. 3. 3 -14.

The following parameter definitions

apply to this figure.
Av

PIPA measured velocity change over the
last computation cycle.

NC

A counter in the D.V Monitor Subroutine
which indicates an engine failure when:::_ O.
This counter i s initialized during pre -thrust

I

computations to a value of 4,

s1

Impulse Switch
0 Allows steering at the proper
time via D. V Monitor Subroutine

1 Indicates s hort maneuver and no

steering is required
A VK

A constant set by the pre-thrust routine
which establishes the AV which must be
sensed in a 2 second computation interval
if the engine is to be considered on.
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)
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s

w

A logic switch in the cross product steering
routine which when set to 1 allows steering
commands and t

calculations to be made.
go
When set to 0, the velocity-to-be-gained,
~·

is computed by~. 6t and
(Section 5, 3, 3. 4 ).

6~

only,

6 V Monitor Idle Switch
1 By pass 6 V Monitor Operation

SIDL {

O Activates 6 V Monitor Operation

SIDL is set to 1 prior to ignition for all
maneuvers.

For all RCS maneuvers ( P-41 ),

APS maneuvers ( P-42) and DPS maneuvers
( P-40) of less than 6 seconds estimated
duration ( s = 1) SIDL is maintained at 1.
1

For DPS and APS maneuvers of greater
than 6 seconds, SIDL is set to zero at
ignition. SIDL is set to 1 when tg 0 < 4
seconds,
SDLY

6 V Monitor Delay Switch
O By pass 6 V test in 6 V Monitor

SDLY .{ 1 Activate 6 V test in 6 V Monitor
The function of SDLY is to prevent the 6 V
Monitor from checking 6 V until (tIG + 2),
since SIDL is set to 0 at tIG'
It should be noted that the 6 V Monitor Subroutine is activated

by the Servicer Routine during all PGNCS controlled thrust maneuvers.
The 6 V Monitor Subroutine is activated at (tIG + 2) for DPS and APS
maneuvers exceeding 6 seconds. The engine fail procedures activated
by this subroutine differ for various mission phas e maneuvers as
described in R-40 of Section 4.
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THRUST MONITOR PROGRAM

5, 3. 6

The Thrust Monitor Program, P-47, is used during
manual or non- PGNCS controlled maneuvers to monitor and
display the velocity change applied to the vehicle.

The program

should be called at least one minute before the start of such a
maneuver.

The . selection of this program s uspends state vector

updating by the RR (resets the update and track fla gs ), and P-4 7 then
advances the vehicle state vector to the current time plus one minute
( t + 60) by the Coasting Integration Routine of Sec. 5, 2, 2,

At

t + 60 the Average-G Routine of Sec, 5, 3, 2 is call e d and l eft
on until th e program is terminated after the maneuver.
primary output of the P-47 is the measured maneuver

The

llY

in

vehicle coordinates as described in Section 4,
The Thrust Monitor Program is normally used during
the manually controlled terminal rendezvous phas e .

During

this mission phase the Rendezvous Display Routine R-31 is
normally called to display range, range rate and the line-of sight angle

e.

The operation of R-31 with the Average-G Routine

of P - 47 is described in Section 5, 6. 7.
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5,4

TARGETING ROUTINES

5, 4. 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The objectives of the targeting routines presented in

this section are to provide the LGC capability to determine the
required input target param eters and set control modes for the
various powered flight guidance routines of Section 5. 3.

The

LGC targeting capability represented by the programs in the
following subsections is sufficient to complete the nominal LM
rendezvous phases of the mission.

These LGC targeting routines

are summarized in the following subsection:
Rendezvous Targeting

5. 4. 4

Thes e routines include the following rendezvous
maneuver phases:
1. Pre-CSI

)

2. Pre-CDH
3, Pre-TPI
4. Rendezvous Midcourse Corrections
All LGC targeting programs u se the Basic Ref erence
Coordinate System defined in Section 5, 1. 4, 1,

The Rendezvous

Targeting Routines of Section 5. 4. 4 can be used in either earth
or lunar orbits .

The basic input parameters required by the

targeting routines of this section are the vehicle state vector
estimates determined by the navigation programs of Section 5. 2.
The above four routines are discussed in the following
sections as if they could be us ed with either vehicle being the
active vehicle.

This is no longer the case.

The routines associated

with allowing the CSM to be the active vehicle (P -72, P -73 , P - 74
and P-75) have not been te s t ed and are not available for u se,
although their coding remains in the LGC com put er.
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5. 4. 4

RENDEZVOUS TARGETING

5. 4. 4. 1

General
The rendezvous Targeting Programs P-32, P-33, P-34

and P - 35 in the LGC are based on the Concentric Flight Plan rendezvous scheme.

This scheme illustrated in Fig. 4. 4-1 employs

an active vehicle to ideally make three impulsive maneuvers to
establish a rendezvous intercept trajectory with a passive vehicle
in an approximately coplanar orbit.

Sufficient constraints are im -

posed to allow only one degree of freedom in choosing the final rendezvous profile.

These constraints include the timing of both the

first and third maneuvers, the direction of the first maneuver, a
unique formulation for the second maneuver and the relative ge ometry of the two vehicles at the final maneuver point.

The second

maneuver results in the active vehicle orbit becoming "coelliptic"
or'concentric" with the passive vehicle orbit, resulting in the dif ferential altitude between the orbits being approximately constant.
The following names have been given to the basic maneuvers of
the Concentric Flight Plan rendezvous profile:
1) Coelliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI),

2) Constant Differential Altitude (CDH),
3) Transfer Phase Initiation (TPI).
A rendezvous midcourse correction program is used in addition
to the above three primary rendezvous programs to maintain an
intercept trajectory from the TPI maneuver until the manual terminal rendezvous is started.

5. 4-2
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)

Pas s ive Vehicle Orbit

Vehicles at
TPI Time

/ \
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I
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I
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Figure 4. 4 - 1

Concentric Rendezvous Profile
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The LGC Rendezvous Targeting Programs consis t of
the following programs:
1)

P-32 Pre - CSI Maneuver Program. This program
is called by the astronaut any time before the Coelliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI) maneuver is performed ,

2)

P - 33 Pre - CDH Maneuver Program.

This program

is called between the CSI and Constant Differential
Altitude (CDH) maneuvers.
3)

P - 34 Pre-TPI Maneuver Program.

This program

is called between the CDH and Transfer Phase
Initiation (TPI) maneuvers .
4)

P - 35 Rendezvous Midcoursa Maneuver Program.
This program is called after the TPI maneuver has
been performed.

Each program is designed to select either the LM or
CSM as the active vehicle depending on the program number se lected by the astronaut.

All program operations in Section 5. 4. 4

are independent of which vehicle is chosen as the active vehicle.
A Ll\II direct rendezvous capability is possibl ~ using
the l ast two maneuvers in the above list.
All computations performed in the Concentric Rendez vous Program are in the Basic Reference Coordinate System
( Section 5, 1, 4, 1) and use the latest state vectors obtained from
the Navigation Routines (Sections 5. 2 and 5. 3 , 2 ).
The pre - thrust programs P - 32 and P -.33 use External
!:::. V guidance (S ection 5, 3 , 7) and P - 34 and P -3 5 use the Lambert

targeting concept empl oying two precision offsets (Section 5, 3, 6 ).
All four of thes e programs use the Cross-Product Steering of
Section 5, 3, 3,

5,4-4
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An alarm co d e is displayed if the initial conditions along
with the astronaut input s fail to result in a sa tisfactory solution.

5. 4. 4. 2

Pre -CSI Maneuver
This program, corresponding to Program P-32 (LM

ac tive) or P-72 (CSM ac tive) of Section 4,

computes the para -

meters associat e d with the CSI and CDH maneuvers.

The astro-

naut inputs are:
1.

Choice of active vehicle (P -32 LM, P-72 CSM).

2.

Time t

3.

Number N of the apsidal crossing.
(If N

1

of the CSI maneuver.

= 1,

the CDH maneuver occurs when the

active vehicle reaches its first apsidal point
following the CSI maneuver, etc. )
4.

Desired line of sight LOS angl e E at the time of the
TPI maneuver. (See Fig. 4. 4-2 and F i g. 4. 4-3).

5.

Time t

3

of the TPI maneuver.

The active vehicle state vector
vector

~P'

~A'

y__A and passive vehicle state

'!__p are available in the guidance computer.

The following constraints must be satisfied (see
Fig. 4. 4-1 and Fig. 4. 4-2).
1.

The CSI t:. V is applied in the horizontal plane of
the active vehicle at the CSI time.

5,4-5
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ACTUAL PASSIVE
VEHICLE ORBIT

Fig. 4, 4-2a TPI geometry, active vehicle below

E

Fig. 4, 4 - 2b TPI geometry, active vehicle above
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Fig. 4. 4-3
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of Elevation Angle, E

y,.

2.

The CDH maneuver occurs when the active vehicle
is at a specified apsidal crossing.

3.

The semimajor axis and radial component of veloc ity of the active vehicle are such that the active and
passive vehicles are in coelliptic orbits following
the CDH maneuver.

4.

The line of sight connecting the active vehicle and
the passive vehicle at the TPI time forms the angle
E with the horizontal plane of the active vehicle.

5.

The time intervals between the CSI-CDH and CDHTPI maneuvers are 10 minutes or greater,

6.

After both the CSI and CDH maneuvers, the perigee
altitude of the active vehicle orbit is greater than
'3"5, 000 ft. for lunar orbits and 85 nm. for earth orbits.

The program solution, as illustrated in the logic flow
diagram in Fig. 4. 4 - 4, is based on conic trajectories and contains
an iteration loop to select the CSI maneuver magnitude v •
1

After updating of the active and passive vehicle state
vectors to the CSI time, the active vehicle state vector is rotated
into the passive vehicle orbital plane resulting in coplanar orbits.
The passive vehicle is then updated through the time t

- t to
3
1
the TPI point obtaining !:.p 3 , ~P • The initial guess of v , when
3
1
added to the velocity of the active vehicle, results in the active

vehicle attaining a radius equal to rp
point.
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3

180 degrees from the CSI

If the eccentricity e of the active vehicle orbit is now

le ss than . 0001 or the vertical velocity at the CSI point is l ess
than . 05 ft/ sec., the time t

of the CDH maneuver is set equal to
2
the CSI time plus N times half the period tp of the active vehicle.
Otherwise, the angle tjJ to the n eares t perigee is computed and
used in the Time - Theta Subroutine to find the corresponding time
of flight

~t.

This is then used to calculate t

based on the value
2
of N. After verifying that t is greater than t , both vehicles
3
2
are updated to the CDH point.
The angle

b e tween the active and passive vehicles

</J

at this CDH point is calculated and us ed in th e Time-Theta Routine
to update the passive vehicle to a point radially above or below the
active vehicle, obtaining :'..pc' ~PC'
The semimajor axis aA and the radial component of
velocity v AV' along with a radius, uniquely defin e the orbit of
the active vehicle immediately following the CDH maneuver.
The equations for a A (based on the semimajor axis ap of the
passive ve hicle ) and v AV' containe d in Fig. 4. 4-4, therefore
specify the "coelliptic" CDH mane uver ~~ •

2

The active vehicle state vector is nex t updated to the
TPI time. The unit vector which pas ses through the active vehicle position and is coincident with the desired TPI line of sight
is given by

~L'

The positron vector of the two points of inter -

section between the line of s ight and a circle (with origin at the
center of the attracting body) as s hown in Fig. 4. 4-2 is defined
by:

~

= :'..A3 +

k ~L

5,4-9
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(4.4 . 1)

where k normally assumes two values (see Fig. 4. 4 - 4).
the magnitude

of~

to rp

3

Equating

results in a quadratic expression fork

2

k + 2 k !:.A 3

(4. 4. 2)

If there are no real solutions to the above equation

< 0 in Fig. 4. 4 - 4), the line of sight does not intersect the
2
circle. If there is a real solution to the above equation, the k
(c

of minimum absolute value is chosen as the desirable TPI solution.

The error 'Y is defined as the central angle between the

position vector of the passive vehicle at the TPI point and the
position vector

~representing

where the passive vehicle should

be based on the active vehicle location.

This error is driven to

zero using a Newton - Raphson iteration loop with v
dent variable.

The two initial values of v

with the succeeding step size ti.v

1

as the indepen1
are 10 ft/ sec apart

1
restricted to 200 ft/ sec,

A second computational attempt is made if the first
iteration attempt fails.

v

is incremented in steps of 50 ft/ sec .
1
in the direction opposite to that initially taken in the first at-

tempt until the error 'Y has undergone a sign change.
attempt then starts with the latest value of v

1
point in the direction of the 50 ft/ sec. steps.

The second

and an adjacent

Included in the Pre - CS! program are the following
seven program checks and the corresponding Alarm Codes AC
(see Fig. 4. 4 - 4).
l,

If on the first iteration there is no solution to the

TPI geometry, the iteration cannot be established.
The alarm code AC is set equal to A in this case.
The alarm code is listed in Section 4.

5.4 - 10
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2.

The iteration counter n exceeds 15.

3.

Two succeeding iterations resulting in v
than 1000 ft/ sec.

4.

(AC

(AC = C)
1

greater

= B)

The altitude of perigee hPl following the CSI maneuver is les s than a minimum acceptable amount.
(AC = D)

5.

The altitude of perigee hp

following the CDH maneu 2
ver is less than a minimum acceptable amount.
(AC

= E)

6.

The time .6.T

between the CDH and CSI maneuver i s
2
les s than 10 minutes. (AC = F)

7.

The time .6.T

betwe e n the TPI and CDH maneuvers

3
is less than 10 minutes.

(AC = G)

For the first check above, a check failure results in an
immediate program exit.

The l ast four checks are made only if

the iteration has succeeded.

The alarm codes are set (excluding

the first check) only if the second iteration attempt has been made.
The outputs for the Pre-CSI maneuver program are:
1.

Differential altitude .6.HCDH at the CDH point .
.6.HCDH is positive when the active vehicl e 's altitude
is less than the passive vehicle's altitude when
measured at the CDH point.

2.

Time .6.T

between the CDH and CSI maneuvers
2
displayed in minut es and seconds with hours deleted.

3.

Time .6.T

between the TPI and CDH maneuvers
3
displayed in minutes and seconds with hours deleted.

4.

.6. '.:Ccsr(LV) in local ve rtic a l coordinates at CSI tim e

5.

.6. '.:CcnH(LV) in local vertical coordinates at CDH time

6.

The alarm codes

5. 4- 11
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In the Pre -CSI program P-3 2, the astronaut can change
the CSI computed maneuver by over writing the displayed maneuver
velocity vector in local vertical coordinates, ~ YcsI (LV).

In such

a case the astronaut input then becomes the defined velocity-to -be gained in the External

~V

Maneuver Guidance (Section 5. 3. 3. 3.1) used '

to control the CSI maneuver.

The over writing procedure is nor-

mally used to correct or minimize out-of- plane conditions which
are not directly controlled by the CSI or CDH maneuvers computations such that minimum out of plane conditions exist at the TPI
maneuver.
In addition, M the number of navigation measurements

processed since the last maneuver, MGA the middle gimbal angle
at the start of the last maneuver assuming plus X acceleration and
TFI the time between the CSI maneuver and the present time are
displayed.

The middle gimbal angle is computed with the following

equation.

[
MGA = sin -l

if -90°

J

~REF · UNIT ( ~ ~)

0
<
MGA< 360°.
- MGA< o , MGA is redefined such that 270° <
-

~~

is the maneuver ~ ~ in reference coordinates and ~REF is the
second row of the REFSMMAT matrix defined in Section 5. 6. 3.

5. 4 . 4. 3

Pre - CDH Maneuver
This program, corr esponding to Program P - 33 (LM

active) or P - 73 (CSM active) of Section 4, computes the parameters
associated with the CDH maneuver.
The astronaut inputs to this program are:
1.

Choice of active vehicle ( P - 33 LM, P - 73 CSM)

2.

Time t

2

of CDH maneuver

The active and passive vehicle's state vectors £A• "!..A•
£P' ~pare available in the guidance computer. The TPI elevation angle E and the TP1i maneuver time t are also available from
3
the previous Pre - CSI program computations.

5. 4 - 12
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Fig ur e 4. 4 -4 illustrates the pro gr am logic.

The s t a t e

vectors of both the active a nd passive vehicles are advanced to the
CDH time using the Coasting Int egration Routine.

Aft er rotating

the active vehicle state vector into the plane of the pas s ive vehicle,
the CDH mane uver is calculated as in the Pre -CS I program.

Fol -

lowing a precision update of the s tate vectors to timce t , the Pre3
TPI prog ram is used to calc ul ate the time t a t whic h the specifi e d e l ev ation angl e i s attained. If the iteration was not s ucce ssful an a l arm
code is di spl ayed.

At thi s point, the astronaut can e l ect to r e cycle

the program or to proceed with the calculat ion of the displays,
which are:
1.

6~DH (LV )

2.

Differenti a l altitude 6HCDH at the CDH point.

3.

Time 6T

between the calculat ed TPI tim e and the
3
CDH time displ ayed in minutes a nd seconds with
hours de leted.

4.

Time 6T TPI betwe e n the calculated TPI time and
the s pecifie d TPI time.

(This number i s pos itive

if the new TPI time is l ater than that previous l y use d) .
If the it eration did not converge, the l as t two displays

r e flect an unchange d TPI time.

In addition, M, MGA and TFI are

dis playe d as in the Pre-CSI prog ram displays.
The astronaut can modify the C DH maneuver to minimize out-of - plane conditions by overwriting the displayed maneu ver velocity vector, 6 y CDH (L V), as in the Pre -CS I program.
The out - of-plane information used in this proc ess is de t e rmined
by the as tronaut with the aid of the Out of P l ane Rende zvous Di s play
Routine, R-36 of Section 5. 6. 7. 3.
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Pre-CS! Program

ec
r1mary o y
Indicator PC (See Sec; 5. 2. 2. 6)
Pc = 0 for Earth
Pc = 1 for Moon

h

. = 85 nm.
min
: h . = 3 5, 000 ft.
min

Inputs: ~A' y_A' !:.p> y_P' t 1 , t 3,
N, E, active vehicle

Sl =

o,

S2 = 1, S 3 = 1,

n =

o

Update £A' y_A and !:.p> Y..p to time t 1
obtaining £.Al, y_Al and £.pl' Y..pl using
Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5. 2. 2)

~ = UNIT (£p l X Y..pl)

£Al = r Al UNIT [ £A1 - (£Al . ~) ~]
y_Al = v Al UNIT [ y_Al - (y_Al • ~) ~ ]

Update £pl, Y..pl through time t

3

- t

1

obtaining

£p 3, Y..p 3 using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5. 5. 5)

• !

~l = UNIT (~ X £Al)

Av

1

= 10

ft/sec.

vl = SQRT{ 2µ rP3 [ r Al (rP3 + r Al) ] -~ ~Y..A1 .

Fig. 4. 4 - 4 Pre - CSI~ CDH Maneuver Program
( Page. 1 of 7 )
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~l

2

n=n+

AC= C

5

I

Yes

No

AC

=B

1-------'I•

No

Sl

=1

v

= SGN (v ) 989 ft / sec.
1

1

Obtain period tp u s ing !Al' ~'Al' 8 = 359. 99°
in Time - Theta Subroutine (Sec. 5. 5. 7)

Fig. 4. 4-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
( Page 2 of 7 )
5, 4-15

QJ Revised

0

Added

SUNDANCE
GSOP # R - 557

. PCR # 414

Rev.

1
---

Date

3-5-fl8

Obtain hPl' p 1 , eusing!:_Al' ~'Al' PC
in Periapo Routine (Sec. 5. 5. 14)

=0

a------~ ~t

1------.

cos4i=(p 1 /rAl - 1)/e
sin 4i =

I vR I (µpl/

r! 1) 1/ 2 /e µ

0 tain t using !:_Al' - SGN vR ~·Al' sin
cos 4i in Time Theta Routine (Sec. 5. 5. 7)

=G

. - - - - - - - - : 1 . i AC

No
Update !:_Al, ~'Al and £pi, ~Pl through time t 2 - t 1 obtaining £A 2 ' ~A 2 and £p 2 , ~p 2 using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5. 5. 5)
Fig. 4. 4-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
(Page 3 of 7)
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/

re -CDH Program

Inputs: £A' "'i...A' £p' "'i...p' E,
t , t , active vehicle
2 3
Update £A' "'i...A and £P' "'i...p to time t 2
obt aining £A 2 , "'i...A 2 and £p 2 , "'i...p 2 using
Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5. 2. 2)

~

= UNIT (£p 2 X "'i._p 2 )
£A2 = r A2 UNIT [ £A2 - (£A2 . ~) ~ ]
"'i...A2 = v A2 UNIT [ "'i...A2 - ("'i._A2 . ~) ~ ]

cos

= £A2. £p2 r A2 rP2
4 1-----wsin <fi = (1 - cos2 ¢ ) 1 / 2
SW = u · (£p 2 X £A 2 )

Update £p 2 , "'i...p 2 with cos , SGN SW sin <fi
obtaining £pc' "'i...pc' ap using Time -Theta
Routine (Sec. 5. 5. 7)
t:i.HCDH = rPC - rA2' Vpy =~PC· £A2 / rA2
aA = ap - t:i.HCDH' vAV = vPV (ap/ aA)3 / 2
2
vAH =SQRT [µ (2 / rA 2 - 1/ aA) - vAv l
y'A2 = v AH UNIT (~ X £A2) + v AV UNIT (£A2)

t:i.~2= ~; - "'i...A2' ~ = UNIT (- £A2)
Y = -u, X

~VCDH( LV) = [ ~ ~

Fig. 4. 4-4

= UNIT

(Y X Z )

~ ]T t:i.v2

Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
(Page 4 of 7)
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No
. )

Yes

2

2

lcpdate £A 2, ~A. and £p 2, ~p to time t 3 obtaining £A' ~A
~--£ p• ~p using Coasting Integration Routine (See 5. 2. 2)
btain t or ALARM using ~A' °'!.A' ~P' °'!.p• n = 0, FLAG =l, t = t 3 ,
t
= 250 sec,, E in Pre-TPI Program (Sec. 5. 4, 4, 4) entering at
max

CD

yes · EXIT

Update £A 2, ~A 2 through time t - t o tain 3
2
ing EA 3' ~A 3 using Kepler Routine (Sec.5,5,5)

~L

= cos

+ sm E UNIT

E UNIT

£-A 3

cl = £A3' ~L
2
2
2
c2 = cl - r A3 + r P3

Yes

k = -c+c 1 ..2
k

1

1

2

2

= - cl

- c2

Av 1 = Av /2
1

1/2

vl = v16Avl

EXIT
4

Fig, 4, 4 - 4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
( Page 5 of 7)
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E = ~A3
'Y =cos

+ k :1:!.L
-1

(b • ~p /b rp 3 ) SGN [:':!.· (~ X ~p 3 )]
3

No

No

No

Yes

No

Av 1 = -SGN (sL) SGN ('Yo) 50 ft/ sec.
v l = v l - Av l
S3 = 3,

S3 = 2, Av

'Yo= 'Y

1

= SGN (Av ) 10 ft / sec.
1

vlO = vl,
S2 = 0,

'Yo = J•

'Yo= 'Y
vl = vl - Av 1

Av

1

2

= 'Y SL

Fig. 4, 4-4 Pre-CSI-CDH Maneuver Program
( Page 6 of 7)
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No

btain p 2 using !:.A 2 , ~A 2 , PC in
Periapo Routine (Sec. 5. 5.H )

No

No

C=F

1----_..,.

No

No

5

>--__;;..;..=:...--11914 EXIT

n

·Z

= UNIT

-X=YXZ
.ti.YcsI(LV) = vl [ ~

-!:_Al ,

y

Y

=

=0

-u

Z]T h
-1

EXIT

Fig. 4, 4-4 Pre-CSI.,-CDH Maneuver Program
(Page 7 of 7)
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5, 4. 4. 4

Pre-TPI Maneuver
This program corresponds to Program P - 34 ( LM active)

or P-74 ( CSM active) of Section 4.

Its objective is to establish the

terminal phase initiation TPI maneuver.

The position of the TPI

maneuver is determined by specifying either the TPI time or the
elevation angle which specifies the relative g(wmetry of the vehicles
at the TPI point.

The astronaut inputs are:

1.

Choice of active vehicle (P-34 LM, P-74 CSM)

2.

Time t of the TPI maneuver

3.

Elevation angle E {set equal to zero if t is specified)

4.

Central angle wt between the passive vehicle at the
TPF and TPI points.

The active £AI' ~AI and passive vehicle £pr ~PI state
vectors are available in the guidance computer. The program
starts with a precision update of these vectors to the TPI time.
If the elevation angle is not specified, it is computed

after the precision updating of both vehicles to the TPI maneuver
time.

If E is specified, an iteration procedure is initiated to find

the TPI time at which E is attained.

This procedure uses the in-

put TPI time as the initial guess and is based on conic trajectories
{except for the original precision update).

The time cor.rection

6t is based on (1) the angular distance between £p and the desired
position of the passive vehicle, obtained by assuming the passive
vehicle is in a circular orbit, and (2) assuming the vehicles are
moving at a constant angular rate.

The flow diagram for this pro -

cedure is shown in Fig. 4. 4 - 5.
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The iteration is successful when the computed elevation
angle EA is sufficiently close to E .

)

To help insure convergence, the following steps are
taken:
a.

The step size cSt is restricted to 250 secs.

b.

If the solution has been passed ( cSE oE

0 ~ 0), the
step size is halved and forced in the opposite
direction of the last step.

> 0),

c.

If the iteration is converging ( I oE I - I 6E I
0
the sign of c5t is maintained.

d,

If the iteration is proceeding in the wrong direc -

tion, the step direction is reversed.
The iteration is terminated for any of the following
reasons, and a single alarm described in Section 4 is set:
1.

The iteration counter n has exceeded its maximum
value of 15.

2.

The line of s ight emanating from the active vehicle
does not inte r sect the circular orbit with radius
equal to that of the passive vehicle.

3,

The elevation.. angle is inconsistent with the relative
altitudes of the two vehicles (e.g. if the elevation
angle is less than 1800 when the active vehicle is
above the passive vehicle).

Upon convergence, the state vectors are precision updated to the
TPI time .
The TPI - TPF phase of the program starts with the use
of the angle wt in the Time - Theta Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 7) to de termine the corresponding transfer time tF.
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After precision

updating of the passive vehicle through tF' the Initvel Routine
(Section 5. 5. 11) is then called to compute a transfer trajectory
between the TPI and TPF points with the switch N
two and the cone angle

E

set equal to 15°.

set equal to
1
This results in the pre-

cision offsetting procedure to be used twice in succession.
rotation projection switch f

2

The

is obtained from the Initvel Routine

for use in the powered flight steering program as SR"
The central angle

<fl

traversed by the active vehicle from

the TPI time to intercept is computed as shown in Fig. 4. 4-5 for
display if requested by the astronaut.

This display is used to

avoid 180° transfer angle problems .
The displays for the Pre-TPI program are:
1.

6 VTPI

2.

6VTPF

3.

6VTPI(LOS)

Line of Sight Coordinates

4.

6_"[TPI(LV)

Local Vertical Coordinates

5.

Perigee altitude (Hp) following the TPI maneuver

The display of 6 yTPI(LV) may be overwritten by the

)

astronaut.

If so, a new target vector is generated as shown in

Fig. 4. 4-5. This new aimpoint is used for powered flight steering.
In addition, M, MGA, and TFI are displayed as in the

Pre -CSI program displays.
5. 4. 4. 5

Rendezvous Midcourse Maneuver
This program, corresponding to Program P-35 (LM

active) or P-75 (CSM active) of Section 4, computes a midcourse
correction maneuver.

This maneuver insures that the active ve -

hicle will intercept the passive vehicle at the time established in
the previous Pre-TPI program.

The astronaut may call this pro-

gram any time after the TPI maneuver but in general no later than
10 minutes before the intercept time .
program is shown in Fig. 4. 4- 6.

u
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The flow diagram for this

There is one astronaut input: choice of the active
vehicle ( P - 35 LM, P-75 CSM).

The active £A' '!_A and passive

r , v vehicle state vectors, the intercept time tTPI' (from the
-P -P
'
Pre-TPI program) and a time delay
are available in the guidance
computer,

The time delay (oT

for P-35 and oT for P-75) is the
7
3
time required to prepare for the thrust maneuver and is stored
in either of two erasable locations.

When the program is initiated the number of navigation
measurements since the last maneuver is displayed,

In addition, on

the first pass through the program the time from the previous
TIG,if P41 was performed, or time from previous cutoff if P40
or P42 was performed, is displayed,

On the second pass through

the program, the time from the previously computed TIG is
displayed, Based on this information and additional displays discussed in Section 5. 6. 7, the astronaut may elect to proceed with
the midcourse maneuver at some time.

When he does so, the

program updates the state vectors to the present time plus the
time delay using the Coasting Integration Routine.

The Initvel

Routine is then called to obtain the velocity vector

on the trans -

fer ellipse.

switch
1
is set equal to two, resulting in a double use of the offsetting pro-

cedure.

The cone angle

E

is set equal to 15° and the N

The rotation projection switch f

is obtained from the
2
Initvel Routine for use in the powered flight steering program as

SR.
The central angle

</>

traversed by the active vehicle from

the maneuver time to intercept is computed as shown in Fig. 4. 4-6
for display if requested by the astronaut.

This display is used to

avoid 180° transfer angle problems .
After obtaining the maneuver !J. '!_, it is rotated into a
local vertical (L V) and a line of sight (LOS) coordinate system
obtaining !J. y_ (L V) and !J. '!_(LOS), and both are displayed.
The display of !J. y_ (LV) may be overwritten by the as tronaut.

If so, a new target vector is generated as shown in

Fig. 4. 4 - 6.

This new aimpoint is used for powered flight steering.
In addition, M, MGA and TFI are displayed as in the

Pre -CSI program displays .

5. 4-24
0nevised

SUNDANCE

nAdded

GSOP #112..57

PCR # -----"'-6=57_,__

Rev.

_2__

Date

12 _5 _68

)

ram
Inputs: !:Ar ~Al' £.pr ~Pl' t, E, wt, FL G = 0,
active vehicle, n = 0, ot
= 250 secs.
max
Up ate £AI' ~AI and £pr ~PI to time t
obtaining !:_A' ~A and !:.p• ~p using
Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5. 2. 2)

Yes

E

)

A = 271"-E A

~---- FLAG = 2
E = 0

Ret rn to
Pre -CDH Program

Yes
No

EXIT

Yes

ith ALARM
n = n + 1,

6Eo = 6E,

6E = EA - E

wA = ~A· UNIT (~ X £A)/r A
wp = ~p· UNIT [(£p X~p)XE_p J/rp
a =

6t =

E + SG N [ (::_A X £p) • ~ J cos -1 (::_A • E_p/ r A r p)

a - 11"+ SGN (r

p

- r

) [ 7r - cos-1 (rA cos E/rp)l
A
WA - WP

r
Figure 4. 4- 5

Pre-TPI

aneuver Program (page 1 of 3)
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=>-Y_e_s_ _ _ _ _.....,.ot = ot

max

SGN ( ot)

>-=::....::..=~------..o t = -SGN (ot

ot
Yes

max

0

> I ot

II 2

= 0t max I 3

ot = SGN (6to) I ot I

t::.t-1.5ot

t = t + ot

0
ot 0 =-ot / 2
0

ot

0

= ot

Updat e !:_AF' :".:.AF and !:_PF' :".'..pF through time

- S obtaining

!:_A' :".:_A and !:_P' :".'..p using Kepler Routine (Sec. 5. 5. 5)

)

2 )..-------.- 0 t ain Fusing !:.p' :".'..p' wt in
TiMe-Theta Routine (Sec. 5. !J. 7)

11JPctate .:_;, ~p to time t + tF obtaining ~PT' ~PT usingl
Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5. 2. 2 )

L_

•
•
•

••
•

Obtain~· f 2 and ~AF u sing ~'.:_PT' t F' E = 15°,
N

= 2 in Initvel Routine ( Sec, 5, 5, 11)
Obtain Hp u sing .:_A, ~A in
Periapo Routine ( Sec, 5, 5, 14)

6

S

~TPI =~A - ~A' 6 ~TPF =~AF - ~PT
=f,Y=

),X=,YXZ,_

Figure 4, 4-5 Pre-TPI Maneuver Program (page 2 of 3 )
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•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

2

_,...--..,,
I

)

~~TPI (LV) = [ ~

y

~]

T

~~TPI

Obtain new targe t vector
£T by us ing :s;, "'!_'A ' tF
in Kepler Routine
(Sec . 5. 5. 5)

Replace offset targe t vector,
J.: (t ) generated by Initvel
2
Routine (Sec . 5. 5. 11) by £T

found above.

!3:i = ~L' tTPF = t + tF
!3: 2 = UNIT [ (~ X !3: 1 ) X !! 1J
!!3 = !!1

x !!2

EXIT
Figure 4. 4 - 5

Pre - TPI Maneuver Program (page 3 of 3)
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IRendezvous Midc;u;~~--P-;=-o-g~~-J
...
--

•
•
•
••
•
•

Inputs : _::_A' '!..A' E.p• '!__p
tTPF' active vehicle, time d e lay

w

I

6T

= tim e

delay

•

H

Update -rA, -vA and -rp, -vp to time t pres ent + 6

T

using Coasting Inte gr ation Routine (S ec. 5. 2. 2 )

l
Update E.p• '!..p to tim e tTPF obtaining _::_PT
using Coasting Inte gration Routine (S ec. 5. 2. 2 )

I
q, =

'Tr

+

t

~

= UNIT

( _::_A

X

'!..A )

cos - 1 ( _::_A • !:...prrlr A rPT) -

'Tr] SGN [(_::_Ax

E_pyf•·!::_

J

••

Obtain '!.._A and f 2 using _::_A, _::_PT' tTPF - ( tpres e nt + 6 T),
E

= 15°,

N1

=2

Initvel Routine ( Section 5. 5. 11)

.6. -V = -A
v'

- v
-A

SR = £2
Y= - u
~ =

UNIT ( -_::_A )

-X=YXZ
- -

1.6..Y

••

(LV) = [

~

y

-

~JT .6.'!_ I

.~

1

Figure 4. 4 -6 Rendezvous Midcourse Program
(p age 1 of 2 )
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)

No

Yes
bJ.V = [ ~

~]

Y

Obtain new target vector

~T

bJ.y_ (LV)

by using

.::_A' Y...'p;

tF = tTPF - (tpresent + 6-r) in Kepler Routine
(Sec. 5. 5. 5)

Replace offset target vector, £ (t ),
2
generated by Initvel Roui:ine (Sec. 5. 5.11 )
by £T found above

!h

= UNIT (£p - .::_A)

g 2 = UNIT
g3

=

[ (~ Xg 1) Xg 1)]

gl x g2

EXIT
Figu re 4. 4-6

Rendezvous Midcourse
(page 2 of 2)
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Program

5.5

BASIC SUBROUTINES

5. 5. 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The basic solar system and conic trajectory sub -

routines which are used by the various guidance and navigation
routines are described in this section.

5 , 5, 1. 1

Solar System Subroutines
The subroutines used to determine the translation

and rotation of the relevant solar system bodies ( earth, moon
and sun) are designed specifically for a fourteen day lunar
landing mission,

The method of computing the moon and the

sun lines -of-sight relative to the earth is given in Section
5, 5, 4.

The transformations between the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and the Earth-

and Moon-fixed Coordinate

Systems are described in Section 5. 5. 2.

The procedure for

transforming between vectors in the Basic Reference Coordinate
System and latitude, longitude, altitude coordinates is given in
Section 5, 5, 3 Although these subroutines are normally used
in the lunar landing mission, they are valid for use in any
mission of not more than fourteen days duration in earth-moon
space.

5.5-1
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5. 5. 1. 2

Conic

T~ajectory

Subroutines

This is a description of a group of conic trajectory
subroutines which are frequently uaed by higher level routine•
and programs in both the Command Module and the Lunar
Module computers.
These subroutines, whose block diagrams are presented
in Section.s 5. 5. 5 to 5, 5. 10, provide solutions to the following conic
problems. (See nomencla ture which follows)

( 1)

Given£ (t ), ! (t ), t ; solve for£ (t ), ! (t )
1
1
2
2
0
(Kepler Subroutine)·

(2)

Given£(t 1 ), £(t 2 ), t 021,eG;solvefor.!(t )
1
( Lambert Subroutine)

(3)

Given£ (t 1 ), ! (t 1 ), 9; solve for t , £ (t ), ! (t )
21
2
2
(Time-Theta Subroutine)

( 4)

Given£ (t 1 ), ! ( t 1 ), r (t 2),sr; solve for t , !. <t 2 ), ,!(t )
2
21
(Time-Radius Subroutine)

(5)

GivenE:(t), !(t); solveforrp, rA' e
( Apsides Subroutine )
In addition, the following useful subroutines are pro -

vided .
( 6)

Conic Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-1).

( 7)

Geometric Parameters Subroutine (See Fi'g. 5. 10-2).

( 8)

Iterator Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-3).
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The solutions to the above set of conic problems
have stringent accuracy requirements.

Programming the

fixed-point Apollo computer introduces two constraints which
determine accuracy limitations: the 28 bit double precision
word length, and the range of variables which is several orders
of magnitude for the Apollo mission.
In order to maintain numerical accuracy when these
subroutines are programmed into the Apollo computer, floating
point programming techniques must be exercised.

The effect

is for even a simple equation to require a large number of com puter instructions.

The alternative to this is to separate the

problem into phases, each with a different variable range.
This, however, requires an even larger number of instructions.
These considerations provide the incentive for efficiently organizing the conic equations as shown in the block diagrams.
In addition to the requiremei;it for accuracy,
the solution to the Kepler and Lambert Problems must be ac complished in a minimum of computation time in order that the
guidance system operate satisfactorily in real time.

This ad-

ditional constraint dictates that a minimum of computer instruc tions

~e

performed when solving the problem.

Method of Solution
To minimize the total number of computer instruc tions, the problems are solved in the "universal" form; i.e.
only equations which are equally valid for the ellipse, parabola
and hyperbola are used. Also these subroutines can be used with
either the earth or the moon as the attracting body.

5.5-3
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Kepler 1 s equation, in the universal form, is utilized
to relate transfer time to the conic parameters. All other
necessary equations are also· universal. The Kepler and Lambert
problems are solved with a single iteration loop utilizing a
simple first - order slope iterator. In the case of the Kepler
problem a third order approximation is available to produce the
initial guess for the independent variable (See Eq. ( 2, 2, 4) of
2~

Section 5.

2. 2).

Sections 5. 5. 5 thru 5 .. 5. 10 provide block diagrams
of the detailed computational procedures for solving the various
problems.

The equations are presented in block diagram

form with nomenclature below.

Range of Variables
As indicated

previously, the programming of the

conic subroutines requires

~.

careful

balance between ac -

curacy, computational speed and number of instructions. This
balance, in the Apolio Guidance Computer, leaves very little
margin in any of these areas.
Since the values of problem variables are determined
by the solution of the problem being solved and since the problem may originate from the ground system, it is essentiai
that the variable range limitaUon• be defined.
-·- --· - -h~ndling

The conic

~;

routines are

incapa~le

of

problem• when the '•olution

lies outside of the ran(e .
The following is a list of the maximum allowable
numeric values of the varili•bles.

Note that, ·in addition te>

fundamental quantities such as positfon and velocity, there
are limitations on intermediate variables and .combinations
of variables.
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Scaling for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5. 5. 5 t.o 5. 5 . 10)

,,,

EP.rth
Parameter

Primar~ Bod~

29

Primarl'.: Body
227

r

2

v

27

25

t

228

228

Q'

**

2

- 22

2

- 20

26

26

24

24

cot 'Y

25

25

9

25

25

217

216

- 50

- 50

+ 4 ir 2

+ 411"2

217

216

26

26

27

27

27

27

cot

2

x

!; = ax

2***

c 1 = -r • -v/.f;"
c

2

/µ- 1

= rv 2

Cos () - A

*

Maximum Value'''
Moon

All dimens inn:o1 l values are in un its of meters and cent iseconds.

* * The maximum absolute value occurs for negative values of
this parameter.
***Both the maximum and minimum values are listed since
neither may be exceeded.
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)

Maximum Value*
Parameter

Earth

e

23

·23

2 34.

232

233

231

228

228

249

246

235

233

249

246

27

27

28

28

215

213

c(~)

24

24

s(~)

21

21

x
x

2
2

c

(~)

8

<r>/.JIJ

3

x
c

1

x2

c(~)

c2 x2 s
x (c2 x
~

x

s
2

2

sen+ r(tl))

(~)

c

..rµ x

*

(~)

(~)/

r

(~ s (~) -

o/ r (t2)

Moon

I

I

All di mens ion al values are in uni ts of meters and centiseconrl
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Nomenclature for Conic Subroutines (Sections 5, 5. 5 .t o 5, 5. 10)
£(t1>

initial position vector
initial velocity vector
terminal position vector
terminal velocity vector

!!N

unit normal in the directioi. of the angular
momentum vector

a

reciprocal of semi-major axis
(negative for hyperbolas)
radius of pericenter
radius of apocente r

e

eccentricity
ratio of magnitude of initial position vector
to semi-major axis
'

;

ratio of semi - latus rectum to initial
position vector magnitude
inertial flight path angle as measured from
vertical
true anomaly difference between £(t ) and !_(t )
1
2
f

true anomaly of r (t )
2

5.5-7
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x

a universal conic parameter P-qual to the ratio
of eccentric anomaly· difference to ..f+a for the
ellipse, or the ratio of the hyperbolic analog
of eccentric anomaly difference to ,.;--:-;- for
the hyperbola

x'

value of x from the previous Kepler solution
computed transfer tlme from Kepler's equation
(t2 - tl)

transfer tinie corresponding to the previous solu tion of Kepler's equation
desired transfer time through which the conic
update of the state vector is to be made
desired transfer time to traverse from. E_(t )
1
to E_(t )
2
error in transfer time
fraction of desir ed transfer time to which tERR
must converge
6x

increment in x which will produce a smaller tERR

€

value of Ax which will produ ce nn significant

.x

change in t
Acot 'Y

21

increment in cot 'Y which will decrease the
magnitude of tERR
value .of A cot 'Y which will produce no sipiflcant change in t

21
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I

µ

product of universal gravitational constant
and mass of the primary att>:"acting body
maximum value of x
minimum value of x
maximum value of cot 'Y
minimum value of cot 'Y
upper bound of genera: independent variabie
lower bound of general independent variable

xMAXl

absolute upper bound on x with respect to the moon
absolute upper bound on x with respect to the earth

k

a fractton of the full range of the independent
variable which determines the increment of
the independent variable on the first pass
through the ite ,·ator

y

general dependent variable

y'

previous value of y
error in y

z

general independent

5. 5-9
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variabl~

increment in z w·hich will produce a smaller 11:u
a sign which is plus or n1inua according to
whether the true ano~&ly difference betwuen
!'._(t 1 ) and !'._(t 2) is to be leaa than or greater
than 180 degrees
S•

a sign which is plus or minus according to
whether the desired radial velocity at r(t 2 )
is plus or minus

!l.1

general vector I 1

r

general vector # 2
angle between !'.!..t and !12
a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether a
gueas of cot 'Y i• available or not
a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether
Lambert should determine ~N from !'._(t 1) and !:_(t 2)
or ~Nie an input
a tag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the
iterator ahouid uae the" Regula Falsi"or biu
method
a nag set to 0 or 1 accordin1 to whether the
iterator is to..act u a first order or a •econd
order iterator

I

a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether
Lambert converges to a solution or not
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a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether or
not the new state vector is to be an additional
output requirement of the Time - Theta or Time Radius problems .
a flag set to 1 if the inputs require tha.t the conic
trajectory must close through infinity
a flag set to 1 if the Time-Radius problem was
solved for pericenter or apocenter instead of
r (t

2

)

a flag set to 1 if the input to the Time -Radius
- 18
Subroutine produced an e less than 2
Period of the orbit
integral periods subtracted from t
a t

0

0

to produce

les s than tp

value of x corresponding to tR
the minimal acceptance fraction of t

021

to

which tERR must converge
a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether or not
the velocity vector at the terminal position is to
be an additional output requirement of the Lambert
Routine.
the maximum number of iterations to be allowed
in the Lambert Subroutine.
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5. 5. 2

PLANETARY INERTIAL ORIENTATION SUBROUTINE

Thi• •ubroutine is u•ed to transform vector• between the
Basic Reference Coordinate System and a Planetary (Earth-fixed or
Moon-fixed) Coordinate Sy•tem at a •pecified time. Theae three
coordinate eyetems are defined in Section 5•.1. 4.
lAt !:_be a vector in the Baaic Reference Coordinate Syetem,
!:pthe eame vector expreHed ill the PlanetU')' Coordtaat• Syetem, and
t the specified ground elapsed time (GET). Then.

(5. 2. I)

and
(5. 2. 2)

where M(t) is a time dependent orthogonal tranaformation matrix, !
is a small rotation vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate Syetem,
and ,!pis the same vector! expreesed in the Planetary Coordinate
Syetem. The vector ! is considered constant in one coordinate
tem for the duration of the miuion. The method of computing M(t)
and! dep~nde on whether the relevant planet ie the earth or the .moon.

•Y• -

Cue I - Earth
For the earth, the matrix M{.t) deecribee a rotation about
the polar axle of the earth (the Z-axi• of the Earth-fixed Coordinate

5. 5-12
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System), and the vector_! accounts for the precession and nutation
of the polar axis (the deviation of the true pole from the mean pole).
Let Ax and Ay be the small angles about the X - and Y -axes
of the Basic Re.f erence Coordinate System, respectively, that describe the precession and nutation of the earth's polar axis. The
values of these two angles at the midpoint of the mission are inclu ded in the pre-launch erasable data load and are considered constant
throughout the flight.

Then,

I
(5. 2. 3)

)
M(t) =

cos Az

sin Az

0

-sin Az

. cos Az

0

0

1

0

where Azo is the angle between the X-axis of the Basic Reference
Coordinate System and the X-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate
System (the intersection of the Greenwich meridian and the equatorial
plane of the earth) at July 1. 0, 1968 universal time (i.e., midnight
at Greenwich just prior to Jµly 1, 196_8 ) , t is the elapsed time
0
between July 1. 0, 1968 universal time and the time that the computer
clock was zeroed, and wE is tht: angular velocity of the earth.
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Case II -

Moon
For the moon, the matrix M(t) accounts for the difference

in orientation of the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed Coordinate Sys terns in exact accordance with Cassini's laws, and the rotation vector
~

corrE:cts for deviations from the above orientation because of physi-

cal libration.
Define the following three angles which are functions of
time:
B

the obliquity, the angle between the mean earth
equatorial plane and the plane of the ecliptic,
the longitude of the node of the moon's orbit
measured from the X-axis of the Basic Reference
Coordinate System.

F

the angle from the mean ascending node of the
moon's orbit to the mean moon.

Let I be the constant angle between the mean lunar equatorial plane
and the plane of the ecliptic (1° 32. 1 '} .

Then, the sequence of

rotations which brings the Basic Reterence Coordinate System into
coincidence with the Moon - fixed Coordinate System (neglecting li bration) is as follows:

5. 5 - 14
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)

Rotation

Axis of Rotation

1

x

B

2

z

01

3

x

-I

4

z

Angle of Rotation

1t

+F

The transformation matrices for theye rotationa are,
respectively,

M

1

..

1

0

0

0

cos B

sin B

0

-sinB

cos B

cos Ill
M

2

•

- sin n

1

0

sin o
1

0

cos 01

0

0

1

(5. 2. 4)

M3" ( :

M4•

0

0

cos I

-sin I

sin I

cos I

-cos F

-sin F

0

sin F

-cos F

0

0

0
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1 '

The matrix M(t) 111 then elven by

(5. 2. I)

The following approximate methOd i• ued to determine
the transformation between the .Buie Reference and Moon-fixed
Coordinate Systems.
The angles B, n and .Fare computed a• linear functionm
1
of time. Let !M be the value of the vector libratton !p (exprHHd
in the Moon-fixed Coordinate Sy•tem) at the midpoint of the l'lliHio~.
The vector !M 11 included in the pre-laµnch er.. able data load and i•
con1idered constant throughout the fii&ht. ··Then,

lp •hf
tM
B

• t + t0

•
• a 0 + BtM
•

°i • °io + 0 1tM
F

•

• F 0 + FtM

(

a

•

coo~
cos B sin

(5,2.8)

°x

sin B sin n

b

)

1

-sinn
1
COi B COii OI

·( sin B cos n1

)
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c

"

(-e~n
COB

B\

BJ

~

a

m
-1

"' a sin F - d cos F

-a

COB

F - d sin F

(5.2.6)

(cont. )

M(t):s

where B 0 , °io• and F 0 are the values of the a~gl~e B, n and F, respectively, at July 1. 0, 1968 universal time; B, nI and tare the
rates of change of these angles; and CI and SI are the cosine and sine,
respectively, of the angle I.
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5. 5. 3

LATITUDE-LONGITUDE SUBROUTINE

For diaplay and data load purpc>HI, the latitude, loneitude,
and altltude of a point near the aurface of the e11.rth or the moon are
more meanineful and more convenient to use than the components of a
poaition vector. Thi1 aubroutine i1 uaed to tranatorm poaition vectora between the Buie Reference Coordinate System and Geoeraphic
or Selenoeraphic latitude, loneitude, altitude at a apecified time.
In the case of the moon,. the altitude is computed
above either
.
the landing site radius, ri_s, or the mean lunar radius, rM. For the earth,
the altitude is defined with respect to either the launchpad radius, r LJ> , or
the radius of the Fish.e r ellipsoid, rF' which is computed from

2
b2
r F • ----------

(5. 3. 1)

b2

1-(1-,-)(1

a
where a and b are the aemi-major and aemi-minor axes of the
Fischer ellipsoid, respectively, and SINL is the sine of the geocentric latitude.
The computational procedures are illustrated in Figs.
5. 3-1, 5. 3-2, and 5. 3-3. The calling program must specify either
a vector !:. or latitude (Lat), longitude (Long), and altitude (All). In
addition, the program must set the time t and .the two indicators P
and F where

P•

l

0 for earth

1: lor moon
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for Fischer ellipsoid or mean lunar radius
for launch pad or landing site radius
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EN'"ER

Call Pl~etary Inertial Orientation
Subroutine to Transform!:. to !"p

v

~. G~}

UNIT

(~

SINL • u 2

Determine 'Y and r 0
Fig. 5. 3 -3

J

v
Lat

Alt

• r - ro

~,

EXIT

Fig. 5. 3-1

Vector t() Latitude, Longitude, Altitude
Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER

Determine 'Y
Fig. 5. 3-3a

l

os (Long) cos (Latj

sin (Long) cos (Lat)
'Y sin (Lat)

Call Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine
to Transform Unit Vector !:.p to Unit Vector £

etermine ro
Fig. 5. 3 - 3b

£ = (rO + Alt) £

!Ext
Fig. 5. 3-2

1

Latitude, Longitude, Altitude to Vector
Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER

Yes

'Y

=1

~-----EXIT

Figure 5. 3 -3a

Determination of 'Y

ENTER

Yes

Compute rF
Eq. (5. 3. 1)

No

EXIT

Figure 5. 3-3b

Determination oJ r
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0

5. 5. 4

LUNAR AND SOLAR EPHEMERIDES
This subroutine is called by LOSSEM (Section 5.5.13)

in oruer to obtain the line -of-sight unit vectors of the moon and
sun, with respect to the LM, which may be used for IMU alignment.
The positions of the moon and sun are obtained from
simple approximation schemes which are stored in the computer ' s fixed m Pmory .
If the obliquity of the ecliptic and the inclination of

the lunar orbit are considered constant, the unit position vector
of the moon with respect to the earth in the Basic Reference Coordinate System defined in Section ( 5. 1. 4 ), is given by

cos ( LOM)
~EM

K 1 sin ( LOM)

K 2 sin ( LOM - LON)

K 3 sin ( LOM) + K

4

sin ( LOM - LON)

where the longitude of the mean moon ( LOM) is approximated
using its value and rate at July 1. 0, 1968, and using empir ically
determine d periodic terms:

LOM = LOMo + LOMR t - [A sin (OMEGA At + PHASE A)

+ B sin ( OMEGABt + PHASEB)]
and where the longitude of the moon's node (LON) is similarly
approximated:
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I

and where t ia meaaured from July 1. 0, 1968.
The approximate unit position vector of the sun with
respect to the earth is given by:

cos (LOS)
~ES =

Kl ain ( LOS )

K sin (LOS)
3
where the longitude of the mean sun i1 approximated by:

and where K and K 3 are the 1ame as for the moon.
1
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5. 5. 5

KEPLER SUBROUTINE
The Kepler Subroutine solves for the two body posi -

tion and velocity v ec tors at the terminal position given the
initial position and velocity vectors and a transfer time to the
terminal position .
This section contains information to aid the reader
in und erstanding the less obvious aspects of the Kepler Subroutine block diagram depicted in Figs. 5. 5-1 thru 5 . 5-3. The
subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in
Section 5. 5. 10. Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1. 2.
Prior to entering the Kepler Subroutine an initial
estimate· of x can be generated via Eq. ( 2. 2. 4) of SPction 5.2.2.2
~t
w1"th -r=
tD - t 21 ,
and T = tD. However, x' and t
are
21
non - zero only if the subroutine is being used repetitively.

Although, theoretically, there is no upper bound on
x, the practical bound is set to xMAXO or xMAXl to eliminate
non -feas ible traje.ctories and increase "the accuracy to which x
2
c<tn be computed. In addition, a x has a practical range of
2
2
-50 <a x <(2ir) which determines an independent upper bound
on x.

The xMAX used, then, corresponds to the smaller of

the two values.
The transfer time convergencP criterion is approximately the same as the granularity of the time input.

Since,

for some of the problems to be solved, the sensitivity of time
to x is so large that the granularity in x, i: , produces a change
x
in time which exceeds the granularity in time, it is necessary
to introduce Ex as a redundant convergence criterion.
The Kepler Subroutiµe, provided the parameter range
constraints are satisfied, will always produce a solution.
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A negative value of tD will cause the subroutine to
update the state vector backward in time.

If tD is negative but

its absolute value is greater than one period, the solution re turned will correspond to an update backward of exactly one
period. If tD is positive but greater than one period the update
will correspond to the true, total value of tD, just as it does for
tD less thaD one period.
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ENTER

x, x', t

21

•,

I

i • 20, XR • 0, tR• 0

r<t i)

·I.r<t i) I

~r 1 • UNIT (_r(t 1&

cl

• !,(tl ) . .!.(tl)
-..[;'

c2 •

r(t 1) .Y.(t 1) • .!.(t 1)
µ
-1

a • (1 - c 2 )/ r <t 1l

xMAx • 2•

Iva

xMAx

NO

·v-ao/a'

NO

YES

YES

Figure 5. 5-1

Kepler Subroutine
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YES

x

t

p

-~
a .{ii'

NO
YES

XMIN

x

=x

x" xMIN
--2-

NO

x

a

I

=0
- XR

x > 0

tD

= tD

XR

= XR +

tR

= tR + tp

- tp
XMAX

YES

YES

xMAX
2

I
tz1 ' = tz 1' -tR

x'

Figure 5. 5 - 2

= x'

- xR

Kepler Subroutine
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Call KEPLER EQUATION aubroutl.ne,
c 1 , c 2 , x,
r (t ). I'
1

e,

Re11ume
t21'

.m. cm

YES

NO
Call ITERATOR aubroutlne

0, 0, t2l' . t21'• tERR' Ax, x, 0, xMAX' xMIN
Reaume
Ax, xMAX' xMIN

NO

Call STATE VECTOR aubroutlne
I: (tl), .x<t1>· r (tl)' :llr1•

t21

1
•

x. r •• (0,

c (f), t21'"

t21
Reaume

x•x+Ax

I: (t2), l'. (t2)

I • I - l

NO

x • x + x-R
t21 • t2 l + tR

Return
!:_(t2)' ! (t2) • x • t21

Fig. 5. 5-3 Kepler Subroutine
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5. 5. 6

LAMBERT SUBROUTINE
The Lambert Subroutine solves for the two body

initial velocity vector given the initial and terminal position
vectors and a transfer time between the two.
This section contains information to aid the reader .
in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Lambert Subroutine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5. 6-1 and 5. 6 -2.
The subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in
Nomenclature is found in SectiOI\ 5. 5. 1. 2.

Section 5. 5, 10.

If the Lambert Subroutine is used repetitively and
rapid computation is required, the previous value of the independent variable, cot 'Y. can be used as a starting point for
the new iteration. Flag f

1

provides this option.

The Lambert Subroutine computes the normal to the
trajectory.

~N'

using the two input position vectors . If these

vectors are nearly colinear, it is desirable to specify the normal as an input rather than rely on the ill-defined normal based
on the two input position vectors.

Flag f

provides this option.
2
The presence of the inputs in parentheses, therefore,. is con-

tingent upon the setting of these flags . .
The theoretical bounds on the independent variable,
cot 'Y. correspond

to the infinite energy hyperbolic path and

the parabolic path which closes through infinity.

These bounds

are dynamically reset by the iterator to provide a more efficient
iteration scheme.

In addition, if during the course of the itera-

tion, cot 'Y causes a parameter of the problem to exceed its
maximum as determined by its allowable range, the appropriate
bound is reset and the iterator co!ltinues trying to find an ac ceptable solution.

(This logic does not appear in Figs. 5. 6 -1 and 2
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as it is pertinent only to fixed-point programming).

If no acceptable·

solution is reached, the transfer time input was too small to produce
a practical trajectory between the input position vectors.

When this

happens, 6cot 'Y approaches its granularity limit E before time
c
converges to within a fraction Et of the desired time. However, this
same granularity condition exists when the sensitivity problem
described in the Kepler Subroutine, Section 5. 5. 5, occurs.
case an acceptable solution does exist.
via a third convergence criterion.

In this

This dual situation is resolved

If the error in transfer time is

greater than the usual fraction Et of the desired transfer time, but
still less than a slightly larger fraction k

of the desired transfer
1
time and 6cot 'Y is less than E , then the solution is deemed acceptable
c
and the required velocity is computed. If, on the other hand, the error
in the transfer time is greater than the fraction k
time and 6cot 'Y is less than Ee' then the flag f

of the desired transfer
1
is set to indicate that

5
the required velocity will have degraded accuracy.

The maximum number of iterations allowable in the
Lambert Subroutine has been made an input to the routine, in order
to give the user direct control over the max imum computation time
to be allowed.

If no initial guess of cot 'Y

0

is supplied, this number

'Yo is supplied, which
is sufficiently close to the true cot 'Yo [ such as the cot 'Yo from the

should be set to 20.

If an initial guess of cot

previous computation cycle during powered - flight guidance computation
sequencing (see Section 5. 3. 3. 2)], then this number may be set as
low as 5.
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. Call KEPLP:R P:QUATION •ubroutlne
c.1• c 2 , 11, f, r (t ), IA
1

Re•ume
•21 ·

.m. cm

YES

YES

Call ITERATOR mubroutine

'o, t 3,

121 , 111 1 , tERR' Acot

-r.

cot

-r.

II, cot

"wu•

cot""°"

Reaume
Acot y,

t 3 , cot 'YMAX' cot TMIN

NO
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I
I

Return
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cot y
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5. 5. 7

TIME-THETA SUBROUTINE
The Time - Theta Subroutine· solves for the two body

transfer time given the initial position and velocity vectors and
the true anomaly difference (transfer angle) to the terminal
position.
This section contains information to aid the reader
in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Time-Theta
Subroutine block diagram depicted in Fig. 5. 7 - 1.

The sub-

routines referred to in this figure are presented in Section
5. 5. 10.

Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1. 2.

The flag f

6

must be :z.ero if the user desires compu-

tation of the terminal state vector in addition to the transfer time.
If the conic trajectory is a parabola or hyperbola and
the desired transfer angle, (}., lies beyond the asymptote of the
conic, f

7

will be set indicating that no solution is possible.
In addition to the parameter range constraints imposed on

Kepler ' s equation, the additional restr_iction on Time-Theta
that the trajectory must not ·be near rectilinear is indicated by
the range of cot "r'·
The Time - Theta problem is not well defined for near
rectilinear trajectories, i e. the transfer angle
a meaningful problem parameter.

e is

no longer

This will not cause difficul-

ties provided the input variables are within the specified ranges.
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ENTER

Ca.11 -CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine
!(t1 ), !(t1 ), ,..

Reaume
• N' pN' cot -,, ~· r(t 1 ). yrl

_Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE 1ubrouUne
1ln 6, co1 6, cot 'Y. r(t 1 >. aN, ~

Call KEPLER EQUATION aubroutine
(, x, <\, c , r(t 1 ), µ
2

Resume
t21

·•m. cm

-Return
!(tl), !(t1)• r(tl)' .!!rl' x,

f,

•<O.

c((), t 21 ,,,.

Reaume

r<t2>· !<t2>

Return

t21 • !.<tz>· !<t2>

Figure 5. 7 -1

Time -Theta Subroutine
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t21

5.5.8

TIME-RADIUS SUBROUTINE
The Time Radius Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time to a specified radius given the initial position and
velocity vectors and the radius magnitude.
This section contains information to aid the reader
in undenstanding the less obvious aspects of the Time -Radius
Subroutine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5. 8 -1 and 5. 8 -2.
The subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in
Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1. 2

Section 5. 5. 10.

Paragraphs 3, 4, and 5 of Section 5. 5. 7 apply to the
Time-Radius Subroutine as well.

Since an inherent singularity is prese::t for the circular orbit case, near-circular orbits result in a loss of ac curacy in computing both the transfer time, t
state vector .

, and the final
21
This is caused by the increasing sensitivity of

t

to r ( t ) as the circular orbit is approached, In the extrem e
21
2
case that eccentricity is less than 2 - lB, the problem is undefined
and the subroutine will exit without a solution, setting flag f

9

to indicate this,
If r ( t ) is less than the radius of pericenter or
2

greater than the radius of apocenter, then r ( t ) will be ignored

2
and the pericenter or apocenter solution, respectively, will be

computed.

A flag, f , will be set to indicate this.
8
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Call CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine

!1t 1 ), ,!(t 1 ),

IA

Resume
aN, PN' cot'Y, .!!N' r(t 1 ), .!!rl, v(t 1), .!!vi

.!!. • (1 - aN) ..!!rl ·- cot'Y /pN(2 - aN) ..!!vl

.!!., •

UNIT(.!!,)

coe f . (PN r(tl)
\ r<t2>

-

1\/l! I

I

RETURN

NO

'a. o

'a • 1

YES

NO

2
atn f • a.Vl • coa f

am(fl • o

r

cos(f) • - 1

COa

fg .• 0
..!!r 2 • cos(f) .!!e + eln(f) (..!!N x

f • 1

.!!e)
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Fig, 5. 8-1 Time-Radius Subroutine
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I

Call UNIVERSAL VARIABLE suhroutine

sin 8, cos 8, cot-y, r<t ), aN' pN
1
Resume

-~~----<

x,

E. c 1 • c 2

Call KEPLER EQUATION subroutine

E. x, c 1 , c 2 , r(t 1 ).
Re1mme
t

21

µ

=-------~.~-----j

• s({), c(s)

NO

YES

Call STATE VECTOR subroutine

!:_(t ), !_(t ), r(t ), .!:!.rl' x, ~. s(E), c(~). t , µ
1
1
1
21
Resume
!:_(t2 ), .!_(t2)

Return
t21' !:_(t2 ), .!_(t2)

Figure 5. 8 - 2
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Return

5. 5. 9

1\ l)SlDES SUBROUTINE

The Apsides Subroutine solves for the two body
radii of apocenter and pericenter arid the eccentricity of the
trajectory given the position and velocity vectors for a point
on the trajectory.
This subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5. 9-1.

The

subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in Section
5. 5. 10. Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1. 2.
It is characteristic of this computation that the

apsides become undefined as the conic approaches a circle.
This is manifested by decreasing accuracy.

When the conic is

nearly parabolic, or hyperbolic, the radius of apocenter is
not defined.

In this event the radius of apocenter will be set

to the maximum positive vq.lue allowed by the computer.
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•

Call CONIC PARAMETERS subroutine

r

(tl.),

y

(t ), µ

1

Resume

e

=Ji - pNa N'
_ pN r (t )
1

rp -

1 + e

2r (t )
1

rA=~-rp

YES

NO

rA

= rMAX

l~rn
~rA,e

Figure 5. 9-1

Apsides Subroutine
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5. 5. 10

MISCELLANEOUS SUBROUTINES
There are, as part of the Conic Trajectory Sub-

routines, three i:;ubroutines which are useful in their own right.
These are the Conic Parameters, the Geometric Parameters
and the Iterator Subroutines which ar-e depicted in Figs. 5. 10-1,
5. 10-2 and 5. 10-3, respectively.
The Conic Parameters and Geometric Parameters
Subroutines are self explanatory.
The Iterator Subroutine serves several purposes. It
is used when flag f

4

is set to zero to solve for the value of the

independent variable which drives the error in the dependent
variable to zero, provided the function is monotonically increas ing.

To improve convergence for functions whose derivative

changes rapidly, the limits are reset as shown in the block diagram.
set to 1, the Iterator seeks a minimum of
4
the function, provided the first derivative is single-valued be With f

tween the limits.

The inputs are redefined so that "y" is the

derivative of the independent variable with respect to the dependent
variable, and "x" is the value at which the derivative was computed
or approximated.

Since the desired value of y is zero, yERR = -y.

Since the Iterator uses the "Regula

Falsi" technique,

it requires two sets of variables to begin iteration.

If only one

must be set to 1, causing the iterator to
3
generate the independent variable increment from a fraction

set is available, flag f
of the full range.
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In addition to. the above Sllllbraatines there are three
other subroutines of primary interes1! to the five basic conic
subroutines described in Sections 5. 5. 5 to 5. 5. 9.

These are the

Universal Variable Subroutine, the Kepler Equation Subroutine,
and the S.11a11e~ Vector SubrCDJ1Ul11i:111Je shown in Figs. 5. 10-4, 5. 10-5 and
5.

10~.~tively.

The Universal Variable Subroutine is utilized by the
Lambert, the Time-Theta and the Time-Radius Subr9utlnes to
compute the universal parameter x required for the time equation.

There are two different formulations reqt ired according

to the size of the parameter w.
If the input to the subroutine requires the physically
impossible solution that the trajectory "close through infinity",
the problem will be' aborted; setting flag f .
7
The Kepler Equation Subroutine computes the transfer
time given the variable x and the ·conic parameters.
The State Vector subroutine computes the position
and velocity vectors at a point along the trajectory given an
initial state vector, the variable x and the transfer time.
The final miscellaneous subroutine, the SETMU Subroutine, is depicted in Fig. 5. 1 0-7. It sets µ to the appropriate
primary body gravitational constant consistent with the estimated
CSM or LM state vector as defined in Section 5. 2. 2. 6.
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~---.L.lENTER
r(t 1 ). y(t 1 J, µ
Call GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS subroutine

r <t 1 >, y <t 1 >,

+t,

o

Resume
r (t 1 ), v <t 1 ), sin 'Y, cos 'Y, ~· !.lrl, 11y 1

cot 'Y

c3

= cos

r(t 1)

=.

'Y /sin 'Y

v(t 1 )

2

µ

a N • 2 - c3
~ = c 3 sin 2 'Y

,,
Return
aN, pN' cot 'Y, yN' r (t 1 ),

I

!!rt' v (tl), Yvl

Figure 5. 10-1 . Conic Parameters Subroutine
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5. 5. 11

INITIAL VELOCITY SUBROUTINE
The Initial Velocity Subroutine computes the required

initial velocity vector for a trajectory of specified transfer time
. between specified initial and target position vectors.

The trajec-

tory may be either conic or precision depending on an input para meter (namely, number of offsets).

In addition, in the precision

trajectory case, the subroutine also computes an "offset target
vector", to be used during pure -conic cross -product steering.
The offset target vector is the terminal position vector of a conic
trajectory which has the same initial state as a precision trajec tory whose terminal position vector is the specified target vector.
In order to avoid the inherent singularities in the 180°
transfer case when the (true or offset) target vector may be slightly out of the orbital plane, the Initial Velocity Subroutine rotates
this vector into a plane defined by the input initial position vector and
another input vector (usually the initial velocity vector), whenever
the input target vector lies inside a cone whose vertex is the origin
of coordinates, whose axis is the 180° transfer direction, and whose
cone angle is specified by the user.
The Initial Velocity Subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5. 11 - 1.
The Lambert Subroutine, Section 5. 5. 6, is utilized for the conic
computations; and the Coasting Integration Subroutine, Section 5. 2. 2,
is utilized for the precision trajectory computations.
The Initial Velocity Subroutine sets the maximum number
of iterations allowable .inside the Lambert Subroutine to 20 in all
cases, except when the powered-flight guidance computation sequencing
is being performed (see Section 5. 3. 3. 2), in which case it is set
to 5.
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Nomenclature for the Initial Vel0city Sub·l 'Outine
Initial position vector.
Vector (usually the actual initial velocity vector)
used to determine whether the transfer from the
initial position vector to the target vector 'is through
a central angle of less or greater than 1800, and also
used in certain cases to specify the transfer plane
(see text).
Target Vector (True target vector if N 1
Offset target vector if N = O).
1

> 0, or

Desired transfer time from initial position vector to
target vector.
Number of offsets to be used in calculating the offset
target vector from the true target vector. (N 1 = 0
implies conic calculations only with offset target vector input).
Cone Angle of a cone whose vertex is the coordinate
origin and whose axis is the 180° transfer direetion
(i.e., the negative initial position direction). The
cone angle E' is measured from the axis to the side
of the cone.
Switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether a guess of
cot 'Y is input or not.
Guess of cot 'Y.
Required initial velocity vector of a precision [a conic]
trajectory which passes through the true [or offset]
target vector, or the rotated true [or offset ) target
vector· if the original target vector was in the cone,
at the end of the desired transfer time, if N > 0
1
[or N = OJ.
1
Computed offset target vector.
Final precision @onic] velocity veetor resulting from a
precision @onic] update of the initial position vector and
the required initial velocity vector vT(t 1 ), if N > 0,
1
[or N 1 = 0, respective!~.
Final precision position vector.
Value to which the Lambert Subroutine converged
(for later use as guess to minimize computation time).
Switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether the input
true or offset) target vector was not or was in the
cone, and consequently was not or was rotated into
the plane.
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Return
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5. 5. 13
'

'

LOSSEM SUBROUTINE

The LOSSEM Subroutine computes the lines-of-sieht
of the Sun, Earth, and Moon with respect to the spacecraft in
the Basic Reference Coordinate System. This data is used by
the IMU alignment p:rcograms whenever the astronaut elects to
sight on the Sun, Earth, or Moon instead of a star for purpo•H
of IMU alignment. The data is also used by the Star Selection
Routine (Section 5. 6. 4) when testing for star occultation. In·
addition, this subroutine computes the sizes of the occultation
cones used in the Star Selection Routine.
The unit vectors ~· ~E' and ~M specifying the linesof-sight to the Sun, Earth, and Moon, respectively, in the Basic
Reference Coordinate System are computed as follows:

~=

{

~ES

if P = E

UNIT (~ES - p ~EM )

if P = M

(5.13.1)

-UNIT (r

~

)

={ -UNIT ( rEM~EM + !:L)

;;_M~

.

-L

UNIT ( rEM~EM - E.L)
{ -UNIT ( E_L )

if P = E
(5.13.2)
if P=M
if P = E
if P = M

(5.13.3)

where P, E, M, s~ and L respectively denote the primary body,
Earth, Moon, Sun, and Lunar Module, E.L is the position vector
of the LM with respect to the primary body, ~Mand ~Sare
the unit position vectors of the Moon and Sun with respect to the
Earth obtained from the Lunar and Solar Ephemerides Subroutine
of Section 5. 5. 4, rEM is the mean distance ( 384402. km) between
the Earth and Moon, and pis the ratio (0.00257125) of rEM over
the mean distance between the Sun and Earth. The line-of-sight
vectors are determined for a time specified by the calling program
or routine. When LOSSEM is used by the sighting mark routines it is
not called until just after the astronaut finishes his optical marks on
the Sun, Earth, or Moon, and the time used in this case is that recorded
for the last mark. When LOSSEM is used by the Auto Optics Positioning
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Routine (R - 52) it is called just before positioning the spacecraft
and the specified time is the present time.

When LOSSEM is

called by the Fine Alignment Routine (R - 51) just prior to calling
the Star Selection Routine, the specified time is the present time
plus an additional amount (T SS) in order to project it into the
middle of the sighting mark process.

This is done to insure that

the line-of - sight vector of the primary body used in the occulta tion test of the Star Selection Routine is that which occurs during
the sighting mark process.

The occultation cones used in the Star Selection Routine
for the Sun, Earth, and Moon are computed as follows:
(5.13.4)

)
sin - 1 {RE
rL

I

J if P =E
(5.13.5)

cos 5°

if P = M

cos 5°

if P = E

(5 , 13 , 6)
cos [ 5° + sin - l ( : : )] if P = M

where c is the cosine of one half the total angular dimension of
a cone and represents a more convenient way of treating the di mension of a cone in the Star Selection Routine, rL is the magnitude of the LM position vector, RE is the equatorial radius
( 6378 , 166 km) of the Earth, and RM is the mean radius (1738, 09 km)
of the Moon,
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5, 5. 14

PERICENTER - APOCENTER ( PERIA PO) SUBROUTINE
· The Pericenter - Apocenter Subroutine computes the

two body apocenter and pericenter altitudes given the position
and velocity vectors for a point on the trajectory and the primary
body,
This subroutine is depicted in Fig , 5. 14 - 1.
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ENTER

'

I£(t)·

NO
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'4t>· pc I

c

= 1

YES

Call APSIDES subroutine
~t)' '4t)' µ

hp = r p - r b

ha = r A - rb

"
Return

Figure 5. 14-1

Pericenter - Apocenter Subroutine
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5, 6

GENERAL SERVICE ROUTINES

5. 6, 1

GENERAL COMMENTS
The routines presented in this section are used for

the following general service functions:
1 ) IMU alignment modes
2 ) Basic Coordinate Transformations
3) Computer initialization procedures
4) Special display routines which can be called by
the astronaut

5, 6 - 1
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5. 6 . 2

!MU ALIGNMENT MODES

5. 6. 2. l

Orbital Alignment

5.6.2.1.1

IMU Orientation Determination Program
The IMU Orientation Determination Program (P-51)

is used during free -fall to determine the present IMU stable
member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coor dinate System by sighting on two navigation stars or known
celestial bodies with the Alignment Optical Telescope (AOT) or
the Crew Optical Alignment Sight ( COAS ).

At the start of pro -

gram P-51 the astronaut acquires the desired celestial bodies
by maneuvering the spacecraft until they are visible in the op tical devi.ce which he intends to use.

During the above operation

he checks to insure that gimbal lock does not occur.

Afterwards,

the Inflight Sighting Mark Routine (R-53) is used twice to sight
upon each of two celestial bodies.

Prior to sighting on each

body, the astronaut indicates to the computer which optical de vice he is going to use and which celestial body he is going to
sight on.

The method of selection and operation of the AOT

and COAS is

given in Section 5. 6. 3. 1. 1 and in the Infl.ight

Sighting Mark Routine (R - 53) of Section 4.

The identity of the

celestial body is indicated by the astr onaut at the b e ginning of
the Inflight Sighting Mark Routine by use of a star (or celestial
body) code.

Separate codes are provided for the 37 navigation

stars, Sun, Earth, Moon, and a general celestial body.
latter code is referred to as the Planet code.

The

If the astronaut

selects the Sun, Earth, or Moon code, the subroutine LOSSEM
of Sectibn 5, 5, 13 will be called after optical sightings have been
made on the body to comput6 the line - of-sight vector to that
body in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

If he selects

the Planet code, the computer will request after the optical sight ings that he load the coordinates of the desir e d c e les tial body
in the Basic Reference Coordinate System.

5. 6 - 2
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After optical sightings have been made on both celestial
bodies, the Sighting Data Display Routine (R -5 4 of Section 4)
computes the angle between the line -of- sight vectors obtained
for the two bodies in stable member coordinates and the angle
between the corresponding line-of-sight vectors for the two bodies
stored in basic reference coordinates.

The difference between

these two angles is displayed to the astronaut and he either ac cepts or rejects the vectors obtained in stable member coordinates.
If he accepts the vectors, they are used with the corresponding

vectors stored in basic reference coordinates to determine the
present stable member orientation and REFSMMAT, using the
procedure given in Section 5. 6. 3. 4. 1.
5.6. 2.1.2 IMU Realignment Program
The IMU Realignment Program (P-52) is used during
free -fall to align the IMU from a known orientation to one of
the desired orientations given in Section 5. 6. 3. 4 and in P- 52
of Section 4.

This alignment is made by sighting on two navi-

gation stars or known celestial bodies with the AOT or the COAS.
Initially, the astronaut selects the desired stable member orientation, and the program computes and displays the IMU gimbal
angles for the desired stable member orientation using the present vehicle attitude.

If the computed gimbal angles are unsat-

isfactory, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a more suitable
attitude and has the program re -compute and display the new
gimbal angles.

Once satisfactory angles have been obtained,

the Coarse Alignment Routine (R-50 of Section 4) is used to
coarse align the IMU to the desired orientation.

r.r·an of the

required gimbal angle changes are less than or equal to one
degree, routine R - 50 will leave the IMU at its present orientation.
Afterwards, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a desired
attitude for celestial body acquisition and the Fine Alignment
Routine (R -51) is used to obtain the necessary sightings and to
align the IMU to the desired orientation.

This routine accomplishes

the above tasks by using various other routines.

Initially, the

astronaut decides whether or not to use the Star Selection Routine
of Section 5. 6. 4.

If he selects the Star Selection Routine, routine
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R-51 will call the subroutine LOSSEM of Section 5. 5. 13 prior
to calling the Star Selection Routine since LOSSEM computes
certain parameters which are used in the occultation tests of
the Star Selection Routine,

If the Star Selection Routine is

unable to find two satisfactory stars at the present vehicle
attitude, the astronaut either repeats the above process of
changing the vehicle attitude and using the Star Selection
Routine or selects his own celestial bodies.

It should be noted

that the Star Selection Routine only selects stars for the forward
viewing position of the AOT.

However, the astronaut may select

stars or celestial bodies with the intention of using one of the
other viewing positions described in Section 5. 6, 3. 1. 1.
Prior to performing the optical sightings on
each celestial body, the astronaut is given the option of either
maneuvering the vehicle himself to place the celestial body at
the desired sighting position or having the Auto Optics PositioniJ:lg Routine (R-52 of Section 4) command the vehicle attitude
so as to place the celestial body at the desired sighting position.
The sighting position is established by the astronaut at the be ginning of the Auto Optics Positioning Routine in the same
manner as is done at the start of the Inflight Sighting Mark
Routine,

By selecting the appropriate detent code as descr.ibed

in Section 5. 6, 3, 1. 1 and in routines R-52 and R-53 of Section 4,
the sighting position can be the center of the field -of-view of the
COAS or any of the six fields -of-view of the AOT.

In addition

to establishing the sighting position, the astronaut can also
specify the celestial body (star, etc,) which is to be used in the
Auto Optics Positioning Routine just as is described for the
Inflight Sighting Mark Routine in Section 5. 6, 2. 1.1, If he selects
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the Sun, Earth, or Moon code, the subroutine LOSSEM of
Section 5. 5. 13 will be called just prior to positioning the
spacecraft to compute the line-of-eight vector to that body.
If he selects the Planet code, the computer will request that
he load the coordinates of the desired celestial body just before
positioning the spacecraft.

Once the celestial body is properly

positioned in the field-of-view, the Inflight Sighting Mark Routine
is used to perform the sightings on the body.
After sightings have been made on two celestial
bodies, the Sighting Data' ' Displi!ay 6..o.µtine is ttsed to@ 'Zheck the
angle between the two meaeured directions, and the Gyro
Torquing Routine ( R - 55 of Section 4) is used to torque the
IMU stable member to the desired orientation.
It should be noted that the ground can indicate to the

LGC via uplink the present stable member orientation or a
desired stable member orientation. If the present orientation
is being indicated, this is done by transmitting a REFSMMA T
to the LGC.

Under normal circumstances, however, it would

not be desirable for the ground to indicate the present stable
member orientation since this orientation should be determined
by the LGC PGNCS.

However, if an orientation different from

the present orientation is desired by the ground, this desired
orientation can be transmitted as a Preferred orientation.

By

treating a desired stable member orientation in this manner,
program P-52 will be able to correct for any large differences
between the present and desired orientations by coarse alignment.
In addition, this approach avoids the introduction of orientation
errors which affect celestial body acquisition.

Whenever a

Preferred orientation is being transmitted, the ground or the
astronaut must also set the Preferred Orientation flag so that
program P -52 will know what is desired.
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5. 6. 3

IMU ROUTINES

5. 6. 3. 1

AOT and COAS Transformations

5. 6. 3. 1.1

Determination of the Star Line-of-Sight During FreeFall
To perform !MU alignment during free - fall it is nee -

essary to determine the lines -of-sight to two separate navigation
.stars or known celestial bodies in stable member coordinates. As
a matter of convenience all celestial bodies used for this purpose
shall be referred to as stars in this section.

The line -of-sight

to a star is determined during free -fall by making optical sightings on the star with the Alignment Optical Telescope (AOT) or
the Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS).

These optical sight-

ings are made by varying the LM attitude so that the star crosses
the X and Y reticle lines of the AOT or the equivalent X and Y
lines of the COAS.

The astronaut depresses the X or Y mark

button whenever the star crosses the corresponding reticle line.
When the star coincides with one of the reticle lines, this defines
a plane containing the star. Once the location of the star· has been
established in two separate planes, the line-of-sight to the star
can be obtained by solving for the intersection of these two planes.
The AOT is a unity power telescope with a field-ofvfow (FOV) of 60 degrees and can be rotated to six distinct positions about an axis parallel to the navigation base X-axis. These
position~

are accurately obtained by the use of detents.

The

center of the FOV for each of the viewing positions is defined by
the azimuth (AZN) and elevation (ELN) angles shown ip Fig. 6. 3-1
where the subscript N denotes the viewing position being used.
The approximate values of these angles for the six viewing positions are:
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~N8
Y RETICLE LINE
POSITION
TRUE STAR POSITION

X RETICLE LINE

AOT FIELD·OF·VIEW

X PLANE

~

Fig. 6. 3-1 AOT Alignment Geometry
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- 60°

io:;Ll

= 45°

AZ 2

00

EL

= 45°

Position 3 ( right forward)

AZ 3 --

Position 4 ( right rear )

AZ 4

=

60° ' EL 3
120°, EL
4

Position 5 (rear )

AZ 5

=

180°, EL

Position 6 ( left rear )

AZ 6

= - 120°,

Position 1 ( left forward )

AZ

Position 2 (forward)

1

EL

2

= 1:5 0
= 45 0

5

= 45°

6

= 45°

Under normal circumstances only the three forward positions
( 1, 2, and 3 ) are used since the fields of view of the three rear
positions are either completely or partially blocked by a prism
shield.

However, since the shield can be removed by the astronaut

for backup purposes, provisiens have been made in the computer
for using the rear positions.
At the beginning of the Inflight Sighting Mark Routine
( R -53) and the Auto Optics Positioning Routine ( R-52) the
astronaut

indi~ .ates

whetner he is going to use one of the viewing

positions of the AOT or the COAS by selecting one of the following
detent codes:
Detent Code

Use

1

AOT Position 1

2

AOT Position 2

3

AOT Position 3

4

Any rear AOT Position

5

COAS
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If detent code 1, 2, or 3 is selected the computer uses the angles

AZN and ELN associated with the AOT position which. have been
pre -stored in erasable memory.

These angles must be stored

in erasable memory since the exact values vary slightly from
one AOT to another and are not known until the final AOT installation.

If detent code 4 is selected the astronaut must load-in

the correct angles AZ and EL for the desired rear AOT position.
These angles completely specify the desired position to the com puter.

If detent code 5 is selected the astronaut must load-in

the correct angles AZ and EL for the COAS.

If the COAS

is pointed along the LM + Z axis when used in this application,
its AZ and EL angles are approximately zero.
The direction of the center of the FOV (or optical axis)
for each AOT viewing position and the COAS can be expressed in
navigation base coordinates by the following unit vector:

sin (ELN)
cos ( ELN) sin ( AZN)

~AN

(6.3.1)

cos ( ELN) cos (AZ N)

where N denotes the viewing position of the AOT ( N = 1 through 6)
or the COAS ( N

=7 )•
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The X and Y reticle lines of the AOT (shown in
Fig, 6, 3-1) and those of the COAS define two planes perpendicular
to each other.

The orientation of these planes with respect to ·

the navigation base for each viewing position of the AOT and the
COAS are given by the following unit vectors:

0

~·YPN = sin (90° + AZN)
cos (90° + AZN)
(6. 3. 2)

~XPN = ~YPN x ~AN
where N denotes the viewing position of the AOT or the COAS
(N = 7).

Note that the X and Y reticle lines of the COAS are

assumed to be in the planes defined by the respective vectors
~·XPN

and ~YPN in Eq. (6. 3. 2). Since the AOT reticle can be

rotated about the AOT optical axis by me~ns of a k~ob near the
eyepiece, it is necessary for the astronaut to set the reticle
rotation angle to zero when performing optical sightings during
free-fall in order for the vectors in Eq. (6. 3. 2) to correctly define
the X and Y reticle planes.
At this point it is necessary to consider one important
difference between the AOT and the COAS which is the following,
When the AOT is rotated from one viewing position to another,
the apparent star field observed through the instrument rotates
about the optical axis. This effect is due to the optical design of
the AOT and does not occur for the AOT reticle lines.

In the

forward position (Position 2 ) the apparent star field is the same
as the true star field. As the AOT is rotated through a given
azimuth angle from Position 2 to 3, the apparent star field rotates
with respect to the true star field by an equal amount in a clockwise
direction about the AOT optical axis. For Position 3 the relationship between the apparent and true positions of a star would be as
shown in Fig. 6. 3-1 where the amount and sense of rotation is
shown as ROT. Consequently, when an apparent star coincides
with the Y reticle line, as shown in Fig. 6. 3-1, the true loca:tion
of this star is in a plane obtained by rotating the Y plane about the
optical axis by an amount ROT in the reverse direction. If it is
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assumed that the azimuth angle, AZN' is positive as shown in
Fig. 6. 3 -1, then the correct sense and magnitude of the rotation
(RN) which is applied to the X and Y planes for a given AOT
viewing position is
(6.3.3)

( N = 1 thru 6)

Therefore, the correct orientation in navigation base
coordinates of the planes represented by the AOT X and Y reticle
lines is
I

~PN

I

cos (RN) ~PN + sin (RN) ~YPN
(6. 3. 4)
I

~YPN

I

- sin (RN) ~PN + cos (RN) ~YPN

Since the above AOT planes ( ~PN and ~YPN) and
those for the COAS in Eq. (6. 3. 2) are fixed with respect to the
navigation base coordinate system it is only necessary to compute them once when using a given AOT viewing position or the
COAS; regardless of the number of marks made on a star.
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The orientations of the above AOT planes for a given
viewing position are obtained in stable member coordinates by

~XP

1 ~XPN

[ NBSM X

(6. 3. 5)
~yp

~YPN

= [ NBSM]y

where [ NBSM]x and [ NBSM] y are the transformation matrices
based upon the IMU CDU readings stored during the X and Y
marks and are defined in Section 5. 6. 3. 2. 1.
The orientations of the corresponding COAS reticle
planes are obtained in stable member coordinates by

~XP

[ NBSM] X

~~PN
(6. 3. 6)

~yp

= [ NBSM] y

~~PN

The vector describing the line-of-sight to the star in
stable member coordinates is

UNIT ( ~XP X ~yp)

(6. 3. 7)

To achieve greater accuracy in determining the lineof-sight to a star, a multiple mark capability is provided, whereby
the astronaut can make up to five pairs of marks.

This is

accomplished by storing the IMU CDU readings for each pair of
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X and Y marks until the marking process is completed for the
star and then using the CDU readings for each pair of marks to
obtain a star vector
( 6. 3. 6 ).

~M

as indicated in Eqs. ( 6. 3. 5) and

As each star vector

~M

is computed it is averaged

with the previously computed star vectors to obtain an average
star vector s as follows:
-n

s = .!_
s 1 + -v
ScM]
-n
n [ ( n - 1 ) -nwhere n is the number of

~M

accumulated.
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5. 6. 3_. 2

IMU Transformations

5, 6. 3. 2.1 Stable Member - Navigation Base

Let IGA, MGA, OGA be the IMU inner, middle and
outer gimbal angles, respectively.

Ql

(

cos IGA

0

- sin IGA

0

1

0

sin IGA

0

cos IGA

(cos
Q2

Define the following matrices:

)

(6.3.14)

)

(6.3.15)

cos OGA

sin 0OGA )

(6.3.16)

-sin OGA

cos OGA'

MGA
-sin MGA

sin MGA

0

cos MGA

0

0

0

1

0

Stable Member to Navigation Base Transformation

(6.3.17)
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Navigation Base to Stable Member Transformation

u
-SM

z

Q TQ TQ T
[NBSM] = Q TQ TQ T
1
2
3 ~B'
1
2
3
(6.3.18)

5. 6. 3. 2.2 Calculation of Gimbal Angles ( CALCGA)
Given a stable member orientation and a navigation
base orientation both referred to the same coordinate system,
the following procedure is used to compute the corresponding
gimbal angles.
~MG

= UNIT

(~NB x ~M )

cos OGA= ~MG · !.NB
sin OGA: ~MG · l'.NB
OGA= ARCTRIG (sin OGA, cos OGA)
cos MGA= ~M · (~MG

X ~NB)

sin MGA = ~M · ~NB
MGA

ARCTRIG (sin MGA, cos MGA)

cos IGA = ~MG · ~M
sin IGA = ~MG · ~M
IGA= ARCTRIG (sin !GA, cos !GA)
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(6.3.19)

where the inputs are three vectors along the stable member axes
and three vectors along the navigation base axes.

In the above

equations ARCTRIG implies computing the angle, choosing either
sin - l or cos - l so as to yield maximum accuracy.
5. 6. 3.2.3 Calculation of Gyro Torquing Angles ( CALCGTA)

In .the fine align procedure, after the present platform
orientation is determined, the torquing angles required to move
the platform into the desired orientation must be computed.

This

is achieved as follows:
~D'

Let

lD' and

~D

be the desired stable member axes

referred to present stable member orientation.

The rotations are

ey

performed in three steps: ( 1 ) rotating through

about the y axis,

; ( 2 ) rotating through ez about the z ' axis,

~:b·

lD'

~:b

yielding ~ ·0 ,

lb•

~·D; ( 3) and finally rotating through

yielding

the x" axis, yielding ~·0 ,

l'n·

~'rr

ex about

The relevant equations are

as follows:

z'
-D

UNIT ( - xD, 3 , 0, xD, l)

sine
cos

y

z'D,l

ay

z 'D, 3

I

ARCTRIG (sin () , cos () )

y

y

sine
z
(6.3.20;

az

I
z:b, 3 xD, 1 - z D, 1xD,3

ez

ARCTRIG (sin

ex

-z'D

~D

sine
x

-z' D

lD

cos

cos

ex

ARCTRIG (sin

ez

I

ex ,

cos

ez >

cos

ex >
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The required inputs are the three coordinate axes of
the desired stable member orientation referred to the present
stable member orientation.

5. 6. 3. 2 .4 Coordinate Axes Generator ( AXISGEN)
Given two unit vectors (usually star vectors ), !A
and !B' expressed in two coordinate systems, denoted by
primed and unprimed characters, i.e., !.A• !a• !A' !B' this
routine computes the unit vectoz:s ~· l• ~ which are the primed
coordinate system axes referred to the unprimed coordinate
system. This is accomplished by defining two ortho-normal
coordinate sets, one in each system, in the following manner:

u'

s'
-A

-X
=

UNIT (!_A X !'B)

u'
_z
(6,3.21)

!A
~y

=

The primed coordinate system axes expressed in
terms of the unprimed coordinate system axee: are:
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-x

u'X1 -~+

UTI

~y + u.b ~z

y_

u:X2 ~x +

UY-2

~y

u:XJ ~X +

u¥J ~Y +

z

=

u
+ u'Z2· -Z

(6.3.22)

ub :1z

It should be noted that vectors can be transformed

from the unprimed to the primed coordinate systems by using
the following matrix constructed with the output ( Eq. ( 6. 3. 22))
of AXISGEN:

x

T
T

y_
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(6.3.23)

5. 6. 3. 4

REFSMMAT Transformations
The matrix required to transform a vector from the

Basic Reference Coordinate System to the IMU Stable Member
Coordinate System is referred to as REFSMMA T. This matrix
can be constructed as follows with the unit vectors ~SM' ~YSM'
and ~ZSM defining the orientations of the stable member axes
with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System:

T

~SM
T

REFSMMAT =

~SM
T

(6.3.29)

~ZS

5. 6. 3. 4 . 1 Present REFSMMAT From Star Sightings

The present IMU stable member orientation with re spect to the reference coordinate system, and the associated
REFSMMA T, can be determined by sighting on two navigation

!a

stars with the AOT. If !A and
are the unit vectors defining
the measured directions of. the two stars in the present stable
member coordinate system, and ~ and !B are the unit vectors
to the corresponding stars as known in the reference coordinate
system, then these vectors can be used as the input to the
routine AXISGEN (Section 5. 6. 3. 2. 4 ) to obtain the present IMU
orientation and REFSMMAT (Eqs. ( 6. 3. 22) and ( 6. 3. 23) ).
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5.6 .3 .4.2

Alignment for Thrusting Maneuvers (Preferred Orientation)
During certain thrusting maneuvers the IMU will be

aligned according to the following equations.

~SM= ~TD

~YSM = UNIT ( ~XSM

~ZSM = ~SlVI

x !)

( 6. 3. 30)

x ~YSM

where ~TD is the unit vector in the desired thrust direction at ignition and£ is the LM position vector.

.

The associated transformation matrix ( REFSMMA T) ·
is given by Eq. ( 6. 3. 29 ) .
5.6.3,4.3 Alignment to Local Vertical in Orbit (Nominal Orientation)
The IMU stable member may be aligned to the local
vertical at a specified time. For this type of orientation the
stable member axes are found from the following.

~SM= UNIT(!)

~YSM = UNIT (v X !)

~ZSM = UNIT (~XSM

x

(6.3.31)

~YSM)

where ! and ! are the position and velocity vectors of the LM
at the specified time.
The REFSMMA T associated with this IMU orientation
is found from Eq. ( 6. 3. 2 9 ) .
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5. 6. 4

ST AR SELECTION ROUTINE

The Star Selection Routine is used by the Fine Align ment Routine (R-51) to select the best pair of stars in or near
the forward AOT field of view for fine alignment of the IMU. The
logic diagram for this routine is shown in Fig. 6. 4-1.

Each pair from the computer catalog of 37 stars is
tested to see if both stars are within a 100 degree viewing cone
centered with respect to the optical axis of the Alignment Optical
Telescope (AOT) when in the forward viewing position (Detent 2).
Although this viewing cone is larger than the actual field of view
(60 degrees) of the AOT, it is used to enhance the probability
that a star pair will be found with sufficient angular separation
so as to insure accurate IMU alignment.
Afterwards, the routine checks to see if the angle of
separation between the stars is at least 50 degrees.
If a pair passes the above tests, a che-ck is then made
to see if either star is occulted by the Sun, Earth, or Moon.
The sizes of the occultation cones about each of the three bodies
are such as to not only account for true .occultation but to also
prevent the selection of stars too near the bodies because of
visibility problems.

The directions and the assodated occul-

tation cone sizes of the three bodies are actually computed by
the subroutine LOSSEM (Section 5. 5. 13) which is called by the
Fine Alignment Routine (R-51) just prior to calling the Star
Selection Routine.
The pair of stars passing the above tests and having
the largest angular separation is chosen by this routine.

Ifthe

routine is unable to find a satisfactory pair of stars after testing all combinations, it"is seen in Routine R-51

of Section 4

that an Alarm Code is displayed, whereupon the astronaut may
either repeat the star selection process at a different spacecraft
attitude or select his own stars later in the Fine Alignment
Routine (R - 51 ).
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START

Set Flag

.A'n

No (Pairs bee
~te

Sel ect a pair
of stars

XIT

No
No
EXIT
(Alarm Code dis played in R - 51 )

No

~rocculted
No
Reset Flag

Store pair with largest
separation and neglect
any previously stored
pair

Figure 6. 4 - 1

Star Selection Routine
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5. 6. 5

GROUND TRACK ROUTINE
This routine is used by the astronaut. in near-earth

or near-moon orbit to obtain CSM or LM trajectory information.
The astronaut specifies a time (GET) and a vehicle ( CSM or
LM).

The routine uses the Coasting Integration Routine (Section

5. 2. 2 ) to extrapolate the desired vehicle ' s state vector to the
specified time.

The resulting estimated position vector is con-

verted to l atitude, longitude, altitude coordinates by means of
the Latitude - Longitude Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 3 ) and these data
are displayed.

Altitude is defined with respect to the landing

site radius for lunar orbit, and the launch pad radius for earth
orbit.

The astronaut can request the state vector extrapolation

to continue in ten minute steps, or to another specified time,
and obtain additional displays of the coordinates of points in the
spacecraft's orbit.
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5. 6. 7

ADDITIONAL RENDEZVOUS DISPLAYS
During the rendezvous sequence the following routines

may be called by the astronaut for the purpose of computing and
displaying special quantities related to the rendezvous geometry.
5. 6. 7. 1

Range, Range Rate, Theta

Display

Routine R-31 may be called in order to display the
computed range and range rate between the two vehicles and an
angle () shown in Fig. 6. 7-1.

z

HOR IZONTAL PLANE

Figure 6. 7 -1

Definition of Theta

The angle () represents the angle between the LM
Z-body axis and the local horizontal plane of the LM. It is defined in a manner completely analogous to the definition of E in
Section 5. 4. 4. 2 and, therefore, has limits of O to 3 60 degrees.
The equations used to compute the display parameters
for R-31 are given below.

g

=

E.c - ::_L

~R =UNIT(~)

RANGE= I R I
RANGE RATE=

(::.C -

( 6. 7.1 )
~L ) • ~R

To compute () the following vector is defined

"_z" [ REFSMMAT ]T [ NBSM ]
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[~J

( 6. 7. 2)

where NBSM and REFSMMAT are defined in Section 5. 6. 3 and
~Z is a unit vector along the Z - body axis expressed in basic re ference coordinates. The angle () is then found as follows:

(6. 7. 3)

The three displays of R - 31 are automatically updated
until R -31 is terminated by the astronaut.

The logic flow re -

quired to accomplish this update is shown in Fig. 6. 7-2.

5. 6. 7. 2

Final Attitude Display
Routine R- 63 may be used to compute and display the

FDAI angles required to point either the LM Z - axis or LM
X - axis at the CSM. The choice of axis is made by the astronaut
at the beginning of the routine as described in Section 4.
After initiation of this routine the state vectors of
both vehicles are extrapolated to the present time plus one
minute using the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2).
Based on these new state vectors the requir ed gimbal angles
are computed.

These angles are converted to FDAI angles using

the transformation described in Section 5. 6. 12 and the result
is displayed.
There is no automatic display update; however, R-63
may easily be recycled manually.

5. 6. 7. 3

Out-of-Plane Rendezvous Display
Routine R - 36 may be used during any phase of the

rendezvous sequence to provide information about the out -of plane geometry. Three quantit~es (Y, Y,and ljJ) are computed
for a given time which is determined by the astronaut. The first

•

two, Y and Y, represent the
in some sense.

out-of-plane position and velocity

The third display, lji, is the angle between the
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I tF = p resent time I

Co as ting Integration
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Kepler Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 5)

'

Wait
Compute and display
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Figure 6, 7 - 2

Range, Range Rate,
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e

line of sight and the forward direction, measured in the local
horizontal plane,

It is equivalent to the yaw angle on the FDA!

ball if the ball were aligned to an inplane, local horizontal attitude and the vehicle were rotate d such that the Z -axis were
pointed along the line of sight,

.

The exact definition of Y, Y and lji is demonstrated
by the following set of equations,
~

where

Ee

and

~

=- UNIT ( ~

X

Ee )

(6 ,7,4)

are the position and velocity vectors of the

CSM, respectively,
y =£L
y

where £L and

~L

~L

-u

. -u

(6,7,5)

are the position and velocity vectors of the LM,

respectively.
~F
~R

LQS

::

UNIT [ ( £L

X

~L)

X

(6,7,6)

UNIT (E_L)

-· Ee -

£L

~LOS = UNIT [ LQS - (LOS!
- 1
=- cos
~F)
4i
(~LOS

N

J

£L

=- ~LOS

X

~R) ~RJ
(6,7,7)

~F

If N • £L < O; lji = 27T - lji

(6.7.8)
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5. 6. 8

AGS INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
The Abort Guidance System (AGS) initialization involves

a separate routine R-47 in the LGC that prepares a special telemetry downlink list with the required AGS initialization parameters.
The AGS-LGC initialization interface is through the telemetry subsystem.

At a desired GET, the astronaut may simultaneously make

an "ENTER" in both LGC and AEA (Abort Electronic Assembly). The
LGC stores the GET at this ENTER and subtracts this time from all
state vector reference times used in the AGS initialization.

There

is also the option of loading an AGS initialization time obtained from
an external sou.rce.

The AGS Initialization Routine next integrates the CSM and LM
state vectors to the current GET. This state vector integration (Sec, 5,2,2)
is based on the determination of the earth or lunar orbit condition
by examining the CSM primary body indicator PC of Section 5. 2. 2. 6.
In the earth orbital condition, the CSM and LM state vectors are
divided by a factor of four and these modified state vectors are put
on the special down-link telemetry list together with the difference
between the state vector time and the AGS reference GET.

In the

lunar orbit condition the CSM and LM state vectors are modified by
only the subtraction of the AGS reference GET from the state vector
time before being put on the down - link list.

This special telemetry

down - link list is then sent 10 consecutive times before the normal
down-link format is resumed.
Subsequent AGS initializations do not normally require
a new AGS time referencing operation involving the simultaneous
LGC and AEA ENTER inputs.

During AGS initializations following

the first, the AEA clock initialization may be omitted.

In that case,

the special initialization down-link is prepared by modifying the state
vector times by subtracting the initial GET reference time determined in the first initialization.
The final operation is to zero the IMU CDU's for the
AGS alignment procedure as described in Section 4 provided CDU
zeroing is permissible in the LGC at that time.
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5. 6. 9

LGC INITIALIZATION
The LGC initialization procedure prior to LM sepa-

ration is a manual operation which does not involve a numbered
LGC program.

After the LGC is activated the first requirement

is to synchronize the LGC clock with that of the CMC.

This is

a count-down and mark procedure described in R-33, CMC / LGC
Clock Synchronization Routine of Section 4, to obtain an average
clock difference which is then used to increment the LGC clock.
The CMC and LGC clock synchronization can also be checked by
the Mission Ground Control Center using telemetry down - link
data, which can provide a more precise difference to increment
the LGC clock.
Next, the following parameters are voice-linked from
the CSM or uplinked from the earth to the LM to be entered into
the LGC:
1)

~

CSM position vector

2)

~

CSM velocity vector
CSM state vector time

4)

~LS

lunar landing site vector in
moon - Jixed

oocn·Gl.~ne.~s

time difference between zero GET and
July 1. 0, 1968 universal time.
planet identifier

G)

All of the above parameters are in octal, and all are double pre cision except item 5, t , which is triple precision and item 6, PC'
0

which is one bit.

•
•
•
•

•
•
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The estimated CSM and LM state vectors (as defined
in Eq. ( 2. 2. 28 ) of Section 5, 2. 2. 6), the estimated landing site
state vector, and the reference time t

0

are then initialized as

follows:

~'

£co

£c

~o

~

£econ

=

~con

= ~

£c

.?.c

0

~

0

tc

tc

TC

0

* XC

0

~'

~'

{ 0 for earth orbit

Pc

1 for lunar orbit

.::_LO

£c

~LO

~

.:'..Leon

=

~Leon

* £.L

£c
~

=

0
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* !'..L

=

0

tL

=

tc

* TL

0

* XL

0
{ 0 for earth orbit

PL

1 for lunar orbit

*E.LS

=

E.LS

td

=

to

where the items on the left-hand side of the above equations are
LGC variables, and the Hems on the right-hand side are the uplinked or voice-linked parameters. The subscripts C and L refer
to CSM and LM, respectively.

The variables marked with an

asterisk ( *) are initialized during the prelaunch eraii able load and
do not have to be res.et unle•s the value• have been changed during the mission.
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5. 6. 11

LGC IDLING PROGRAM
This program is used to maintain the LGC in a state of

readiness for entry into any other program. While the idling program
is in operation, the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2. 2) is
used to advance the estimated CSM state vector (and the estimated
LM state vector when the LM is not on the surface of the moon) to
approximately current time.

This procedure has the lowest priority

of all programs, and is performed only when no other program is
active.

This periodic state vector extrapolation is not necessary

from a theoretical point of view, but does have two practical purposes.

First, it is advisable to maintain current (or at least nearly

current) state vector estimates in case an emergency situation arises.
Second, a significant amount of computation time is transferred from
a period of high computer activity (navigation measurement processing,
targeting, etc.) to a period of low activity.
This periodic state vector extrapolation is· restricted to
near-earth or near-moon orbits since the capability for cislunar niidcourse integration does not exist in the LGC.
In order to use the Coasting Integration Routine in an ef ficient rr.anner, the maximum value for the integration. time step,
l:.tmax' is computed as described in Section 5. 2. 2. 5.
Let tc be the
time associated with the estimated CSM state vector and t be the
current time .
when

1

The estimated CSM state vector is extrapolated ahead

t 1 > tc + 4 6.t max

(6.11. 1)
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The integration is terminated when ti.t
is more than the
max
integration time - to - go. In this manner no extra and smaller than - maximum integration time steps are performed, and the
periodic integration is accomplished most efficiently.
The estimated LM state vector (if applicable) is
then extrapolated to the CSM state vector time in the same
manner,
The error transition matrix W (see Section 5. 2, 2, 4)
is extrapolated with the estimated LM or CSM state vector if
RENDWFLG indicates that the W matrix is valid, RENDWFLG
is defined in Section 5. 2, 4, 2, 2, The selection of which state
vector to extrapolate the W matrix with depends upon whether
the LM is in flight or on the moon,
The logic for the periodic state vector extrapolation
is illustrated in Fig, 6 . 11 - 1.

The variables D and V are

indicators which control the Coasting Integration Routine,

The

quantities ~L and ~ are the estimated LM and CSM state
vectors . respectively. and ~ is a temporary state vector used
for integration, Refer to Section 5, 2, 2, 6 for precise definitions
of these items.

The switch SURFFLAG indicates whether or

not the LM is on the surface of the moon,

u:'his flag is set to

one (zero) by means of a special DSKY verb by the astronaut
when the LM has landed on (lifted off from) the lunar surface,
As shown in the figure, time synchronization of the
two state vectors is achieved and maintained by this program,
The purpose of the state vector synchronization is to guarantee
correct W matrix extrapolation during rendezvous navigation,
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In order to permit correction of wrong erasable
memory parameters which have caused or could cause an invalid
and excessively lengthy integration process to begin, there is
an emergency special DSKY verb to terminate or inhibit the
Coasting Integration Routine.

This special verb causes the

following to occur:
1.

If the Coasting Integration Routine is in operation,
it is terminated at the end of the current time
step.

2.

The current program is terminated.

3.

The LGC Idling Program ( P - 00) is activated.

4.

The first P-00 state vector test is bypassed so
I

that no state vector integration t<est 00.curs for
ten minut~s,
Note that this operation do e s not maintain state vector synchroni zation and can., therefore, cause incorrect W matrix extrapolation
in rendezvous navigation.
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Extrapolate LM State Vector ( and W Matrix
if D = 9) to time tF Using Coasting
Integration Routine (Section 5, 2, 2)
Figure 6. 11-1 LGC Idling Program State Vector Extrapolation Logic Diagram
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5, 6, 12

FDAI-IMU TRANSFORMATIONS
The following transformations are used tp convert

IMU gimbal angles to angular readings on the LM FDA! Ball,
YAW

Y = sin-l [- cos ( MGA) sin ( OOA)

J

where the display is such that

or

PITCH
(If

p

Isin YI

~ 1. 0)

sin - 1 '-sin ( IGA) cos ( OOA) + cos ( IGA) sin ( MGA) sin. ( OOA)

L

= cos-1

.

cosy

[cos(IGA)cos (OOA) - sin (IGA) sin (MGA) sin (OGA) ]
cosy
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ROLL

(If

. -1

sin ( MGA)
cos y
[

sin

R

Isin Y j

~

1. 0)

J = cos -1

cos ( MGA ) cos ( OGA
cosy
[

)J

where the displays for both P and R are always positive angles
less than 360°.
For Y = 90° or 270° the preceding equations are indeterminate and the pitch and roll readings become meaningless
since they are not uniquely defined in terms of IMU gimbal angles
because the FDA! outer and inner gimbal angles are likewise
not unique.

However, the following equations give the relation-

ships between the IMU gimbal angles and the sum or differences
of P and R.
If
1. Y

=

90°, +hen either
0

a. MGA = o and OGA

=

P +R

71

=-

2

IGA

whence

or
b . MGA

2. Y

=

= 11

and OGA

=

+ .!!_
whence P + R
2

IGA-r 180°.

270°, then either

a. MGA

=

o0

and OGA

=

+~ whence P - R

MGA

TT

=

IGA

2

or
b.

=

and OGA

71

= -2

whence P - R = IGA + 180°

where
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IGA

= inner IMU gimbal angle

MGA = middle IMU gimbal angle
OGA

outer IMU gimbal angle

The IMU gimbal angles are defined to be zero when
the axes of rotation of the gitnbals are mutually orthogonal.
Each gimbal angle is defined as that angle through which the de signated gimbal must be rotated, in the conventional right hand
sense, with respect to its outer neighbor to make the X, Y, Z
Coordinate Systems of both gimbals coincident .
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5, 6. 13

IMU COMPENSATION
The IMU Compensation is

design•~d

to compensate

for PIPA bias and scale factor error and at the same time ac cumu late gyro torquing commands necessary to compensate
for the associated bias and acceleration caused gyro drifts.
The correction to the PIPA 's is

where

is the compensated data for the Ith PIPA
denoted PIPAXC' PIPAYC' PIPAZC

SFE I=

SF - SFnom

(erasable load )1.'

SFnom
SF

BIASI

Scale-factor CM / Sec
Pulse

is the bias for the Ith PIPA (an erasable load)

The compensated data is then used to compute the
IRIG torquing necessary to cancel the NBD, ADIA, and ADSRA
gyro coefficients.

The computations are

XIRIG = -ADIAX PIPAXC + ADSRAX PIPAYC - NBDX
YIRIG

~t

-ADIAY PIPAYc + AD~RAY PlPAZc - NBDY ~t

ZIRIG = -ADIAZ PIPAZC - ADSRAZ PIPAYC + NBDZ D.t
*The term "erasable load" refers to data entered in LGC erasable
memory just prior to launch.
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where

XIRIG, YIRIG, ZIRIG are gyro drift compensations
NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are gyro bias drifts (an erasable load)
ADSRAX, ADS RAY, ADSRAZ are gyro drifts due to ac celeration along spin reference axis (an erasable load )
ADIAX, ADIA Y. ADIAZ are gyro drifts due to acceleration
along the input axis ( an erasable load )
When the magnitude of any !RIG command exceeds two
pulses, the commands are sent to the gyros.
During free -fall only the NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are
the relevant coefficients and the routine is so ordered that only
these terms are calculated for the gyro compensation.
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5. 6. 14

RR j LR SELF TEST ROUTINE
The purpose of the RR/ LR Self Test Routine (R-04

in Section 4) is to provi,de _suitable DSKY displays and LGC
down-link information to support the self tests of the. Rend~zvous
Radar (RR ) and the Landing Radar (LR).

In doing this the

routine also provides a check on the data transmission interface
between the LGC and the two radar systems.
The self test of either radar system is accomplished
by the astronaut through use of a radar test switch at the LM
console.

When this switch is in the RR or LR position, artificfal

target signals are generated within the associated radal'. system.
These signals when acquired by the tracking networks of the radar
correspond to certain known values in the measurement parameters (range, etc . ).
The self tests of the RR and LR can be conducted w'ith
or without the assistance of the LGC.

Since these tests can in-

terfere with the normal RR data read and update functions of
programs P-20 and P-22, it is essential that t'1e astronaut not
have these programs operating when the radar test switch is in
one of its test positions (RR or LR ) •
If the astronaut wishes to have the radar self test para-

meters displayed on the DSKY and placed on the LGC down-link,
he calls the RR/ LR Self Test Routine.

At the beginning of the

routine he indicates which radar is being self tested.

If he selects

the LR, the routine will start reading continuously the four LR
data parameters (vX' Vy, vz and range) once per second.
parameter is sampled by a single 80 millis~cond gate.

Each

These

parameters are placed on the LGC down - link and are displayed to
him in two separat e DSKY displays.
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One display contains the range and the present position of the
LR antenna.

The other display contains the three LR velocity

components ( vX' vy, and v Z ). The four data parameters
obtained from the LR are displayed and put on the down-link
regardless of the status of the Range and Velocity Data Good
discretes,

However, whenever a given parameter is obtained

from the LR, the associated data good discrete is checked and
the Tracker Fail Alarm is turned on if the discrete is missing,
If the RR test mode is selected, a check is made to
see if the RR Autq Mode discrete is being received from the RR.,
If it is present, the RR Track Enable discrete is issued to

allow the radar to lock-on the self test signals and subsequently
generate the RR Data Good discrete during the data reading process,
The purpose of checking the RR Auto Mode discrete is to insure
that the mode control switch of the RR is in the LGC position
during the data read operation,

This insures that the phase of

the RR resolver excitation is within tolerance for normal angle
measurements by the RR CDU's. If the RR mode control switch
is in either of its other two positions, this phase tolerance is
not insured,

If the RR Auto Mode is absent, a request is issued

to the astronaut to place the RR mode control switch in the LGC
position.

Once this has been accomplished, the routine starts

reading the RR CDU angles ( shaft and trunnion) every second
and the range and range rate on alternate seconds,

These quantities

are displayed on the DSKY in two separate displays, and thus
normally will be down-linked,
angles,

One display contains the RR CDU

It should be noted that the polarity of the displayed RR

trunnion angle is opposite that defined in Fig, 6, 15-1.
display contains the range and range rate,

The other

The four RR data

parameters are displayed and placed on the down-link regardless
of the status of the RR Data Good discrete, However, whenever
a range or range rate measurement is obtained from the RR, the
RR Data Good discrete is checked and the Tracker Fail Alarm
is turned on if the discrete is missing.
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It should be noted that the RR or LR data initially displayed by
this routine may not be meaningful since the radar tracking loops may
still be in the process of locking onto the internally generated target
signals of the radar.

In addition, the CDU data displayed at the be -

ginning of the RR self test may be that associated with the process of
zeroing the RR CDU 1 s, Whenever the RR Auto Mode discrete is first
detected by the RR Monitor Routine ( R-2 5) of Section 5, 2. 4, 3, the
RR CDU 1 s are zeroed,
It should also be noted that the LR used in this mission is dif-

ferent from that planned for a lunar mission in that the velocity data
( vX' Vy, and v z) obtained from the present LR by the LGC is that
from the individual velocity beams.

In order to display the LR velocity

parameters in feet per second, the following computations are made:

where sX' sy, and s

are the binary data words obtained ·from the
2
LR, fB is the bias frequency used in the LR, T LR is the time interval

used by the LR when counting the cycles of the doppler and bias fre quencies so as to produce the data words ( sX, Sy, and s

2

), and the

kx, ky, and kz are the corresponding scale factors used to obtain
the above velocities in feet per second,

The time interval

T LR

is

80, 001 milliseconds.
The range data is sent to the LGC from the LR as a binary data
word RLR, which represents the count of a certain frequency in the LR
during the time interval

T

LR . Within the LGC, the range r LR along the

range beam is computed as follows:
kLRl
rLR =

{
kLR2

where kLR

and kLR are the bit weights respectively for the long and
2
1
short range scales in order to obtain rLR infeet, When the Range Low

Scale discrete is being received from the LR by the LGC, kLR 2 is used,
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5. 6. 15

RR ANGLE TRANSFORMATIONS

5. 6. 15. 1

Determination of RR Antenna Direction in Navigation
Base Coordinates
To obtain a unit vector

~RR

specifying the present di -

rection of the boresight axis of the RR antenna in navigation base
coordinate s use is made of the following:
sin S

cos T
( 6. 15, 1)

- sin T

~RR =

cos S

cos T

where S and T are the shaft and trunnion angles of the RR antenna
as indicate d by the RR CDU's.

The positive sense of these angles

is s hown in Fig. 6. 15 - 1.

5. 6. 15. 2

Equivalent RR Angles for a Desired Pointing Direction
Let

~D

be a unit vector defining a desired pointing di-

rection in navigation base coordinates .

This direction may be a

desired direction for RR designation for which the corresponding
RR shaft and trunnion angles mus t be computed in order to see if
they are within the angular coverage modes of the antenna.

The

corresponding shaft and trunnion angles for this direction are de termined as follows:
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~D

= (x, y,

z)

T(l) =-s in - l (y)
T (2) = 180° - T (1)
~p

cos [S(l))

= (x',

0,

z ')

= UNIT

(x,

0,

z)

z'

(6. 15. 2 )

sin [S (1)) = x '
S(l) = ARCTRIG

s (2)

= 180°

+

~in

[S(l)] ,

cos [S(l) J}

s (1)

where T (1) and S (1) are the shaft and trunnion angles for Mode 1
of the RR a ntenna, T (2) and S (2) are the corresponding angles for
Mode 2, and ARCTRIG implies computing the angle, choosing
either sin - l or cos -l so as to yield maximum accuracy.
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Determination of RR Gyro Commands during RR

5.6.15.3

Target Designation
When the RR is being designated towards the CSM, the
commands issued to the RR CDU ' s for digital to analog conversion
before being sent to the RR gyros are computed approximately
every O. 5 seconds as follows:

Let CS ( 1) and CT ( 1) be the

shaft ( S) and trunnion ( T) commands to the RR CDU 1.s for the
antenna in Mode 1, and CS ( 2 ) and CT ( 2 ) be the corresponding
commands for the antenna in Mode 2.
~D

Initially, the unit vector

defining the desired direction of designate in navigation base

coordinates is obtained from stable member coordinates as follows:

~D

J

(6.15.3)

= [ SMNB UNIT ( E.l,os)

where [sMNB] is defined in Section 5. 6. 3. 2. 1 and E.l,os is the
lag compensated range vector in Section 5. 2. 4. 1.

The commands

are then computed as follows:

(6.15.4)

CT(l)

=

CT(2)

=

-K[~D · ( sin:os~nS ) ]
sm T

(6.15.6)

cosS

where S and T are the present shaft and trunnion angles and K
is a scale factor to establish the proper number of bits in the

RR CDU's.

A limit check is made to insure that no more than

384 bits are sent to an RR CDU.
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RR Antenna
-----------~~

\

Bores i ght Ax i s

Positive Shaft

) Angle Direction

,f

"cNB

L

Positive Trunnion
Angle Direction
+~NB

+ l.NB out of paper

1.

+~NB' + l'.NB' and +~NB are positive axes of Navigation Base

Coordinate System.

2.

Zero shaft and trunnion angles place the RR e lectrical boresight
axis para llel to +

3,

~NB'

The antenna shaft axis is the outer gimbal axis and is parallel to

+ lNB'
4,

The antenna trunnion axis is the inner gimbal axis and is orthogonal
to the shaft axis and the RR e lectrical boresig.'lt axis.

5,

Positive shaft rotation is clockwise motion of antenna as viewed
along+ lNB"

6,

Positive trunnion rotation is clockwis e motion of antenna as viewed
along+

~NB

when shaft angle is zero,

Figure 6. 15 - 1 Shaft and Trunnion Angles
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5. 6. 16

TARGET !J. V ROUTINE
The purpose of the Target !J. V Routine is to update

the estimated CSM state vector in accordance with the maneuver
!J. V which is voice-linked to the LM from the CSM and then en -

tered into the LGC as described in Sections 5. 2. 1 and 5, 2. 4. 2,
The logic for this routine is shown in Fig. 6. 1 6 - 1.

In the

figure, !J. "Y:_ is the maneuver velocity change expressed in a CSM
local vertical coordinate system, and t/J. V is the time of the
maneuver.
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START

Inhibit Rendezvous Navigation
Data Processing

Extrapolate CSM state vector to
Time tb. V using Coasting Integration
Routine (Section 5, 2, 2)

Rectify CSM State Vector
(Fig. 2. 2 - 2) Obtaining ::Ccon' ~con' tC
.)

)

~2

- UNIT ( ::Ccon)

~1

UNIT(~

~

~1 x ~2

con

X

::Ccon)

~o

T
+ b.VT
~con

T
~con

~1

~2

T
T
T

Extrapolate CSM State Vector to
LM State Vector Time using
Coasting Integration Routine

Rec

i

y

(Fig. 2. 2 - 2) Obtaining E.ccon' ~econ' tc
EXIT

Figure 6. 16 - 1

Target b.V Routine

I~
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5, 6, 17

ORBIT PARAMETER DISPLAY ROUTINE
The Orbit Parameter Display Routine R -30 may be

called by the astronaut via an extended verb in order to compute
and display certain orbital parameters defined below.

This

display will be automatically update only when Average G is
running.

Also the option to select the vehicle for which these

orbit parameters are to be displayed will only be available when
Average G is not running,
In the normal case the apocenter altitude, pericenter
altitude and the time from a reference altitude ( 300,000 ft for
Earth orbit, 35,000 for Lunar orbit) is displayed,

If the chosen

orbit does not intercept this altitude, the third display is 59B59,
Under certain circumstances explained in Section 4 an additional
display of time from pericenter may also be requested by the
astronaut.

The details of each option and acceptable astronaut

responses are discussed in Section 4.
The computational logic and equations used in R-30
are contained in Figs . 6, 17-1 through 6.17-3,

The following

is a list of important parameter definitions which apply to these
figures.

:}

State vector of the selected vehicle

Primary body designator {

h

a

Apocenter altitude

5. 6 -50
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~ ~~~~

)

h

p

rLP

Pericenter altitude
Earth launch pad radius
Lunar landing site radius
Time from a reference altitude
Time from pericenter
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ENTER
Yes

CSM

LM

Extrapolate CSM to

Extrapolate LM to

present time obtain -

present time obtain -

~

ing E_,

( Sec. 5. 2. 2)

ing E_,

~

(Sec. 5. 2. 2)

Call TFFCONIC Subroutine
Using E_,

~, µ

obtain a, p

Call TFFRP / RA Subroutine
Using a, p obtain r , r
a

(Earth ) No

Yes (Moon)

h

r a - rLP
rp - rLP
rLP + 300,000 ft.
Call CALCTPER Using
T FF' l, rp,

,.

t--~~~--..--~~~~-t

h

a

r a - rLS

p

rp - rLS
rLS + 35, 000 ft

R

Yes

1r j ,E_,~,a ,p,µ

Obtain tPER
Call CALCTFF
Using SFF

= o,

R, 1E.I• E_, ~·a , p, µ
Obtain tff

EXIT

Yes

R30

Display tPER
Figure 6. 17 - 1 Orbit Parameter Display Routine
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ENTER

~

I Input .!:!

µI

'!_,

h = -r X v

-

-

-h·- -hp =
µ

Q'

= -2 r

-V

•

v

-

µ

RETURN
a, p

Figure 6. 1 7 - 2a

TFFCONIC Subroutine

ENTER

IInput a, p I
e = 01 - p
r
r

p

p
-r+e

a

+ e
-1-Q'

Q'

RETURN
r a' r p
Figure 6. 17 - 2b TFFRP / RA Subroutine
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ENTER

I

S TFF' rh, r O' E.o• ~o· a 'p, µ

c3

= 2 - rn a

c4 = rh c3 - P

No

(force pericenter
calculation)
. - - - - - - - - - . ':'

Conic does not)

U>...;;_-'---------l-i intersect ter -

(

Qh = -

Qo =
(Outbound)
N

= Qh

D =

c3

minal radius

-re;

(£-0 . Y-Q>I >Ji;
Yes

No

(Inbound)

- QO

N=rh - r 0

- r Oa

D = Qh + QO

(Highly circular or
rh and r 0 are pericenter and apocenter
orvice - versa or
other singularity)

Yes

D=O

.--------'------.>::: .
Hyperbolic or )
(parabolic trajec.

Yes

3

2

4

':' Supplementary Information
Fig, 6, 17-3 CALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine
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1

= N/D

Z

1/ Z

3

4

= D /N

Y=p z!zl

y = ~ sgn (Qo +

x = Cl' z 2

x = 1/a z2

I

ro

z>

I
t

u

= _!_ [_!!..__ +
,_;c;

a

Q

_Q

0

h

+ 2(X T(X) aZ

1)]

I

> 0 >-Y;;;....e_s"--_ ___

t

u-

Yes

>

Cl'

No
0 >"-'-~----;i.,f

Yes

1
Note: T(X) = 3" -

x + Tx 2 - -g+
x3

5

. ..
RETURN
t

Figure 6. 17 -3

CALCTFF / CALCTPER Subroutine
(page 2 of 2)
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5. 6. 18

LR SPURIOUS TEST ROUTINE
The purpose of the LR Spurious Test Routine (R-77 of

Section 4) is to read out the range and velocity data of the landing
radar and place it on the LGC down - link during the landing radar
spurious return flight tests.

This is a special routine which is

not intended to be used on lunar missions.

The routine sequen-

tially obtains individual data samples (80 milliseconds duration
each) from each of the three velocity beams and the range beam
once per second.

This data is placed on the down - link regard-

less of the status of the LR Range Data Good and LR Velocity
Data Good discretes.

This routine is instigated and terminated

by the astronaut and is capable of performing the above data readout prior to, during, and after a DPS maneuver.
Before performing the fli g ht test it assumed that the
astronaut will place the LR antenna in either of

i~s

two positions

by use of the LR manual controls provided for this purpose.
It should be noted that the status of all LR discretes

(Range Data Good, Velocity Data Good, Range Low Scale, Antenna
Position One, and Antenna Position Two) is already indicated at
least once every two seconds on the down - link list.
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5. 6. 19

RMS POSITION AND VELOCITY ERROR DISPLAY
In order to provide the capability for astronaut

monitoring of the G&N system's estimate of state vector accuracy,
there exists a special DSKY verb which causes the RMS position
and velocity errors to be computed from the W matrix and to be
displayed.

Based upon the values in this display and the details

of the particular mission, the astronaut will elect to stop the
navigation that is in progress, to resume or continue with the
current navigation procedure, or to reinitialize the W matrix
and continue navigating.

The capability of selecting the W

matrix initialization parameters is also included in this process.
The logic for the RMS position error (.6.rRMS) and
RMS velocity error (.6.vRMS) display is illustrated in Fig. 6. 19-1.
The vectors -1
w. are partitions of the W matrix as defined in
Eq. (2. 2. 19) of Section 5. 2. 2. 4.

and w
are
rr
rv
W matrix initialization parameters and RENDWFLG is the W
matrix validity flag.

The variables w

See Section 5. 2. 4. 2. 2 for further definitions

and usage of these terms.
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ENTER

Wait Until W Matrix Available

""RMS =

JI

:'!i . :'!;

i =O

0

--::-N- - - - - . EXIT
Yes

w rr = 6..rRNIS/ ,.pf
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EXIT
Figure 6. 19 - 1

RMS Position and Velocity Error Display Logic Diagram
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5. 7

ERASABLE MEMORY PARAMETER LIST
This section presents a list of selected parameters re-

quired for various program operations.

It should be noted that this is

a very limited LGC erasable parameter list.

The objective of this

selected list is to identify those parameters that should be stored in
erasable memory and are required primarily to initialize the operation of programs and routines.

In most cases these parameters can

not be originated within the LGC and must be stored prior to the mis sion.

Some parameters then vary continually throughout the mission

(e. g. vehicle state vectors), others are constant for any one mission
phase, but may vary between different mission phases, and finally
some may be constant for one mission, but be required to change for
subsequent missions that use the same LGC program.

Page

Parameter

5. 2- 21

E. CO'

E.Lo

~CO' ~LO
r
r
-C con, - L con
v
v
- C con, - L con

£..c

£..L

!::..c· !::..L
tC' tL
TC'

TL

XC' XL
PC' PL
5.2-54

varR, varRmin

I

varv , varVmin
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Parameter
5.2 - 57

varf3

5. 2 - 58

5.2 - 60

orMAX
o vMAX

w

5. 2-62

w

rr
rv

w(3

we
5, 3-3

!:::.. v ( !:::.. t)

5. 3-19

!:::..~LV
tIG

5,3 - 22

SE
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Parameter

5. 4-5

5.4-12

5. 4-21

t

wt

oT

5.4-24

5. 4-23
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Parameter
5.4-24

6.V(LV)

5. 5-13

5. 5-16

5. 5-22

5.6-8

Az

1

thru Az

3

EL thru EL
1
3
AZ

EL
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Parameter
5. 6-31

E.Ls

5.6 - 40

SFE , SFE , SFE
2
3
1
BIAS , BIAS , BIAS
2
3
1
ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ
ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ
NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ
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5. 8

FIXED MEMORY CONSTANTS
Section 5. 8. 1 contains a list and the numerical values of those fixed

memory constants in Sections 5. 2 through 5, 6 which have not been specified
previously. Those constants whi ch are considered to be control type data are
indicated by source references which are listed in Section 5. 8. 2. Explanatory
comments are noted in Section 5. 8. 1 whe r e applicable and listed in Section 5. 8. 3.
It should be noted that only one page numbe r is given for a constant in the list

of Section 5. 8. 1 even though the constant may appear in other part s of Section 5.
In these cases the same value is used for the constant as reported in Section 5 . 8.1.

5. 8. 1
Page

5. 2 - 9

Fixed Constants
Constant

µp

tE
µM

5. 2 - 12

5. 2 - 22

Value

m 31 s 2

0. 3986032Xl0

m 31 s 2

O. 4902778X10

0. 10823

J2E

15
13

x 10 - 2

2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4

- 0.23Xl0 - 5

2, 3, 4

J4E

- 0. 18

x 10 - 5

2, 3, 4

m

6, 378, 165

2, 3, 4

J2M

o. 207108 x 10 -3

2, 3, 4

J3M

0

2, 3, 4

J4M

0

2, 3, 4

J22M

o. 207160 x 10 - 4

2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4

rM

m

1, 738, 090

Et

csec

3. 0
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Comments
(Sec. 5. 8. 3)

2, 3, 4

J3E

rE
5. 2 - 13

Reference
(Sec. 5. 8. 2)

Units

1

•
•
•
•
•

\
Reference
(Sec. 5. 8. 2)

Page

Constant

Units

Value

5. 2 - 50

fBRR

cps

212, 500

14

17,000

5

fBRR 7 RR

- 0. 627 8

5,14, 15

ft/bit

75.04

5, 14, 15

kR2

ft/bit

9. 38

5,14,i5

5. 2-57

varIMU

(mr) 2

1. 0

6

5.3-22

FDPS

pounds

9712. 5

5, 17

FAPS

pounds

3500

5, 1 7

FRCS

pounds

400 or 200

5,17

~LMonly cm/sec

36

19

8

CSM
cm/sec
docked
L!.VK(APS)
cm/sec

12

rn

8

308

19

8

m(APS)

kg/sec

5. 14

FL

pounds

200

17

Kl

kg-m/ cs

124.544

18

K2

kg - m/ cs

31. 136

18

K3

kg-m/ cs

1. 5568

18

K4

pounds

1050

5, 17

5. 3-26

5. 3 - 29

kRR

fps/bit

kRl

Comments
(Sec. 5. 8. 3)

L!.VK(DPS

2

)

I
I
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Page
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5. 3 - 32

~tTail-off(DPS)

csec

- 38

20

~tTail-off(APS)

csec

-10

20

Ve (DPS)

m/sec

3000

Ve (APS)

m/sec

3000

5. 5-8

(Kepler) Et

2

(Lambert) Et

2

E (moon)

ml/2

2

E (earth)

m 1/2

2

x
x

Comments
(Sec . 5. 8. 3)

I

5, 17

-22

12

-19

12

-13

12

- 12

12

-23

E
c

2

5. 5 -11

kl

2

5. 5-13

WE

rad/sec

5
7.2921151;) x 10 -

8

5. 5 - 16

BO

rad

o.

7,8

3

n 10

rad

-6. 03249419

7,8

3

FO

rad

2. 61379488

7,8

3

B

rad/sec

-7.19756666Xl0-

7,8

3

.
F

rad/sec

-1.07047016X 10- 8

7,8

3

rad/sec

2.67240019Xl0-

7,8

3

)

.

nI

5. 5 - 17

5. 5 - 18

12

- 17

12

4091 641 73

14

6

CI

0. 99964115

7,8

3

SI

0. 02678760

7,8

3

a

m

6, 37 8, 166

2,3,4

b

m

6, 356, 784

2,3,4
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5. 5 - 22

rLP

m

6, 373, 338

11

5. 5-23

Kl

o. 917454125

9, 10

4

K2

0. 035711642

9, 10

4

K3

0. 397841585

9, 10

4

K4

0.082353868

9, 10

4

rad

2. 864381

9, 10

4

LOMR

rad/sec

2. 661699 x 10 - 6

9, 10

4

A

deg

6. 2503

9, 10

4

:B

deg

1. 2725

9, 10

4

OMEGA A

rad/sec

2. 6392078 x 10- 6

9, 10

4

OMEGAB

rad/sec

2. 2725641x10 - 6

9,10

4

PHASE A

rad

1. 80027 76

9, 10

4

PHASEB

rad

o. 7110406

9, 10

4

LON

rad

0. 25069148

9,10

4

9,10

4

LOM

5. 5-24

0

0

)

- 1.07037037x10- 8

LONR

rad/sec

LOS

rad

1. 7299995

9,10

4

LOSR

rad/sec

1. 9909838X 10 - 7

9,10

4

c

deg

1.9190

9,10

4

9,10

4

9,10

4

0

OMEGAC

rad/sec

PHASEC

rad

1. 996542 x 10 - 0.06544352
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Constant
5. 5-54

5. 6-44

fB
fB

7

Reference
(S ec. 5. 8. 2)

Units

Value

sec

360

cps

153, .600

14,16

12,288.2

14, 16

LR

Comments
(Sec . 5. 8. 3)

5

kx

fps/bit

-0. 6440

14,16

ky

fps/bit

1. 212

14,16

kz

fps/bit

o. 8668

14, 16

kLRl

ft/bit

5. 395

14, 16

kLR2

ft/bit

1. 079

14, 16

5. 6-46A

K

bit/rad

2200. 16

6
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Star Table
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Catalogue No.
(octal)
1-- ·.
2
3

!:O

en

:::
t-:1
I

.....

t-:1

O>
CX>

.

t.,

CX>
I

O>

4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
·20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
40
41
42
43
44
45

-Star Name

---

x
Vis; Mag.-,

Andromedae (Alpheratz )
/3 Ceti ( Diphda)
'Y Cassiopeiae (Na vi).
Eridani (Achernar)
Ct
(l'
Ursae Minoris (Polaris)
Q Eridani ( Acamar)
Ceti ( Menkar)
Ct
Persei (Mirfak)
Ct
(l'
Tauri (Aldebaran)
{3 Orionis (Rigel)
(l'
Aurigae (Capella)
(l'
Carinae (Canopus)
Canis Majoris (Sirius)
Ct
a Canis Minoris (Procyon)
2
'Y Velorum (Regor)
c. Ursac Majoris (:Dnoces)
Hy.irae (Alphard)
Ct
(l'
Lconis (Regulus)
/3 Leon is (Denebola)
'Y Corvi (Gienah)
Crucis (Acrux)
Ct
Virginis (Spica)
Ct
Ursae Majoris (Alkaid)
T)
Q Centauri (Menkent)
(l'
Bootis (Arcturus)
Coronae Borealis (Alphecca)
Ct
Scorpii (Antare s )
Ct
Trianguii Aus tr. (Atria)
Ct
Ophiuchi (R asalhague )
Ct
Lyrae (Vega)
Ct
tr Sagittarii (Nunki}
(l'
Aquilae (Altair)
{3 Capricorni ( Dabili J
(l'
Pavonis ( Peacock
Cygni (Deneb)
Ct
Pegasi ( Enil)
E:
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Figure 8-1 Unit Vectors of the Navigational Stars
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References for Fixed Cons tants

1.

Project Apollo Coordinate System Standards, SE 008-001 - 1, Office
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and Space Administration, Washington, D. C., June , 1965.
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Natural Environment and Physical Standards for the Apollo Program,
NASA M - DE-8020-008B, April, 1965.

3.

Directory of Standard Geodetic and Geophysical Constants for
Gemini and Apollo, NASA General Working Paper No. 10, 020 B,
April 6, 1966.

4.

Apollo Missions and Navigation Systems Characteristics, Apollo
Navigation Working Group Technical Report No. AN - 1. 2, January 1 7,
1967 .

)

5.

Lunar Excursion Module Primary Guidance, Navigation and Control
Subsystem, Equipment (GFE) Performance and Interface Specification,
LSP-370-3, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, (C ).

6.

Primary Guidance, Navigation, and Control System for Lunar
Excursion Module, Part I, MEI No.

6015000, M. LT . , October 15,

1965, (C).
7.

Inertial Orientation of the Moon, R. C. Hutchinson, M. I. T.
Instrumentation Laboratory, Report No. R-385, October, 1962.

8.

Explanatory Supplement to the Astronomical Ephemeris and the
American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, 19 61 .
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JPL Ephemeris Tape E-9511.
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Approximate Method of Sun - Moon Location, H. McOuat, M. I. T,
Guidance Monitor System Note #13, December, 1965.

11.

NASA letter of direction to M. I. T. 67 -FS55- 91 - 329.

12.

The Fixed Memory Constants in the Conic Subroutines, W.M.Robertson,
M. I. T. SGA Memo No. 8 - 68, March 26, 1968.

13.

GAEC-MIT Interface Document, LID 280-10004, IMU-AOT-NVB-PTA
Installation.

14.

SCN 22-44, Specification Change Notice for LSP-370-3 (Reference 5).

15.

SCN 22 - 50, Specification Change Notice for LSP-370-3 (Reference 5).

16.

SCN 22 -40, Specification Change Notice for LSP-370-3 (Reference 5).

)
17.

Universal Mission Modular Data Book, LED-500-19, Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corporation, October 15, 19 67.

18.

Result of Action by the 19th meeting of the Apollo Software Control
Board.

19.

PCR 612 . 1, Raise Thresholds for Delta V Monitor, October 28, 1968.

20.
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5. 8. 3

Comments on Fixed Constants

1.

The quantity Et is the limit us e d for the minimum time st e p in
the Coasting Integration Routine.

When the time step drops below

Et' the routine is terminated.

3.

The values given for the fixed constants used in the Planetary
Inertial Orientation Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 2) are obtained by
using Chapter 4 of Reference 7 and Sections 4C and 1 lD of
Reference Pi.

4.

The Lunar and Solar Ephemerides (Section 5. 5. 4) are basEtd upon
the technique given in Reference 10 , The fixed constants were
determined from various data points on the JPL Ephemeris Tape
E - 9511 (Reference 9 ).

5.

The quantity T SS is a rough estimate of the time between the
initiation of the Star Selection Routine in the Fine Ali gnment
Routine (R - 51) and the midpoint of the optical sightings on the
two celestial bodies.

6.

The quantity K is the scale factor used to determine the number
of bits to be sent to the RR CDU's during RR targ et designation.
This scaling is applied to the angular difference between the
present and desired pointing directions of the RR.

No more than

384 bits are sent to an RR CDU because of saturation conditions.

5 .8 - 9
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7.

The direction of each of the 37 navigation stars in Fig. 8 - 1 is
expressed as the component s of a unit vector in the Basic
Reference Coordinate System.

These star directions are the

mean places of the stars at the beginning of the Besselian y e ar
1969.

The term "mean place" is defined in Reference 8.

The

star directions were computed by M. I. T . using essentially the

•
•
•

same technique employed by the Nautical Almanac Office.

8.

The 6 V K (DPS) values and 6 V K (APS) value are given in
Reference 19.

Two values are given for 6 V K (DPS), depending

on spacecraft configuration.

•
•

The values were selected to b e

between the maximum possible ullage acceleration and minimum
anticipated main engine acceleration.

)
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